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Editorial 

This issue of IJCLA presents papers on four topics: co-reference 

resolution; machine translation; information extraction and 

biomedical applications; and natural language generation and 

grammar checking. 

The first section consists of one paper devoted to co-reference 

resolution, which is a process of automatically detecting whether two 

different words in the text refer to the same entity in real world. The 

simplest example are pronouns, but other words can also participate in 

co-reference: for example, Barack Obama, the President, and he can, in 

a suitable context, refer to the same person. Thus linking these words 

together is important for text understanding, as well as for many 

applications ranging from information retrieval and question answering 

to opinion mining and machine translation. 

D. Weissenbacher and Y. Sasaki (France and Japan) study the 

approach to co-reference resolution with Bayesian networks. Different 

factors can affect the quality of the process of co-reference resolution in 

a machine learning framework. The most studied ones are feature 

selection and the learning algorithm used; others are less studied. The 

authors present a comprehensive study of various factors that affect this 

process, and conclude that two factors have important impact on its 

quality: how noisy the features used for classification are, and how 

reliably the algorithm detects whether a given word is a reference to 

some another word in the text. For example, in the text it is clear that 

this idea is novel the word it does not refer to any other word in the 

text, while in the text the idea was difficult to understand but now it is 

clear the word it refers to the idea; looking for an antecedent in the first 

case (and thus choosing the least unsuitable one) would result in an 

error. 

The second section presents three papers devoted to machine 

translation. Automatic translation technologies are quickly coming of 

age and become part of our everyday life. They contribute to better 

understanding between people of different cultures in our globalized 

world and help people of all nations to integrate into global community. 
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X. Song et al. (UK) show how to better evaluate the results of 

machine translation algorithms. The standard automatic evaluation 

metric nowadays is BLEU, which, despite its usefulness, has certain 

limitations, such as its inability to handle very short texts—which are 

very common in Internet and social networks, as well as rather low 

agreement with human judgments. The authors propose a simpler 

variant of this evaluation metric that is more flexible and more reliable. 

They show that their proposed metric has better agreement with human 

judgments than the standard BLEW metric currently widely used for 

evaluation of machine translation systems. 

G. Wisniewski and F. Yvon (UK) suggest a much faster training 

method for machine translation algorithms. Slow training is a 

bottleneck for development of statistical machine translation systems 

and for experimentation with the corresponding algorithms. The 

authors show that recent advances in recent advances in stochastic 

optimization and online machine learning can lead to significant 

improvement in training speed with competitive quality of the resulting 

translation. 

L. Laki et al. (Hungary) present a rule-based method for reordering 

of phrases in phrase-based machine translation. Reordering is the most 

important issue that affects quality of phrase-based machine translation 

when the two languages have different structure and word order. On the 

example of English to Hungarian translation the authors show how the 

system can reorder the source sentences (English) in order to make 

them more similar to the expected translation in the target language 

(Hungarian) before actual translation. For example, an English phrase 

the sons of the many merchants living in the city is transformed to, 

roughly speaking, the city-in living many merchants sons-of, which is 

much closer to how the phrase is going to look in Hungarian, after 

which only a literal translation of English words is required to complete 

the process. 

The next section consists of four paper devoted to information 

extraction, especially its biomedical applications. Information 

extraction is a process of automatically building databases and 

knowledge bases by extracting structured information—such as which 

medicine causes which side effect—from raw unstructured texts. This 

process requires significant degree of understanding both structure and 

semantics of the text. 

S. Hina et al. (UK and Pakistan) present a semantic tagger for 

medical narratives, capable of tagging complex semantic information, 
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including paraphrases, abbreviations, and multiword concepts. Such a 

tagger is useful for a wide variety of applications such as question 

answering or statistical analysis. The tagging process suggested by the 

authors is based on rule patterns identified from a real world medical 

dataset. The proposed tagger outperforms existing methods, including 

both SVM-based machine learning approach and ontology-based 

approach. 

R. Nawaz et al. (UK) go beyond semantics to explore discourse 

structure of biomedical texts. Discourse-level analysis includes 

identification of discourse relations between text spans and rhetorical 

status of sentences and clauses. It is important for identification and 

interpretation of meta-knowledge: knowledge about knowledge. The 

authors show how to detect patterns of expressions that convey meta-

knowledge about events in scientific papers. They also point out 

differences between such patterns in the full text of scientific papers 

and in their abstracts. 

D. Kokkinakis (Sweden) continues the topic of extraction of 

medical events from text. He explores the possibility of using the 

Frame Semantics framework for this purpose, in particular, the large 

FrameNet lexical resource combined with domain-specific knowledge 

sources. He uses a rule-based approach, though machine-learning 

techniques can be later incorporated in the same framework.  He shows 

that this approach provides powerful modeling mechanism for text 

mining and information extraction, with high quality of achieved 

results. 

C. Li et al. (Hong Kong) propose a framework for named entity 

detection in Internet texts. Named entities are important in information 

extraction since they indicate the participants of relations to be 

extracted. The authors use an approach that does not require training 

labeled examples; instead, they leverage existing resources and 

dictionaries for training. Via extensive experiments they show the 

effectiveness of their approach. 

Finally, the last section consists of three papers devoted to natural 

language generation and grammar checking, which are important 

applications of natural language techniques. 

Y. Hayashi et al. (Japan) show how to determine correct sentence 

order in a text that consists of various sentences. The problem is 

important in style correction, where the system can suggest the user a 

better ordering of the sentences to make the text more understandable. 

It is also important in natural language generation, where the order of 
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the sentences is to be decided before their actual generation. Natural 

language generation has a number of applications, of which multi-

document summarization is currently the most important one. On the 

example of Japanese topic-marking particles the author show how 

linguistic information in a rule-based approach improves the results 

over the more widely used probabilistic approaches. 

G. Sidorov (Mexico) continues the topic of importance of linguistic 

information for natural language processing tasks. He explains in detail 

the use of a newly introduced linguistic-based feature called syntactic 

n-grams in the task of grammar checking of English texts written by 

non-native speakers. Similarly to a number of other tasks, where the 

usefulness of the syntactic n-grams as machine-learning features have 

been already demonstrated, he shows that very simple system based on 

this approach can show performance competitive with much more 

sophisticated systems, thus once more confirming that syntactic n-

grams are a very useful tool for diverse language processing tasks. 

L. Cinman et al. (Russia) address the problem of assessing text 

quality not in the setting of style correction for human authors but 

instead in the setting of automatically distinguishing human-written 

texts from automatically generated ones. The problems is very 

important in fighting spam. What is more, while probably the majority 

of current natural language processing systems deal with Internet texts, 

webpages are often full of automatically generated contents usually 

useless for both applications and human readers, which leads to the 

necessity of so-called boilerplate removal: mining for useful content in 

the flood of such useless texts. Even more importantly, fake 

automatically generated reviews hinder the applications of opinion 

mining.  The authors achieve 85% F-measure on distinguishing 

between automatically generated and human-written texts, which will 

be extremely useful in all mentioned applications.  

This issue of IJCLA will be useful for researchers, students, software 

engineers, and general public interested in natural language processing 

and its applications. 
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Which Factors Contribute to Resolving
Coreference Chains with Bayesian Networks?

DAVY WEISSENBACHER AND1 YUTAKA SASAKI2

1 IRISA, France
2 Toyota Technological Institute, Japan

ABSTRACT

This paper describes coreference chain resolution with Bayesian
Networks. Several factors in the resolution of coreference chains
may greatly affect the final performance. If the choice of ma-
chine learning algorithm and the features the learner relies on
are largely addressed by the community, others factors implicated
in the resolution, such as noisy features, anaphoricity resolution
or the search windows, have been less studied, and their impor-
tance remains unclear. In this article, we describe a mention-pair
resolver using Bayesian Networks, targeting coreference resolu-
tion in discharge summaries. We present a study of the contribu-
tions of comprehensive factors involved in the resolution using
the 2011 i2b2/VA challenge data set. The results of our study in-
dicate that, besides the use of noisy features for the resolution,
anaphoricity resolution has the biggest effect on the coreference
chain resolution performance.

KEYWORDS: Coreference resolution, anaphoricity resolution,
Bayesian networks, clinical informatics

1 INTRODUCTION

Anaphora is a linguistic relation between two textual entities, which are
commonly named mentions. The relation is defined when an entity, the
anaphor, refers to another one, the antecedent. For example, in the fol-
lowing sentences:
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[Mr. TTT]1 was brought to [the operating room]2 where [he]1
underwent [a coronary artery bypass graft]3 x 3. [The patient]1

tolerated [the procedure]3 well.

the pronoun [he]1 is the anaphor, and it refers to the Noun Phrase (NP),
[Mr. TTT]1. When both mentions of the anaphoric relation refer to an
identical object of the world, the relation is said to be coreference. As
coreference is an equivalence relation, all mentions can be partitioned
into different classes called coreference chains. In our example we have
two coreference chains subscripted 1 and 3. The NP {the operating room}
is a singleton and does not form a chain.

The resolution of coreference chains is still a difficult task. Whereas
several factors are co-dependent in the resolution and may greatly affect
the final performance when not set up correctly, only a few of them re-
ceived specific attention in previous studies. While (1) the choice of the
Machine Learning (ML) framework and (2) the features the ML algo-
rithm relies on are largely addressed by the community, (3) the impact
of the noise of the features, (4) the quality of the anaphoricity resolution
and (5) the optimal size of the search windows, which are crucial in the
mention-pair resolution strategy, have been less studied and their respec-
tive impacts on the resolution remain unclear.

The Informatics for Integrating Biology and Bedside (i2b2) institute
has been holding a series of annual challenges to compare NLP systems
on various tasks in the medical domain. The fifth i2b2/VA challenge, held
in 2011, was on coreference resolution. While designing our own reso-
lution system, we proceed to a comprehensive study of the effects of the
above five factors on the overall performance of our system. The main
contributions of this article are (1) to describe a mention-pair resolver
based on a Bayesian Network addressing coreference resolution in dis-
charge summaries and (2) to evaluate the direct effect of each factor on
the overall resolution to guide further research by giving the highest pri-
ority to the most effective one.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following Section 2, we
describe the resolver implemented and the features driving the classifica-
tion. The corpus, the metrics and the protocol used for the experiments
are detailed in Section 3. Impacts of the factors are discussed in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 presents related work, and finally Section 6 concludes
the paper.
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2 RESOLVING COREFERENCE CHAINS

2.1 Preprocessing

To preprocess the i2b2/VA corpus, we use an annotation platform inte-
grating publicly available annotation modules. It recognises the logical
structures, i.e. titles, paragraphs, etc., thanks to handmade Regular Ex-
pressions (REs). As the sentence segmentation is crucial for anaphora
resolution we used the pre-formatted sentences provided by the challenge
organizers. To segment the words and produce a shallow parsing analy-
sis of the documents (POS tagging and Chunking), we have chosen the
Genia Tagger3. The pre-annotated concepts in the i2b2 corpora can be
thought similar to Named Entities, we relied entirely on those concepts.
The syntactic analysis of the sentences and the grammatical roles have
been extracted by Enju4. Heads of NPs also play an important role in
resolution since lots of features are computed based on them. To ensure
good precision, NP and VP chunks are submitted and analysed separately
from the whole sentence by Enju5. When the chunk analysis fails, heuris-
tics are used [1]. Many resources have been developed for the Medical
domain, we applied MetaMap6 to automatically extract concepts of this
domain.

2.2 Resolution Strategy

In a traditional approach to resolve coreference chains, two steps can
be distinguished, the anaphoricity resolution followed by the coreference
resolution.

Anaphoricity resolution consists of distinguishing anaphoric phrases
which expect an antecedent from other phrases for which any suggestion
of an antecedent would result in an error. Non-anaphoric phrases are, for
example, pleonastic phrases (e.g. It would be fine to... vs I have reviewed
it...), deictic phrases (e.g., in our corpus, this report, this year) or the first
NPs in coreference chains (first mentions of an object referred to by a
chain are not anaphoric by definition).

The coreference resolution aims to build the coreference chains; all
mentions referring to the same object should be included in a unique

3 http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GENIA/tagger/
4 http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/enju/
5 Extracting heads from the analysis of the full sentence gave bad results during

preliminary experiments.
6 http://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/
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chain. When a strategy based on clustering is not chosen, a strategy rely-
ing on a binary classification is possible. For each anaphoric mention,
considered in order, a list of previous mentions occurring in a search
window is created, and one candidate in the list is chosen as antecedent.
In the usual model, the mention-pair model, only pairs composed of an
anaphoric mention and its respective candidates are described. Each pair
received a score, and the candidate of the best pair is taken as antecedent.
Once all pairs have been resolved, chains are built during an additional
process, usually by taking the transitive closure with respect to the se-
mantic constraints within the chains.

Classification methods are easy to use with the mention-pair model.
We chose this model for our system. To build the coreference chains we
took the transitive closure of the coreferent pairs. Incoherences within
the resulting chains are post-edited by taking in the list of scored pairs
the candidate of the first pair which agrees with the semantic constraints
of the chain.

2.3 Features and Classifiers

In our system, pairs of mentions are described with a set of 32 features.
They are features commonly used for coreference resolution plus features
specific to the genre of our documents.

Our features can be separated into 3 categories: lexical, syntactic
and semantic. Lexical features aggregate information about number, gen-
der, position and all matching based features (string matching, embed-
ded NPs, repeated NP etc.). Syntactic features provide information about
grammatical roles of the mentions, syntactic parallelism or collocation
patterns. Ground truth mentions annotated in the corpus are classified
into 5 types of concepts: person, problem, treatment, test, other. From
these semantic annotations we acquire reliable features and express con-
straints of coherence. Among the mentions denoting persons we specify,
using handmade REs, the main protagonists of the discharge, namely the
patient, his/her family, doctor and medical services. Mentions which do
not refer to people are described in greater detail based on the MetaMap
categories they match.

Pronouns have separate resolution procedures as they carry different
information than NP mentions and tend to resolve with the closer candi-
dates. We make use of 23 of the previous features to model the salience of
the candidates as described in [1], except for the pronouns “I” and “we”
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which, in our corpus, are likely to resolve with the closest mention of the
doctor.

To carry out the classification we select the Bayesian Network (BN)
framework, a Machine Learning framework adapted to the distinctive
characteristics of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [2]. A BN
is a probabilistic graphical model. It is composed of a qualitative descrip-
tion of the dependencies between a set of random variables, represented
by an oriented acyclic graph, and of a quantitative description, a set of
Conditional Probability Tables (CPT) where each random variable is as-
sociated to a graph node. For each of the previous features a random
variable is created and the conditional probability table associated to the
random variables gives information about which features it influences and
is influenced by. In all our experiments the structure of the graph and the
values of the CPTs are automatically learned from the data.

Because a coreference relation is an equivalence relation, positive
and negative examples submitted to the machine learner during induc-
tion have to be carefully selected [3, 4]. Positive examples are anaphoric
mentions linked to their closest immediate mention which belong in the
same coreferent chain. A negative example is a pair of 2 mentions be-
longing to 2 different chains. We removed the trivial negative examples
and presented only the 3 best negative examples for each anaphor to the
system. The best negative examples are obtained during a preprocessing
stage. The BN is trained iteratively 3 times, using the best pairs of the
previous iteration.

As a first working hypothesis, our BN has been trained using the
score-based algorithm K2 with a local metric, limited to 5 parents with-
out imposing the Naive Bayes structure, combined with a maximum a
posteriori estimation, the alpha parameter set to 0.5.

3 EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Corpus and Metrics

The corpus released for the 2011 i2b2/VA challenge is composed of dis-
charge summaries provided by four health institutes. We worked with a
subpart of the corpus, 251 documents for training and 173 for testing,
referred to by the organizers as the i2b2/UPMC in [5].

To evaluate our system and compare it with other participants’ sys-
tems, we used the official evaluation tool. By comparing the chains pro-
posed by our system with the gold standard, this tool calculates 3 different
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metrics and their unweighted average: B3, MUC, and CEAF. A presenta-
tion of those metrics and a discussion about their respective deficiencies
can be found in [5].

3.2 Protocol

When the mention-pair strategy is applied, five factors can directly influ-
ence the performance of the coreference resolution. The first factor is the
choice of the features to describe mentions and pairs. When the features
are computed automatically, the second factor is the noise of the feature
values. This type of noise can strongly degrade the induction process. As
shown in [1] it might be better to do without a feature if it cannot be
computed above a certain threshold of accuracy. Once the most reliable
features have been selected, the machine learning framework, the third
factor, has to be accurately chosen to ensure a good compromise between
the power of expression required to learn the rules and the search for the
optimal solution in the corresponding hypothesis space. The fourth fac-
tor is the choice of a strategy for resolving the anaphoricity. Whereas the
anaphoricity resolution and the coreference resolution are co-dependent,
the former has only lately received interest from the community [3]. The
last factor is the size of the search window. It determines which mentions
should be inserted in the list of possible candidates; the optimal size can
never be known in advance since it depends on the genre and the domain
of the corpus.

To optimise our coreference resolver we run a set of experiments,
changing the value of one factor at a time, in order to find the more ef-
fective factors for the resolution. The next section presents the results
obtained for each factor.

4 EVALUATION

Noisy Features Factor. The impact of noisy features in resolution has
been studied during the i2b2/VA challenge with a special track (track
1A). This track evaluates end-to-end resolution systems. With ground
truth mentions hidden from the resolvers, a drop in performance of the
systems ranging from 10.3% to 39.0% has been observed [5]. Noisy fea-
tures appear to be the most critical factor to perfect in order to achieve a
suitable score in coreference resolution. We did not carry out additional
experiments for this factor.
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Machine Learning Framework Factor. With the current progress of Ma-
chine Learning, many frameworks are now available, making the choice
of a particular framework difficult. Their advantages depend on the num-
ber, the type and the structure of the data points the induction has to be
run on. In the experiment below we intended to estimate the scale of the
gain (or loss) by changing from one framework to another (even if some
limitations have to be supported to use a particular framework). We have
selected 4 frameworks broadly used in NLP: a decision tree classifier, a
SVM classifier, a Naive Bayes and Bayesian Network classifiers.

For this experiment, all systems have their factors parametrised iden-
tically except for the classifiers they rely on to score the pairs of men-
tions7. All anaphoric mentions are given to the coreference resolver. The
windows size is the largest possible, all anaphoric mentions which occur
before the anaphoric mention to resolve are considered. To estimate the
improvement, we report the performance of the baseline resolver pub-
lished in [5]. The baseline resolver predicts all mentions as singletons.

Table 1 is quite revealing in two ways. First, it shows that there is a
benefit of using an adapted ML framework. If all ML frameworks out-
perform the baseline system, there is a big difference in performance
between the SVM and the BN, 7.8% in F-measure. The features used
to model NLP data are strongly dependent due to the nature of Natu-
ral Language itself. The BN is the only classifier able to represent those
dependencies and consequently makes a better discrimination between
the mentions. The Naive Bayes classifier, helped by its knowledge of the
prior probability of the features, is less sensitive to the missing values
which are frequent with the features used for coreference resolution (e.g.
unknown gender or grammatical roles). The default polynomial kernel
support vector machine classifier proposed in Weka for the SVM classi-
fier gives deceiving results, unusually worse than the decision tree. Better
parameters or dedicated kernels should allow better results.

Secondly, the score of the BN, F=0.921, is higher than the score of the
best system of the i2b2/VA challenge F=0.913 (P=0.905, R=0.920)[6],
whereas our system does not make as extensive use of domain dependent
knowledge as the latter system does. This fact supports the conclusion in
[7] and is important since it demonstrates that an acceptable score can
be achieved on this corpus using domain independent knowledge. How-

7 We use the Weka machine learning tools. Each machine learning framework
can be tuned to improve the induction, but we used the default options, ex-
cept for the Bayesian Network where the default option is the Naive Bayes
structure.
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Table 1. Coreference resolution on Test corpus with various machine learning
frameworks (anaphoric mentions are revealed, search window set to all previous
candidates)

Systems P R F
Baseline .523 .602 .548
Decision Tree .859 .850 .854
SVM .849 .839 .843
Naive-Bayes .894 .912 .903
Bayesian Network .912 .930 .921

ever this result is only possible if the anaphoric mentions are perfectly
resolved by the system. This perfect resolution is for the moment out of
reach, even though resolving anaphoricity is much easier than resolving
coreference [8], see section 4 for further discussion.

Feature Selection Factor. Features are central for the resolution because
they express constraints/preferences to choose/discard a mention as an-
tecedent. Therefore, they are the main subject of study for the coreference
resolution. According to Zheng and al. [3] their number may largely vary
within the range from 8 to 134. Their nature also is still under discussion:
domain dependent features vs. general features.

In this study we give preference to domain independent features sup-
plemented by semantic features adapted to the specific genre of our docu-
ments. The discharge summaries follow a specific scenario. A main actor,
the patient, interacts with a few other characters, Doctor or medical ser-
vices for instance, and whose body is described in detail. This causes a
predominant chain of coreference, the chain of the patient, and several
short coreferent chains. As for other participants’ systems, our system
relies on the categories associated with the mentions and tries to refine
those categories. For the person category we wrote REs to discriminate
the patient from the doctor, the family and medical services (Coherent
Roles features in Table 2). To refine other categories we use the best
UMLS concepts assigned by the word sense disambiguation module of
the MetaMap tool (Coherent Medical Concepts features). Finally, we use
the likelihood computed on the training corpus for two heads of men-
tions to be coreferent (Heads Coreferent Mentions features). Like Rink
and al. [7], we believe this strategy can be applied to all documents with
similar scenarios (accident reports or encyclopedia articles, are possible
examples).
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Table 2. Ablation study on the features used by the BN, performed on the Test
corpus (anaphoric mentions are revealed, search window set to all previous can-
didates)

Bayesian Network P R F
Lexical Feature .927 .927 .927
Syntactic Feature

+ Grammatical Roles .910 .907 .909
+ Syntactic Parallelism .910 .907 .909
+ Simple Collocations .905 .903 .904
+ Syntactic Collocations .902 .903 .902

Semantic Feature
+ Coherent NEs .902 .899 .900
+ Coherent Roles .907 .905 .906
+ Coherent Medical Concepts .912 .929 .921
+ Heads Coreferent Mentions .912 .930 .921

The ablation study in Table 2 confirms the contribution of each fea-
ture. It suggests that the set of features added does not induce an impor-
tant improvement of the overall score, only 2.8%. A similar conclusion
can be drawn from Xu and al.’s [6] experiment. The best score is achieved
by the lexical feature based system. Adding syntactic features does not
improve the resolution and may even degrade the performance8. Seman-
tic features improve the recall, particularly of medical concepts, but it is
at the cost of a lower precision.

Anaphoricity Accuracy Factor. The good performance of our system
is mainly due to the perfect anaphoricity resolution. To calculate its im-
pact on the coreference resolution we introduced noise in the anaphoricity
resolution. The anaphoricity resolver decides if a particular mention ad-
mits an antecedent or not; it does not have to find which mention is the
antecedent. The quality of this resolution is crucial. False positives are
mentions resolved as anaphoric when they are not and cause the coref-
erence resolver to create new chains or include the false positives in any
existing chain. False negatives are anaphoric mentions not recognized as
such by the resolver and may result in a drop of recall if these anaphoric
mentions are not chosen as antecedents for other anaphoric mentions.

8 However syntactic features seem to corroborate the semantic ones. When our
BN exploits lexical and semantic features without the syntactic ones, it per-
forms worse than when it exploits all features, F=0.901 against F=0.921, re-
spectively.
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The current state-of-the-art scores range around 80% accuracy for a
general domain corpus [4]. In order to evaluate the easiness of the task on
our corpus, we have implemented a baseline anaphoricity resolver. Due to
space limitations, we will not describe the anaphoricity resolver in detail.
This resolver is also based on a Bayesian Network and performs two
different resolutions for Definite NPs and for pleonastic pronouns it, this,
that, what, which (other pronouns in our resolution are always considered
anaphoric).

To classify a given Definite NP, features used are targeting possible
synonyms which occur before the NP in the document. The synonyms are
found based on string matching, edit distance, the WordNet dictionary,
the MetaMap concepts of both mentions and the sections where possi-
ble synonyms appear. Sections are important in the discharge summaries
since they indicate how to interpret following paragraphs, a context which
is mandatory to resolve some coreferences. This can be illustrated briefly
by two occurrences of CVA appearing in the section History of Present
Illness and the section Family History; they are synonyms but they cannot
be coreferent. Pleonastic pronouns it and this are detected by the filter de-
scribed in [1] and adapted for our corpus. Other pleonastic pronouns are
classified according to their immediate context. A pronoun, like the pro-
noun what, when immediately preceded by a noun tends to be anaphoric,
whereas preceded by a verb is more likely to be non-anaphoric.

Despite its simplicity, our anaphoricity resolver reaches a decent score
of 87.6% accuracy on the test corpus. Preliminary investigation of the re-
sults shows that the number of false negatives is much higher than the
number of false positives, 2516 against 881. This is mainly due to the
lack of the resources which are needed to establish synonym links be-
tween acronyms (such as transesophageal echocardiogram and TEE),
hyperonyms (examination and endoscopy) or drug names (lipitor and
Atorvastatin). General lexical resources such as Wikipedia have been
found to be valuable resources [9, 7, 6] to provide such knowledge to the
resolver.

Table 3 presents the coreference resolution achieved with varying
quality of anaphoricity resolutions. According to predefined thresholds,
we have corrupted gold anaphoric mentions to non-anaphoric and vice-
versa. Mentions have been chosen randomly except for those which are
preceded by a mention which exactly matches or has a similar head. Last
constraints hold to avoid to corrupt anaphoric mentions which can be de-
tected with a high precision. Bold scores are the score obtained when
using the outputs of our anaphoricity resolver.
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Table 3. Coreference resolution performances on the Test corpus for the BN given
various anaphoricity resolutions (in Accuracy)

BN Performances P R F
noise level

0% .912 .930 .921
5% .913 .877 .895
10% .892 .828 .857

13.4% .829 .891 .857
15% .881 .784 .826
20% .862 .746 .794

From the data in Table 3 it is apparent that the biggest improvement is
made by ameliorating the anaphoricity resolution with a possible gain of
12.7% in F-measure. Given the current performance of our anaphoricity
resolver, 13.4% error rate, our coreference resolver reaches the top per-
formance achieved during the last i2b2/VA challenge, with a score which
is about equal to the score of the 9th system of the competition (a total of
20 teams participated in).

Surprisingly, our system obtains a similar score when the noise thresh-
old of is set to 10%. A possible explanation for this might be that in our
experiment errors are randomly distributed, regardless of the easiness of
the anaphoricity resolution. Whereas mentions incorrectly classified by
our anaphoricity resolver are often the most difficult mentions to assign
in chains.

Search Window Factor. The last factor is the size of the search window.
The bigger the size of the window is, the higher is the risk to choose
a “better” candidate, that is, a candidate different from the antecedent.
While if the window is too small, none of the coreferent mentions may be
found in the list of the candidates. The optimal size depends on the genre
and the domain of the corpus [10]. In the discharge summaries, a list
of medications or medical history report may separate an anaphor from
its coreferent mentions by hundreds of sentences. The highest distance
found in the training corpus was 274 sentences.

We have computed the search window as a percentage of sentences
which have to be explored before finding the closest coreferent mention
of each anaphoric mention. The ratios of antecedents captured by the
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Table 4. Coreference resolution performance on the Test corpus for the BN given
various search window sizes

BN performances with different search windows P R F
Window size Antecedents captured

41% 94.55% .906 .908 .907
67% 99.04% .925 .926 .925
73% 99.62% .926 .926 .926
90% 100% .928 .929 .929

10 sentences with antecedents appended .918 .934 .931

search windows have been computed directly on the test corpus9. Sup-
plementary analysis shows that 20.3% are intrasentential anaphora in the
test corpus (resp. 22.8% in the training corpus), 50.4% of the antecedent
are located in the previous sentence (resp. 54.3%) and, as suggested by
Zheng and al. [3], if the window is fixed as usual to the 10 previous
sentences only 76.3% (resp. 79.2%) of the antecedents could have been
found.

Table 4 summarizes the performance of the coreference resolver ac-
cording to various sizes of windows. It appears that optimizing the size of
the search window improved the performance of the resolution. Whereas
the recall of the system sees no change, the precision, in reducing the
number of candidates, has a consequent rise of 1.6%. This leads to the
overall improvement of the system which does slightly better than the
lexical based resolver described in Section 4.

However examining such proportion of document is still not satisfy-
ing. Many algorithms, for example based on centering[11] or the attention
of the reader [12], have been proposed to update dynamically the list of
candidates by removing from it impossible or old candidates. To test the
interest of such algorithms we run a last experiment. We fixed a smaller
size for the search window, set to the 10 previous sentences, and we arti-
ficially introduced the last coreferent mention. This experiment evaluates
the capacity of the resolver to choose the coreferent mention among a
few candidates and it suggests maximum scores reachable for the coref-
erence resolution with our current features. With this last configuration
the system’s score reaches F=0.931.

9 Similar computations on the training corpus have been done and show a dif-
ference of 7%. That is, a window of 83% on the training corpus is enough to
capture all antecedents.
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5 RELATED WORK

Our system is inspired from earlier modular strategies for resolution pro-
posed by Rich and LuperFoy [13] or Mitkov [10]. Our approach targeting
the patient and specialising other mention types is close to the general
approach taken by the competing systems during the i2b2/VA Challenge
[5]. Many of our features are similar to those described in [14].

Effects on the coreference resolution of several factors discussed in
this article have been the main focus of several existing studies. While
[15] examines possible discriminant features for clinical documents, the
choice of features is still a significant problem for coreference resolution
[16], [10] tests the benefits of using heuristics when the features are not
available. Induction performed through various ML frameworks is stud-
ied by [17] for supervised methods. Advantages of sophisticated models
compared to pairwise model resolution are criticized by Bengtson and
Roth [4]. Finally, during their study to predict the difficulty of the coref-
erence resolution on corpora, Stoyanov and al. [18] investigate possible
performance improvements allowed by a better anaphoricity resolution
and a better detection of the mentions. However, those studies often made
comparisons between systems which differ by several factors at a time.
In his extensive study about anaphora resolution, [10] draws our attention
to the difficulties for making direct comparison between two coreference
resolvers. If the systems are usually working on the same corpus, the pre-
processing and the implementation of the features, for example, are rarely
similar and introduce bias in the comparison. We are not aware of any ex-
isting study which carries out an exhaustive enquiry on the role of each
factor for a given resolver. This article is an attempt to clearly measure
the influences of the most important factors in the resolution.

6 CONCLUSION

In this article we introduced a promising coreference resolver based on a
Bayesian Network and we presented a comprehensive study of the con-
tribution of all important factors involved in the resolution.

Our system, to resolve coreference relations in clinical documents, re-
lies on the mention-pair resolution strategy and uses a Bayesian Network
to score the anaphoric pairs. The set of features implemented are features
commonly used by ML based systems, completed with semantic features
specialized for the genre of our documents. The semantic features track
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down the main objects of the discourse and express constraints by speci-
fying the concepts these objects belong to. Using a basic anaphoricity re-
solver, we achieved an F-score of 0.857 on the 2011 i2b2/VA Challenge
data set on coreference resolution.

By investigating the factors that contribute to the coreference reso-
lution, our intention was to give a precise evaluation of their individual
contributions to overall performance. Besides the use of noisy features
for resolution, anaphoricity resolution has the biggest effect on the per-
formance since both resolutions are strongly co-dependent. The choice of
the ML framework can also strongly affect the results. The genre of the
documents necessitate to adapt the size of the search window. Finally, the
choice of the features, while main interest of the community, appears to
be the less important factor in term of possible gain for resolution.

These findings suggest several courses of action for further enhance-
ment of our resolver, with first priority given to our anaphoricity resolver.
Based on Wikipedia, we are currently studying analogy distances be-
tween two mentions. By capturing valuable synonym relations this addi-
tion not only may largely improve our anaphoricity resolver, but also the
coreference resolver. In the short-term the BN used for the anaphoricity
resolution will be merged with the BN used for the coreference resolu-
tion in order to determine jointly both resolutions [8]. At medium term
we will make use of Bayesian Logic Programs capable of representing
all mentions and their associated chains within a unique probabilistic
model, abolishing thus the unjustified independence assumption between
the candidates, an assumption imposed by the current BN framework.
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ABSTRACT

BLEU is the de facto standard automatic evaluation metric in
machine translation. While BLEU is undeniably useful, it has
a number of limitations. Although it works well for large docu-
ments and multiple references, it is unreliable at the sentence or
sub-sentence levels, and with a single reference. In this paper, we
propose new variants of BLEU which address these limitations,
resulting in a more flexible metric which is not only more reli-
able, but also allows for more accurate discriminative training.
Our best metric has better correlation with human judgements
than standard BLEU, despite using a simpler formulation. More-
over, these improvements carry over to a system tuned for our new
metric.

1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic machine translation evaluation metrics provide a cheaper and
faster way to evaluate translation quality than using human judgements.
The standard evaluation metric in machine translation (MT) is BLEU [1],
which is a simple, language independent metric that has been shown to
correlate reasonably well with human judges. It is not only used in eval-
uation, but is also commonly used as a loss function for discriminative
training [2, 3].

BLEU was designed for evaluating MT output against multiple refer-
ences, and over large documents. However, evaluating translations at sen-
tence level with single a reference is very common in MT research. Popu-
lar evaluation campaigns such as those organised by the WMT workshop
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only provide one reference for test and development corpora. In addition,
many state-of-the-art discriminative training algorithms require sentence
level evaluation metrics [4–6]. Often this means using a sentence-based
approximation of BLEU, which can unduly bias the system and affect
overall performance. BLEU performs less well when applied at the sen-
tence level or sub-sentence level, and when using only one reference [7–
10]. One reason is that in this setting BLEU has many zero or low counts
for higher (tri-gram or higher) n-grams, and this has a disproportional ef-
fect on the overall score. Other problems with BLEU include its brevity
penalty which has been shown to be a poor substitute for recall [10, 7],
and the clipping of n-gram counts such that they do not exceed the count
of each n-gram in the references, which complicates sub-sentential appli-
cation.

Previous research has sought to address these problems. [11] sug-
gest using arithmetic average instead of geometric mean. [12] shows that
uni-gram and bi-gram precision contribute over 95 percent of overall pre-
cision, and they also state that adding higher order n-gram precision in-
troduces a bias towards fluency over precision. This led us to question
the effect of removing or substituting some components especially for
sentence level evaluation. In this paper, we provide experimental analysis
of each component in BLEU aiming to design better evaluation metrics
for sentence level MT evaluation and MT system tuning with a single
reference. On the WMT 2012 evaluation workshop [13], our variant of
BLEU had better correlation with human judgements than any other for
out-of-English document level evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We will give
brief a review of BLEU and its limitations in Section 2. In Section 3
we present experiments testing different variants of BLEU against hu-
man evaluation data, and also optimise the MT system parameters using
these variant metrics. We found that our simplified BLEU improves over
standard BLEU in terms of human judgements in both cases.

2 BLEU REVIEW

The rationale behind BLEU [1] is that high quality translations will share
many n-grams with human translations. BLEU is defined as

BLEU = BP ×

(
4∏

n=1

pn

) 1
4

(1)
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where pn measures the modified n-gram precision between a document
with candidate translations and a set of human authored reference doc-
uments, and the brevity penalty (BP) down-scales the score for outputs
shorter than the reference. These are defined as

pn =

∑
C∈{Candidates}

∑
n−gram∈C

Countclip(n-gram)∑
C′∈{Candidates}

∑
n−gram′∈C′

Count(n-gram’)
(2)

BP =

{
1 if c > r
exp(1− r

c ) if c ≤ r

where Candidates are the set of sentences to be evaluated, c are their
aggregate length and r is the length of the reference. Count(n-gram)
counts the number of times the n-gram appears in the candidate sentence,
and Countclip(n-gram) is the same albeit clipped such that it does not
exceed the number of times it appears in one of the reference sentences
(which may be zero).

We now look at each of BLEU’s component in detail.

N-gram precision BLEU is a precision-oriented evaluation method. Each
precision component measures the proportion of predicted n-grams of a
given n that appear in the reference translation. If multiple-references are
used, the count of n-gram matching is based on the maximum number of
matches against any of the references. For example in Table 1, candidate
1 matches ‘It is a guide to action’ and ‘ensure that the military’ with
reference 1, matches ‘which’, ‘always’ and ‘the commands of the party.’
with reference 2. Therefore, the uni-gram precision will be 18/19, as only
the word ‘obeys’ is not found in any of the references.

Clipping Clipping aims at penalising over-generated reference words in
the candidate translation, such that repetitions of a word will not be re-
warded. For example, candidate 2 in Table 2 is not a good translation,
but still has very high uni-gram score (8/8). Clipping limits the count of a
candidate n-gram to the maximum count of the n-gram in references. In
this case the clipped uni-gram precision for candidate 2 will be 4/8: only
one ‘there’ and one ‘is’ are treated as correct, and the repeats are counted
as errors.

Brevity Penalty BLEU does not consider recall explicitly. In order to en-
sue reasonable coverage of reference, an alternative to recall is used: the
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Table 1. Example of candidate and reference translations, adapted from [1].

Candidate 1: It is a guide to action which ensures that the military always
obeys the commands of the party.

Reference 1: It is a guide to action that ensures that the military will forever
heed Party commands.

Reference 2: It is the guiding principle which guarantees the military forces
always being under the command of the Party.

Reference 3: It is the practical guide for the army always to heed the direc-
tions of the party.

Table 2. Without clipping and brevity penalty, candidates 1–3 will have same
uni-gram score. Example taken from [1].

Reference: there is a cat on the blue mat

Candidate 1: there is
Candidate 2: there there there is is is a cat
Candidate 3: the cat is on the blue mat

brevity penalty. For example, candidate 1 in Table 2 has a uni-gram preci-
sion of 1. [1] state that in the multiple reference case, different words may
be used in each reference, which makes it difficult to measure recall (we
can never expect a good translation to include all these words). Therefore
the Brevity Penalty is used instead to penalise short sentences. The intu-
ition is that the candidate should have a similar length to the reference(s),
and shorter candidates will be missing information.

2.1 BLEU Limitations

BLEU has become the standard evaluation metric since it was introduced
in 2002, but it has several limitations. Firstly, in a short document or sen-
tence, there is a high probability of obtaining zero tri-gram or 4-gram
precision, which makes the overall BLEU score equal zero due to the use
of geometric mean. Similarly, very low but non-zero counts dispropor-
tionately affect the score. A common method to ameliorate this effect is
smoothing the counts [14–17], e.g. adding α both to the numerator and
denominator of Equation 2. This avoids zero precision scores and zero
overall BLEU score. However, different α values will affect the accuracy
of the approximation of BLEU, and it is unclear what is a reasonable
value to use. [11] suggest that using arithmetic average rather than geo-
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metric average, which avoids the problems of zero BLEU scores without
resort to smoothing.

BLEU supports multiple references, which makes it hard to obtain an
estimate of recall. Therefore, recall is replaced by the BP, but [10] state
that BP is a poor substitute for recall. [10, 18, 7] include recall in their
metrics and achieve better correlation with human judgements compared
with BLEU.

[14] analysed BLEU at the sentence level with Pearson’s correlation
with human judgements over 1 to 9 grams. In order to apply BLEU for
sentence level, they add one to the count of each n-gram. Results shows
that BLEU with only uni-gram precision has the highest adequacy cor-
relation (0.87), while adding higher order n-gram precision factors de-
creases the adequacy correlation and increases fluency. Overall they rec-
ommend using up to 5-gram precision to achieve the best balance. [12]’s
experiments show that uni-gram and bi-gram precisions contribute over
95% of the overall precision. They also found that adding higher n-gram
precision leads to a bias towards fluency over precision. However, it is not
clear which of fluency or adequacy is more important, with recent evalu-
ation favouring ranking judgements that implicitly consider both fluency
and adequacy [13, 19–21].

These limitations affect the possible applications of BLEU, particu-
larly for MT tuning. In tuning, the references are given, and we want the
decoder to produce translations with high BLEU score. Current solutions
rank translations in n-best lists [4, 22] or explicitly search for the maxi-
mum BLEU translation and use this for discriminative updates [23, 4, 24,
5]. In order to efficiently search for the maximum BLEU translation we
need to be able to evaluate BLEU over partial sentences. However, the
clipping and high order n-grams make this hard to apply BLEU during
decoding. Thus the process relies on coarse approximations.

3 EXPERIMENTS

To address the above mentioned limitations, we analyse each component
of BLEU and seek to address these shortcomings. Our prime motivation
is to allow for better sentence level evaluation. In what follows, we test the
effect of replacing and adjusting each component in BLEU – swapping
the precision terms for recall, moving to an arithmetic mean, considering
only smaller n-grams, dropping clipping of counts etc. In each instance,
we test how each component contributes to BLEU in terms of correlation
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with human judgement data from previous translation evaluations. Here-
inafter we use the following notation to denote each component in our
metric:

P n-gram precision
R n-gram recall used in place of precision in Equation 2
F n-gram F-measure used in place of precision, balanced to weight recall

9 times higher than precision
A P/R/F terms are combined using an arithmetic mean
G P/R/F terms are combined using a geometric mean, as in Equation 1
B the brevity penalty term is included
1–4 include P/R/F terms for n-grams up to the given size
C clipping of counts used in P/R/F computation.

Note that our short-hand for standard BLEU is PGBC4, while a metric
for clipped recall over unigrams and bigrams with no brevity penalty is
labelled RGC2.

Our experiments are divided in two parts. In the first part we modify
BLEU into several variants and compare the evaluation results of variants
with human judgements, at both the sentence and document levels. In
the second part, BLEU variants are used for parameter tuning, and the
system output of each variant is evaluated by human judges. Our baseline
BLEU is David Chiang’s implementation, and add-1 smoothing is used
for sentence level evaluation.

3.1 Sentence Level evaluation

For sentence level evaluation we follow the procedure from WMT11 [19],
which uses Kendall’s tau correlation (equation 3) to measure metrics’
quality,

τ =
num concordant pairs - num discordant pairs

total pairs
(3)

where two ranked lists of translations according to humans and metrics
are compared by counting the number of concordant and discordant rel-
ative ordering of pairs of translations, ignoring ties in either human or
metric rankings.

We use τ to compare the sentence rankings produced by BLEU and
all of our variants against human rankings. The human rankings were
collected from WMT 09–11 [21, 20, 19], pooling together the data from
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Table 3. Sentence level evaluation results showing τ between the metric-derived
rankings and the human rankings. The label in the three columns denotes preci-
sion (P), recall (R) or F-measure (F), as used to combine n-gram matches accord-
ing to each row’s metric specification.

P R F
GBC4 0.2116 0.1942 0.1905
GB4 0.2102 0.1913 0.1868
GC4 0.1879 0.2387 0.2054
ABC4 0.2288 0.2126 0.2076
AB4 0.2267 0.2411 0.2036
AC4 0.2055 0.2462 0.2178

Table 4. Results for sentence level evaluation without smoothing counts. Show
are Kendall’s tau correlations against human rankings. The u superscript denotes
unsmoothed counts and b denotes smoothed brevity penalty.

P R F
ABC4u 0.2351 0.2209 0.2157
GBC4u,b 0.2128 0.1935 0.1900
AC4u 0.2176 0.2462 0.2178

Table 5. Sentence level evaluation results for metrics with various sized n-grams.
Results are τ values and bolding shows the best score in each column.

PGBC PGB PABCu RAC
1-4 grams 0.2116 0.2102 0.2351 0.2462
1-3 grams 0.2252 0.2230 0.2375 0.2491
1-2 grams 0.2295 0.2278 0.2353 0.2501
unigram 0.2284 0.2181 0.2293 0.2726

English-Spanish, English-French and English-German, in both transla-
tion directions. We selected only sentence pairs that were judged by at
least two human annotators and where at least 60% of annotators agreed
on their judgements. Our final test set contains 10,278 sentence pairs and
has a Kappa of 0.8576.

Tables 3–5 show the results of sentence level evaluation with preci-
sion, recall and F-measure. Table 3 shows the results for BLEU variants
with add-one smoothing. It is clear that the recall based metrics gener-
ally outperform those using precision and F-measure. The best perform-
ing metric is the RAC4 variant which combines 1-4-gram recall scores
in arithmetic mean with no brevity penalty. This configuration has 3%
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higher τ compared to standard BLEU (PGBC4), 0.2462 versus 0.2116.
Overall, variants using the arithmetic mean perform better than those
using the geometric mean. When clipping is removed, the performance
uniformly decreases, but only slightly. More notable is the effect of the
brevity penalty. When it is omitted, the performance drops heavily for
precision metrics, but increases for recall and F-measure metrics. This
is unsurprising as these metrics already disprefer short output. The F-
measure based metrics are worse than both precision and recall variants
when BP is included, but slightly outperform precision when BP is omit-
ted.

A natural question is how important smoothing of counts is to sen-
tence-level evaluation. Table 4 presents the correlation results for a num-
ber of variants.1 Compared to the smoothed versions in Table 3, the un-
smoothed arithmetic mean variants have better performance. We also
found that smoothing the brevity penalty, BP = exp(1 − r+α

c+α ), using
the same value of α = 1 gave better performance compared unsmoothed
BP.

All the results thus far have used n = 4-grams and smaller, following
in the footsteps of BLEU. Our next experimental question is revisit this
choice and test different values of n. Table 5 shows the sentence-level
correlation results for various n-gram sizes, applied to some of the more
successful metrics identified above. The most striking result is that RAC1
far exceeds all other metrics, and is one of the simplest in that it only
uses unigrams. The arithmetic mean uniformly outperforms the geomet-
ric mean (including standard BLEU, PGBC4, in the top left corner). Also
interesting is the pattern in the other columns, where the performance is
relatively insensitive to the choice of n, with the maximum at n = 2 or
n = 3. Overall the story is clear: large n-grams are not appropriate in this
setting, and harm performance.

3.2 Document Metric Evaluation

In this section, the performance of BLEU variants will be tested at doc-
ument level. We follow the WMT08 [25] document level procedure: we
compare rankings based on evaluation metrics against human rankings
using Spearman’s rho correlation, defined as

ρ = 1−
6
∑n
i=1 d

2
i

n(n2 − 1)
(4)

1 Un-smoothed PBCG4 is not reported as it has very low Kendal’s tau correla-
tion.
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where di measures the difference between the rank value assigned to sen-
tence i by the system versus the human, and the n is number of sentences
in the document.

Our test corpora are taken from all systems that were submitted as part
of WMT08 for the test2008 dataset.2 We selected Spanish, French and
German into and out-of-English for our tests. The final score is the aver-
age of the BLEU variant Spearman’s rho correlation with human ranking
in three tasks of ranking, constituent and yes/no. Please see [25] for a
full exposition. In brief for the ranking and constituent the human judges
were asked to rank a small set of candidate sentences in order of qual-
ity, focusing on a specific syntactic constituent for the latter case, and for
yes/no they made a binary judgement of acceptability of the translation.
Documents level rankings were constructed by counting how often each
system outperformed the others, or the ratio of yes to no judgements.
For the purpose of our experiments, we present average ρ values over the
three different tasks.

Table 6. Document level correlation, measured using ρ.

PGBC4 RGBC4 PABC4 PGB4 RAC4 PGBC2
es-en 0.7995 0.8111 0.7995 0.7995 0.8135 0.7925
fr-en 0.9501 0.9267 0.9443 0.9501 0.9414 0.9428
de-en 0.5939 0.5818 0.5939 0.5939 0.5939 0.5939
en-es 0.7757 0.7545 0.8060 0.7757 0.7545 0.8060
en-fr 0.9388 0.9388 0.9388 0.9388 0.9388 0.9388
en-de 0.7151 0.7151 0.7212 0.7151 0.7151 0.7212
avg. 0.7955 0.7881 0.8006 0.7955 0.7928 0.7992

Table 6 shows the results for document level evaluation, where we
have selected promising metrics from the sentence level experiments. All
the results are very close together, making it hard to draw concrete con-
clusions. However we do notice some contrary findings compared to the
sentence level results. Most notably, the recall based metric with arith-
metic mean (RAC4) performs worse than BLEU (PGBC4). Our earlier
finding regarding clipping still holds here, i.e., that it has a negligible

2 The reason for using a different dataset than for the earlier sentence level evalu-
ation experiments is that only the WMT08 data provides the official document
level human ranking results.
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difference (compare PGBC4 and PGB4).3 The overall best performing
variant is PABC4, the arithmetic mean using 4-gram precision, brevity
penalty and clipping. This metric is very similar to BLEU, simply swap-
ping the geometric mean for the arithmetic mean.

3.3 Discriminative Training

Until now we have applied our metrics to human evaluation data, test-
ing whether our variant metrics result in better ranking of MT outputs.
However, it remains to be seen whether the metrics might also work ef-
fectively as a loss function for tuning a translation system. This is a better
test of the metric, as it will encounter a much wider variety of outputs than
present in MT evaluation data. For instance, empty sentences, overly long
output, output from models with a negatively weighted language model,
etc.

In this experiment we investigate parameter tuning of a statistical
machine translation system. The system we used for this evaluation is
Moses, a phrase-based decoder [3], which we tune using cmert-0.5, David
Chiang’s implementation of MERT [22]. We use the following (default)
features:

– Translation probabilities, including forward & backward lexical prob-
abilities, word count and phrase count.

– Lexicalised distortion model.
– A tri-gram language model, trained on the target side of the parallel

corpus.

The training data for this experiment is Europarl-v6 German to En-
glish corpus, which is tuned on dev-newstest2010 from WMT10 [20]. For
the test, we use the de-en test set from WMT11 [19]. We tuned five dif-
ferent systems, each minimising a different loss function, and then used
them to decode the test set. We randomly picked 50 unique output sen-
tences from five systems’ outputs for human ranking, asking our judges
to rank them best to worst.

The human ranking used in this paper was done on Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk using MAISE [26]. For each ranking judgement, source and ref-
erence sentences are provided, and the five candidate sentences are given
in random order. The user then decides how to rank the five outputs. We

3 In further experiments, not reported her, clipping also had little effect on per-
formance for lower orders of n-gram.
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repeat each ranking five times with different annotators. Pairwise annota-
tion agreement in this paper is measured by the kappa coefficient [27],

κ =
P (A)− P (E)

1− P (E)
(5)

where P(A) is percentage of annotators agree with each other, and P(E)
is the probability of agreement by chance, here P (E) = 1

3 . We also mea-
sure the self-agreement of each annotator, and discard all data from an-
notators with low self-agreement. We used 42 annotators and produced
a total of 250 rankings, leaving 143 rankings after the self-agreement
filtering. The kappa value for the filtered data was K = 0.40, with
P (A) = 0.61.

The results of the human evaluation are shown in Table 7. The key
result is that the most consistently good metric from our earlier experi-
ments, PABC4, also did very well here. It outperformed BLEU (PGBC4)
in 31% of cases and underperformed in 27% of the cases, for an overall
4% improvement. This improvement is significant with p < 0.07, as mea-
sured using the paired bootstrap resampling test [28]. Another interesting
result is that PGBC2 and PGBC4 have the same performance, i.e., there
is no effect of using larger n-grams. Surprisingly BLEU with clipping is
only slightly better than the version without clipping (0.29 vs 0.28). We
would expect that the unclipped system might systematically over-predict
function words, as these will be less heavily penalised, and therefore pro-
duce inchorent output (so-called ‘gaming’ of the metric). However it ap-
pears that the larger n-grams stop this degenerate behaviour.

To further analyse the outputs of the various systems, Table 8 shows
the various BLEU components of each tuned system’s output. The BLEU
(PGBC4) tuned system has the highest tri-gram and 4-gram precision and
overall BLEU score, but the PGBC2 tuned system output has the highest
uni-gram and bi-gram precision, as expected. The recall variant (RGBC4)
has the longest sentence length, while omitting clipping had very little
effect on sentence length. Overall the differences in BLEU scores are
very small, which is surprising given the significant differences in human
evaluation results.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we set out to simplify BLEU, revisiting each of the decisions
made when it was originally proposed and evaluating the effect on large
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Table 7. Results of human evaluations of de→en output from different systems,
each trained to optimise a different metric. The values in each cell show how
often the system in the column was judged to be better than the system in the
row. To see whether a was better than b, one much look at the difference between
cells (a, b) and (b, a), i.e., its reflection. Bold values indicate that the system in
the column outperformed the system in the row.

PABC4 PGBC4 PGBC2 PGB4 RGBC4
PABC4 – 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.29
PGBC4 0.31 – 0.29 0.28 0.28
PGBC2 0.33 0.29 – 0.21 0.26
PGB4 0.28 0.29 0.23 – 0.24
RGBC4 0.33 0.32 0.29 0.28 –

Table 8. A comparison of the BLEU components for the de→en translations pro-
duced by MT systems optimising different evaluation metrics, shown as columns.
The rows P1-4 denote 1 to 4-gram precision, and LR is the ratio of lengths be-
tween system output and the reference, as used in the brevity penalty.

PABC4 PGBC4 PGBC2 PGB4 RGBC4
P1 0.4684 0.4761 0.4763 0.4711 0.4742
P2 0.1659 0.1691 0.1705 0.1676 0.1683
P3 0.0811 0.0824 0.0807 0.0816 0.0785
P4 0.0369 0.0388 0.0367 0.0380 0.0360

LR 1.0043 0.9985 0.9906 0.9985 1.0072
BLEU 0.1236 0.1265 0.1234 0.1250 0.1226

collections of human annotated MT evaluation data. Our objectives were
to allow BLEU to be applied accurately at the sentence level, and pave
the way for simpler sub-sentential usage in the future. The experiments
turned up a number of interesting results: bi-grams are at least as effec-
tive as 4-grams, clipping makes little difference, and recall based metrics
often outperform precision based metrics. The most consistent finding
was that the arithmetic mean outperforms the geometric mean. Together
the findings about clipping and the arithmetic mean augur well for dis-
criminative training, as these together greatly simplify the decomposition
of the metric to partial sentences, as required during decoding to find
the best scoring hypothesis. Some of the improvements evaporated when
moving from human evaluation data to the discriminative training setting,
where the models were tuned to optimise each metric. This suggests that
human evaluation data in WMT is biased towards similar models (those
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trained for BLEU), and that it is inherently dangerous to design a metric
solely from WMT evaluation data without also evaluating on additional,
more varied, data.

Our overall results show an improvement of sentence level correlation
to τ = 0.2726 from τ = 0.2116 for sentence-level BLEU, and for a much
simpler metric. We therefore recommend that MT researchers consider
using one of our simplified metrics in their experiments where single-
reference per-sentence application is required. Our intension is to develop
a discriminative algorithm to optimise the simplified metric, which will
allow for more accurate optimisation while also resulting in higher qual-
ity translations.
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ABSTRACT

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) can be viewed as a gene-
rate-and-select process, where the selection of the best transla-
tion is based on multiple numerical features assessing the quality
of a translation hypothesis. Training a SMT system consists in
finding the right balance between these features, so as to pro-
duce the best possible output, and is usually achieved through
Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT). Despite several improve-
ments, training remains one of the most time consuming step in
the development of SMT systems and is a major bottleneck for
experimentations. Building on recent advances in stochastic opti-
mization and online machine learning, this paper studies a possi-
ble alternative to MERT, based on standard and well-understood
algorithms. This approach is shown to deliver competitive solu-
tions, at a much faster pace than the standard training machinery.

1 INTRODUCTION

A statistical machine translation (SMT) system consists of a ruleset and
a scoring function. The ruleset, represented either in the phrase table of
a phrase-based system or in the rewrite rules of a hierarchical system,
generates a set of translation hypotheses for each source sentence. These
candidates are then ranked according to a scoring function so designed
that the top ranking translation is also the best according to some external
quality measure.

In the vast majority of existing SMT systems, the score of a hypoth-
esis is computed as a linear combination of various numerical features.
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The vector of coefficients, one for each feature, is learned using a training
set made of source sentences and their accompanying translation refer-
ence(s), by maximizing some empirical gain over the training set, where
the gain, for instance the BLEU score, evaluates the quality of the trans-
lation hypotheses obtained for a given weight vector.

Training of a SMT system is made difficult by the form of the in-
ference rule used to compute hypotheses, the typical gains used in MT
evaluation that are neither convex nor differentiable and the size of the
search space that makes direct optimization intractable. Various heuristic
optimization strategies have therefore been put forward, the most suc-
cessful to date being MERT [1]. In this approach, optimal weights are
derived through a complex iterative procedure which repeatedly: i) given
the weights, decodes the training set to compute an approximation of the
search space and ii) given this approximated search space, computes an
optimal value for the weights.

If MERT has proven to be a practical and effective training procedure,
it has been criticized on various grounds, notably for its inability to find
good and stable solutions, especially when the feature vector exceeds a
dozen dimensions. The computational cost of MERT, due to the need to
repeatedly translate the training set, is also viewed as a serious issue:
typical runs of MERT can take hours, sometimes days to complete.

Replacing MERT therefore remains a matter of active research. For
instance, [2] reports experiments with several variants of MERT, aimed
at making its results more stable. Another line of research has been to
improve the approximation of the search space, using lists of randomly
generated hypotheses [3], word lattices or derivation forests [4]. Inspired
by recent advances in structured learning [5], the proposals of [6] and [7]
are more radical and replace the gain with training criteria that are easier
to optimize. Finally, the recent work of [8] recasts training as a learning-
to-rank problem. The main motivation of all these studies was to increase
the number of features used during learning, speed being a less important
goal.

By contrast, the approach advocated in this work primarily aims at re-
ducing the total training time, which is currently a significant bottleneck
for experimentations. Like in [6], an important component of this pro-
posal is the use of a large-margin learning criterion. We depart from ex-
isting large margin approaches to SMT by the use of lattices, from which
promising pseudo-references (oracles) are efficiently extracted, and the
recourse to fast stochastic optimization techniques. The main contribu-
tion of this work is to demonstrate, by putting all these ingredients to-
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gether, that a large scale SMT system can be trained in only a few min-
utes, the number of decoding passes over the training set being reduced
by a factor of almost ten. As discussed below, other advantages of our im-
plementation are its simplicity, especially when compared to [7], and its
theoretical guarantees which derive from convex optimization results. As
a consequence, our approach does not suffer from stability issues, even
for large feature sets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the large-
margin criterion in Section 2 and show how the resulting optimization
problem can be easily solved using a subgradient method in Section 3.
The optimization procedure is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents
several MT experiments that show how fast our method is. Related works
are summarized in Section 6 and we conclude in Section 7.

2 LARGE MARGIN LEARNING FOR SMT

2.1 Notations

The basic resource for training a SMT system is a training set D =
{(si, ri)}1≤i≤N , made ofN source sentences si, each accompanied with
a reference translation ri. The set of possible translations for a sentence si
will be denoted Hsi = (hi,j)1≤j≤ni

. The search space of the decoder is
often approximated by an explicit list of n-best hypotheses or by a lattice,
which encodes compactly a larger number of potential translations.

Abusing notations, we will denote by hi,j both a hypothesis (a se-
quence of words) and its feature representation. Given the search space
Hsi and a weight vector w, translating a sentence si thus amounts to
solving:

h∗i = f(si;w) = argmax
h∈Hsi

〈h|w〉 (1)

where h∗i is the predicted translation and 〈·|·〉 is the dot product in Rd.
Using these notations, training a SMT system is the task of finding a
weight vector w such that the predicted translations are as good as possi-
ble. Formally, training thus aims to solve the following problem:

w∗ = argmax
w

G(D;H) (2)

where the gain function G, for instance the BLEU score, evaluates the
quality of the hypotheses H = {h∗i , si ∈ D} obtained for a given w.
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2.2 Learning Criterion

Regularized empirical risk minimization is a popular learning criterion
that has proven effective in many applications. Applying it to learn the
scoring function of a SMT system amounts to solving:

argmin
w∈Rd

λ

2
||w||2 + 1

N

N∑
i=1

`smt (f(si;w), ri) , (3)

where `smt(h, r) is any sentence level loss that evaluates the quality of a
hypothesis h with respect to a reference r, (si, ri) is the i-th example,
f(si;w) is the prediction of the system. The first term of the objective is
a regularizer that prevents overfitting and the second is the empirical risk
(error on the train set). The hyper-parameter λ controls the strength of the
regularization.

Direct optimization of (3) is generally not possible as usual SMT
metrics are piecewise constant and therefore not differentiable. How-
ever, structure learning offers several ways to reformulate this problem
in terms of convex programming by deriving upper bounds of arbitrary
loss functions thanks to techniques such as margin-rescaling [9] or slack-
rescaling [10]. While these upper bounds are not consistent, they have
achieved optimal prediction accuracy in several tasks. In the following,
we will describe the margin-rescaling technique as it can be implemented
more easily than slack-rescaling. As detailed in Section 6, the resulting
learning criterion is similar to the one optimized by MIRA.

2.3 Margin Rescaling

Consider the following generalization of the Hinge loss for the i-th ex-
ample [9]:

`i(w) = max
2≤j

(
`smt (hi,j ,hi,1)− 〈w|hi,1 − hi,j〉

)
(4)

This loss is convex (as a maximum over a family of linear functions)
but is not differentiable everywhere; it is also obviously an upper-bound
of `smt (hi,j ,hi,1). It results from the following reformulation of the gen-
eral large-margin classification problem: learning aims at finding a func-
tion that scores the correct output hi,1 higher than all other possible out-
puts hi,j by a given margin. The worse the prediction of hi,j compared
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to hi,1, the larger the margin has to be, which is reflected by scaling the
margin by `smt(hi,1,hi,j) as follows:

〈hi,1|w〉+ ξi ≥ 〈hi,j |w〉+ `smt(hi,j ,hi,1) ∀j ≥ 2

where ξi is a slack variable. There are as many constraints as there are
possible translations of the source. It is however possible to combine all
these linear constraints in a single non-linear constraint:

〈hi,1|w〉+ ξi ≥ max
j≥2

(
〈hi,j |w〉+ `smt (hi,j ,hi,1)

)
Moving the constraints of all examples to the objective of the large mar-
gin problem as described in [10] is a simple way to create a convex ob-
jective in w and recover the loss introduced in Equation (4). It must be
stressed that, while margin-rescaling (as well as slack-rescaling) offers a
generic way to derive a convex upper bound of an arbitrary loss function
`, the quality of this bound (how close it is to the “original” loss function)
highly depends on the task and the loss function considered.

3 OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

Using the convex upper bound of the evaluation criterion `smt derived in
the previous section, large-margin learning for SMT amounts to optimiz-
ing:

min
w

λ

2
||w||2 + 1

n

n∑
i=1

`i(w) (5)

where `i(w) is defined in Equation (4).
Several methods have been proposed to solve this optimization prob-

lem [9, 10]. Following [11] we propose to solve it using a straight-forward
subgradient descent method which can be easily implemented. Subgra-
dient is a generalization of gradient to convex functions that are non-
differentiable [12] and can be used in the same way as a gradient to opti-
mize a function.

3.1 Subgradient Optimization

One subgradient of the objective (5) is given by:

g = λ ·w +
1

n

n∑
i=1

hi,j∗ − hi,1 (6)
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where:
hi,j∗ = argmax

j
〈hi,j |w〉+ `smt (hi,j ,hi,1) (7)

The expression of g results from the following properties of a subgradi-
ent: i) a subgradient is linear; ii) if f is differentiable, its only subgra-
dient is the gradient vector itself; iii) a subgradient of maxy f(x, y) is
∇xf(x, y∗) for any y∗ ∈ argmaxy f(x, y) if f is differentiable with
respect to x.

Computing the subgradient related to the i-th example requires solv-
ing the so-called loss-augmented problem described by Equation (7) and
to find the best (oracle) hypothesis hi,1 according the evaluation met-
ric `smt. These two problems are well-defined and, as described in Sec-
tion 4.2, they can be solved efficiently. As a consequence, implementing
this training strategy does not depend on any heuristic design decision,
contrary to most existing large margin approaches to SMT.

Subgradient descent can be applied either in a batch setting in which
parameter updates are performed on the basis of the (sub)gradient infor-
mation accumulated over the entire training set or in a online or stochastic
setting, in which parameters are updated on the basis of a single exam-
ple chosen randomly at each iteration. In this case, the expression of g is
simplified as the sum in Equation (6) vanishes.

Even though batch subgradient descent is known to be a slow op-
timization technique, using it in an online setting leads to fast conver-
gence [13]. That is why, we only considered the online method. How-
ever, for stochastic descent, usual methods to find the optimal value of
the learning rate, like line search, can not be applied and the learning
rate sequence has to be chosen in advance. The optimization procedure is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

3.2 Averaged Stochastic Descent

While online algorithms can converge to the neighborhood of the opti-
mum very quickly, there are no guarantees that the objective function
decreases after each update. Indeed updates are based only on a (noisy)
estimate of the true gradient evaluated from a single example and might
sometimes point to a wrong direction. This problem is of more impor-
tance in subgradient descent as a subgradient is not always a descent di-
rection. That is why, in the learning curves representing the evolution of
the objective function with respect to the number of iterations, the value
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Algorithm 1: Optimization procedure
input : a number of iterations T and a sequence of learning rate ηt
w= NullVector()
for t ∈ J1, T K do

pick an example (s, r) randomly
compute hi,1 = argmaxh∈Hs

`smt(h, r)
compute hi,j∗ according to Equation (7)
update = λ · w + hi,j∗ − hi,1

w = w - ηt× update
end

of the objective function is often observed to wobble around the optimum
[14].

One practical way to reduce the fluctuations of the objective function
is to average the weights over time. Several recent works [15, 16] have
shown that averaged stochastic gradient descent leads to very fast conver-
gence when the learning rate is set according to their guidelines: in some
of their experiments, the optimum is reached after only a single pass over
the train set even for large-scale problems.

4 IMPLEMENTING SUBGRADIENT DESCENT

Implementing the optimization procedure described in the previous sec-
tion requires us to define a suitable loss function `smt and to efficiently
solve both the loss-augmented and the oracle decoding problems. These
choices are described below.

4.1 Loss Function

Large-margin learning for SMT relies on a loss function `smt to evalu-
ate the quality of a hypothesis with respect to a given reference at the
sentence-level. Most of the metrics usually used for MT evaluation, such
as BLEU or METEOR are computed at the corpus level. Moreover, con-
trary to these metrics, learning theory assumes that the smaller the loss
is, the better the solution, the loss being 0 when the correct answer is
predicted.

Several sentence-level approximation of the wide-spread BLEU met-
ric have already been proposed [7], but we used a simpler approximation
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that enforces the properties of a loss. Our approximation is based on a
linear combination of the i-gram precision:

score(h, r) =
I∑
i=1

Ξi · ci(h, r)−Ξ0 · cnon(h, r) (8)

where ci(h, r) is the number of common i-gram in the hypothesis h and
in the reference r, cnon is the number of words of the hypothesis that do
not appear in the reference and the Ξi are positive constants chosen to
maximize the correlation between the BLEU score and its approxima-
tion.

The score defined by Equation (8) is a compromise between the num-
ber of words that the hypothesis and the reference have in common (ac-
counting for the recall) and the number of words of the hypothesis that
do not appear in the reference (accounting for the precision). It can be
transformed into a loss: `smt(h, r) = α− score(h, r) where α is the score
of the best hypothesis. Computing α is needed since our approximation
of BLEU is not normalized.

4.2 Solving the Oracle Decoding and Loss-Augmented Problems

For a given source sentence, the search space of a SMT system has the
form of a directed acyclic graph (a lattice) in which each edge is associ-
ated with a phrase and a vector of features describing the cost of emitting
this phrase. For simplicity, we assume that there is a single initial state
and a single final state. Each path from the initial to the final state in this
lattice corresponds to a translation hypothesis ; its feature representation
can be worked out by summing the features on the edges and its “output
string” by concatenating the phrases of the edges.

Many SMT problems, including the one appearing in Algorithm 1,
can be formulated as shortest path problems in a lattice. For instance,
the decoding task, described in Equation (1), is the shortest path problem
in which the cost of an edge is defined by the opposite of the dot prod-
uct between the feature representation of edge and the weight vector w.
As lattices are acyclic graphs, shortest path problems can be efficiently
solved in a time linear in the number of edges and vertices.

Oracle decoding, the task of finding the best hypothesis according to
the loss function, can also be performed using a shortest path algorithm,
as long as the evaluation metric factorizes in terms of individual edges
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[17]. Considering the BLEU-1 approximation introduced in Section 4.1,
finding hi,1 amounts to solving:

argmin
π∈Π

−
n∑
i=1

θπi

where π is a path made of m edges (πi)
m
i=1 in the lattice, Π is the set

of all paths and θπi
is the cost of the edge πi. It is defined by θπi

=
Ξ1 × c1(w, r) − Ξ0 × cnon(w, r) where w is the phrase generated by
the edge πi. This approach can be generalized to find oracle hypotheses
for higher-order approximation of BLEU score by first transforming the
lattice so that each edge generates a n-gram instead of a word. However,
for simplicity, we have only considered BLEU-1 approximation in our
experiments.

Finally, solving the “loss-augmented” problem of Equation (7) can be
done by defining the cost of an edge as the sum of the cost considered by
the decoder and the cost considered by the oracle decoder.

In practice, to keep our implementation simple, we chose to rely on an
external decoder to produce the lattices: before optimization, the whole
training set is decoded using the same initialization as MERT and all the
lattices are saved. Preliminary experiments show that this initialization
has limited impact as long as the initial values of the weights are not un-
balanced (i.e. no weight is set to 0 or a to a large value). Optimization is
then performed, as described in Algorithm 1. As for MERT, the lattices
can be regenerated occasionally, to make sure that they still represent
an accurate approximation of the search space. However, experiments
summarized in the next section show that it is sufficient for lattices to be
regenerated only once.

An advantage of this implementation is that it can be used with any
SMT system. Another way to proceed would be to decode and generate
the lattice for sample si on an as-needed basis, i.e. upon updating the
parameter value based on this particular sentence. While this solution
might hasten convergence, it would require a tighter integration with the
decoder and also more engineering work to avoid launching the decoder
for each example.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We now describe the experiments made to validate our approach. Recall
that our main motivation is to provide a much faster in-place replace-
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ment of MERT: we are mainly interested in learning time and have only
considered small and standard feature sets.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Two data sets were considered: the TED-talk English to French data set
provided by the IWSLT’11 evaluation campaign and the French to En-
glish Europarl data set provided by the WMT’11 campaign. In all our
experiments, we used the Moses decoder.

The TED-talk data set is a small data set made of a monolingual cor-
pus (111, 431 sentences) used to train the language model and a bilingual
corpus (107, 268 sentences) used to extract the phrase table. The Europarl
system is trained using the parallel EPPS and News Commentary cor-
pora (1, 940, 639 sentences). The target side of these two corpora were
used to estimate a 4-gram language model with KN-smoothing.

For the TED-talk task, we used dev-2010 dataset for training and
test-2010 for evaluation; the Europarl system was tuned on the dataset
test-2009 and evaluated on test-2010. Training for TED-talk task
took 11 decodings of the training set (a wall time of almost 4 hours1) of
the training set and achieved a BLEU score of 26.12 on the training set an
of 23.28 on the test set; for Europarl, training took 10 decodings (more
than 6 hours) and achieved a BLEU score of 21.47 on the training set and
of 21.10 on the test set.

All reported BLEU scores were computed using the multi-bleu
tool provided by Moses.As explained above, lattices are regenerated only
once, after 300 iterations. Results fall down by about 2 BLEU points
when the lattice are not regenerated, but regenerating the lattices more
often did not yield any improvement.

5.2 Learning Speed

We first analyze the performance of the optimization procedure intro-
duced in Section 3 by studying the evolution of the structured loss during
optimization. Recall that the structured loss is a convex upper bound of
(an approximation of) the BLEU score which defines the objective func-
tion optimized during training.

1 All experiments are run on a single core of a server with 64G of RAM and
2 Xeon CPUs with 4 cores at 2.3 GHz. All reported times are wall time and
include data loading.
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Fig. 1. Convergence of the (sub)gradient descent: evolution of the loss on TED-
talk training set

Figure 1 represents the structured loss on the train set of the TED-
talk task for two optimization strategies: plain stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) and averaged stochastic gradient descent (ASGD). In both case,
the learning rate has been set, according to the recommendations of [15].
It clearly appears that the neighborhood of the optimum is reached very
quickly: for ASGD, Algorithm 1 converges after having seen only a few
hundred examples. However, after reaching the optimum neighborhood,
the weight vector is still changing and the objective function continues
to decrease, albeit very slowly: the difference between two successive
values after 1, 000 iterations is still in the order of 10−3, which is much
larger than the stopping criteria that are usually used. A difference in the
order of 10−6 is only reached after 6, 000 iterations. Similar observations
were made on the Europarl data.

To understand why convergence is fast, we have represented in Fig-
ure 2 the cosine similarity between the gradients of two examples of the
training set after the first iteration of Algorithm 1. It appears that most
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Fig. 2. Cosine similarity between the gradient of the examples in the TED-talk
training set (most pairs show high similarity; lighter areas correspond to values
in the middle of the scale)

gradients are very similar. This implies that the update in the online set-
ting (based on a single example) is close to the update in the batch setting
(after all examples have been seen), and that an online update, which re-
quires N times less computation than a classical gradient update, will
give (almost) the same results.

5.3 Evolution of the BLEU Score

As shown in the previous section, our optimization method is able to find
the optimum of the learning criterion very quickly. However, this criterion
is only an approximation of the BLEU score used to evaluate translation
quality. In this section we study the quality of this approximation.

Figure 3 represents the evolution of the BLEU score on our two cor-
pora. For SGD, the BLEU score on both the training set and the test set
keeps changing during optimization: on the TED-talk training set, after
1, 000 iterations, the amplitude of the variations is still of several BLEU
points even though the structured loss is almost stabilized. For ASGD,
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(a) TED-talk corpus

(b) Europarl corpus

Fig. 3. BLEU scores on TED-talk and Europarl corpora. The dashed horizontal
lines correspond to the score on the test set achieved by MERT and the vertical
lines indicate iterations proportional to train set sizes.
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Table 1. Comparison of MERT and of our approach (using binarized models).

# decodings of training time
method BLEU training set (+ time to generate lattices)

TED-talk
MERT 23.28 11 3h39
online 23.98 1.3 3mn (+ 5mn25)

Europarl
MERT 21.10 10 5h25
online 21.04 1.3 6mn34 (+ 7mn30)

the regularization of the weight vector that results from its averaging over
time reduces significantly the fluctuations of the BLEU scores. Neverthe-
less, for the two tasks, the trend is the same: at the beginning, perfor-
mance quickly improves during the first few hundred iterations and then
decreases slowly. Also note that i) the lattices have been regenerated only
once during the optimization and that ii) the optimum BLEU value is
reached, depending on the task, after 1, 000 or 2, 000 iterations. The cor-
responding total learning time is less than a few minutes with our simple
and non-optimized implementation in Python. Table 1 summarizes the
performances achieved by our approach and traditional MERT training.

In both cases, the observed variations of BLEU indicate that the up-
per bound used during optimization is not tight, which results from one
of the following reasons: i) the way the optimization problem is convex-
ified, ii) our sentence-level approximation of BLEU or iii) the additional
approximations made when solving the loss-augmented or oracle decod-
ing problems. To find out the source of the observed discrepancy, we have
represented, in Figure 4, the evolution of both the BLEU-4 score used to
evaluate translation quality and the average over the whole training set
of the sentence-level BLEU-1 used during optimization. While these two
scores are initially correlated (both of them are steadily increasing), this
correlation seems to weaken with the number of iterations and, at the end,
the BLEU-4 score is decreasing even if the BLEU-1 approximation con-
tinues to grow. Further experiments are still required to understand if this
problem is the only responsible for the evolution of the BLEU-4 score
during optimization.

5.4 Stopping Criterion

As shown in Figure 3, upon converging, our learning method is slightly
outperformed by traditional MERT training. However, some of the weight
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Fig. 4. BLEU-4 and BLEU-1 approximation during optimization on TED-talk for
ASGD.

vectors found during optimization achieved better performance. Our ap-
proach is, therefore, only useful if we can find a criteria for stopping the
optimization when a “good” weight vector is found. Fortunately, in all
our experiments, we found that the BLEU scores on the training and on
the test sets are highly correlated: their Pearson correlation coefficient is
more than 0.92. The point that achieves an optimal BLEU score on the
test set can therefore be easily identified by computing BLEU scores on
the training set, which is done efficiently using a shortest path algorithm
in the lattices without decoding the data again.

For the TED-talk task, the best point found by this method and the
ASGD strategy slightly outperforms MERT by 0.7 points, while on the
Europarl task MERT is better by 0.06 points. Using the SGD strategy
leads to larger improvements at the expense of a higher variability in the
score on the test set.
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6 RELATED WORK

This paper is inspired by recent works on using structure learning tech-
niques for SMT. This trend was pioneered by [18], who proposed to use a
structured perceptron to train a PBSMT system. Like [6, 7], our approach
augments the simple perceptron loss with a margin term. We however
depart from these implementations in several ways. A first important dif-
ference is the use of an alternative optimization strategy, which, contrarily
to the existing implementations of MIRA for MT, is really online and up-
dates parameters after processing each instance. This is motivated by the
observations of Section 5.2 and significantly speeds up learning. Another
important difference is the use of lattices..

There are a number of additional small differences from MIRA, such
as the approximation of the BLEU score, and the specific choice of the
pseudo-reference: while the policy advocated in [7] selects a hypothesis
that has both a high BLEU score and a good model score, our approach
simply looks at BLEU scores. Incidentally, this difference makes our
loss function slightly different from the one used in [7], as our pseudo-
references are less dependent on the current value of the parameters. Al-
together, it seems fair to state that our approach is conceptually much
simpler to understand, to implement and to reproduce than approaches
inspired by MIRA, which rely on the setting of many parameters such as
the size of the n-best list, the slack parameter, the selection strategy for
oracle hypotheses and their number, etc.

7 CONCLUSION

Building on recent advances in stochastic optimization and online ma-
chine learning, we have presented in this work an optimization method
for the training of SMT systems. Our method achieved results that are
at least as good as traditional MERT training, while being much faster.
Another advantage of this technique is that it is based on the optimization
of a convex objective function, implying that the resulting optimum will
be less subject to variations, even in the presence of large feature sets.

While the performance obtained with a simple and straightforward
implementation are already good, several questions remain open. We are,
in particular, interested in understanding the impact of lattice sizes and
of considering more features. Our future work will include a truly online
implementation of this learning method within an open source decoder as
well as a head to head comparison with MIRA.
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Syntax-Based Reordering in
Phrase-Based English–Hungarian

Statistical Machine Translation

LÁSZLÓ J. LAKI, ATTILA NOVÁK, AND BORBÁLA SIKLÓSI

Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Hungary

ABSTRACT

Phrase-based statistical machine translation systems can gener-
ate quite high quality translations in the case of language pairs
with similar structure and word order. However if the languages
are more distant from a grammatical point of view, the quality
of translations is much behind the expectations, since the base-
line translation system cannot cope with long distance reorder-
ing of words and morphological synchronization. In our paper,
we present a method that tries to overcome these problems in the
case of English-to-Hungarian translation. We describe how we
defined some reordering rules on the English sentences in order
to approximate the syntax of a hypothesized Hungarian transla-
tion prior to the actual process of translation. Due to the lim-
ited training corpus and data sparseness, and problems caused
by the agglutinating characteristics of Hungarian, we applied a
morpheme-based translation system. We show that although au-
tomatic evaluation cannot reliably reflect the improvement, hu-
man evaluation of the systems shows that readability and gram-
matical correctness of the translations were improved.

KEYWORDS: Statistical machine translation, morphology, reor-
dering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Currently, the most widespread method for machine translation is to train
statistical machine translation (SMT) systems without much explicit spe-
cific knowledge of the actual language pair, instead of creating sophis-
ticated language dependent rule-based systems. For syntactically simi-
lar and morphologically simple language pairs, methods of phrase-based
SMT perform quite well. However, in the case of more distant languages
(such as English and Hungarian), there are less promising results. Studies
have also shown that increasing the size of the training corpus still does
not provide significant increase in the quality of translation [1]. Due to
free word order and rich variability of word forms in Hungarian, even
big corpora represent grammatical phenomena very sparsely. It implies
that SMT systems applied for the English-Hungarian language pair are
compromised by data sparseness problems. Our goal was to create a hy-
brid translation system that, while exploiting the advantages of statistical
methods, tries to decrease the above mentioned difficulties.

2 MACHINE TRANSLATION FROM ENGLISH TO HUNGARIAN

2.1 Characteristics of Hungarian

Hungarian is an agglutinating and compounding language with a practi-
cally unlimited number of different word forms. This, combined with free
word order of main grammatical constituents and systematically differ-
ent word order in NP’s and PP’s, results in a poor performance of simple
phrase-based English to Hungarian translation systems. The great number
of mismatches in word order and word count, the frequent need of long
distance word movement and the low representing power of unanalyzed
corpora for an agglutinating language like Hungarian, are all factors that
make English-to-Hungarian machine translation difficult. The following
comparison of language-specific corpus characteristics illustrates the lat-
ter problem. While the number of different word tokens in a 10 million
word English corpus is generally below 100,000, it is well above 800,000
in the case of a Hungarian corpus of the same size. However, the 1:8 ratio
does not correspond to the ratio of the number of possible word forms
between the two languages: while there are no more than about 4–5 dif-
ferent inflected forms for an English word, there are about a 1000 for a
Hungarian word, which indicates that a corpus of the same size is much
less representative for Hungarian than it is for English [2].
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2.2 SMT and Word Order Differences

If we evaluate the performance of phrase-based machine translation sys-
tems between English and various other European languages, we find
that these systems perform much worse for languages which differ sig-
nificantly from English in terms of word order. This indicates that the
generic reordering algorithms implemented in phrase-based SMT sys-
tems cannot handle long distance word order mismatches effectively. In
this paper, we describe a system that uses language-pair-dependent move-
ment rules to handle word order differences, which were implemented as
pre- and postprocessing steps around the core of a phrase-based SMT
system.

3 APPLYING REORDERING RULES

In order to reduce the complexity of the translation task, our system ap-
plies reordering rules prior to training the statistical models. The trans-
formations applied to the source sentences make them more similar to
the structure of the corresponding target sentences. In order to perform
the required word movements, the rules rely on constituent structure and
typed dependency relations in the English source sentences. To process
raw sentences, the Stanford parser [3] is used as described in Section 4.2.
This enrichment of the grammatical description of the sentence provides
enough information for defining rules that can transform the source sen-
tence structures to others that correspond to those occurring in the cor-
responding hypothesized Hungarian sentence. Since the SMT system is
based on data extracted from aligned phrases in the parallel training cor-
pus, the quality of the alignment phase is of crucial importance [4]. Thus
one of our goals for the reordering rules was to create a better source for
the alignment module. We expected that training the system on such a set
of transformed English–Hungarian parallel sentences, more representa-
tive statistics can be built than in the case of the baseline model.

Approximating the structure of the source and target languages to
each other can on the one hand decrease word alignment errors that result
from differences in the organization of morphemes to surface word forms.
On the other hand, results published on the research of other language
pairs (such as English–German or English–Turkish) have shown that by
applying reordering rules to the source sentence, the number of words
left without translation during decoding can be decreased [5–7].

We created rules only for those word order differences which are sys-
tematically present between the two grammars: e.g. prepositions vs. case
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endings/ postpositions, possessive determiners vs. possessive suffixes etc.
We did not intend to handle free word order variations of Hungarian,
where the same meaning can be expressed with several different order-
ings, since in Hungarian, the actual word order in a sentence is not only
determined by syntactic, but also by pragmatic factors.

Reordering rules rely both on phrase structure and dependency re-
lations in the English input sentences. Once having these relations ex-
tracted, transformations are carried out along the relevant relations. A
simple example is a phrase like in my house, which is transformed to
the form house my in corresponding to the single word házamban in
Hungarian. The morphological segmentation of this word is ház[N] +
am[PxS1] + ban[Ine], with the Hungarian morphemes corresponding to
’house[Noun] + my[Possessor:1Sg] + in[Case:Inessive]’.

Defining and applying the rules for such short phrases is not partic-
ularly difficult. However, related words in longer sentences can be much
further separated from each other and they may be involved in more than
one relation which often results in an interaction of word order con-
straints. In a similar manner, some rules insert morphological elements
corresponding to those that are present in the Hungarian sentence, but not
explicitly expressed in English, such as the accusative case suffix. These
morphemes are important for the accuracy and fluency of the translation.

Our reordering rules fall into three categories:

3.1 Rules Affecting Word Order and Morpheme Division/Unification

Once having the dependency relations extracted from the sentence, these
rules are responsible for moving each word to its reordered position and at
the same time performing unification of English function words in order
to make English sentence structures more similar to Hungarian. Besides
typed dependencies, these transformations also rely on the constituent
parsing of the sentences. Some examples of these rules are the ones trans-
forming passives, positioning auxiliaries, prepositions and transforming
possessive phrases. The order of performing these rules is important, es-
pecially when longer sequences are affected. In the following sentence in
Table 1, we perform two transformations.

While heavy participle phrases in English generally follow the NP
they modify, this is never the case in Hungarian where modifiers con-
taining participles strictly precede the noun just like ordinary adjectival
modifiers. Moreover, any arguments or adjuncts of the participle must
precede it (unlike in the corresponding English structure where they fol-
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Table 1. An example of reordering and word form restructuring

Original sentence: The/DT sons/NNS of/IN the/DT many/JJ merchants/NNS
living/VBG in/IN the/DT city/NN ./.

Reordered sentence: the/DT city/NN in/IN living/VBG many/JJ
merchants/NNS sons/NNS of/IN ./.

low it). This is an example of a systematic word order difference between
the two languages. Correspondingly, the prepositional phrase living in
the city is transformed along the relations PARTMOD(merchant, living)1,
PREP(living, in)1 and POBJ(in, city)1. First the preposition is attached
to the child of the POBJ relation (the head of the dependent NP), then
this unified word is moved before the participle and the whole participial
modifier phrase before the head noun. Thus the resulting word forms and
their order is corresponding to the Hungarian translation: a város ban
élő (’the city in living’). The other phrase (the sons of the merchants)
is transformed similarly to the resulting merchants sons of order, which
corresponds to the order of morphemes in the Hungarian translation of
the phrase: kereskedők fi ai.

Table 2. Examples of reordering and morpheme insertion

Original sentence: That/DT is/VBZ the/DT account/NN at/IN the/DT
largest/JJS bank/NN in/IN Bern/NNP ./. ”/”

Reordered sentence: That/DT is/VBZ the/DT Bern/NNP in/IN xxx/xxx
largest/JJS bank/NN at/IN xxx/xxx account/NN ./. ”/”

Original sentence: Buckets/NNS containing/VBG milk/NN must/MD be/VB
covered/VBN

Reordered sentence: Milk/NN acc/ACC containing/VBG Buckets/NNS
must/MD covered/VBN MD they/P3

Although in most cases the English sentence has more words than
the corresponding Hungarian sentence since English grammatical words
usually correspond to bound morphemes in Hungarian, there are situa-
tions where some words are missing and have to be inserted in order to
get the Hungarian sentence structure. One construction where this hap-

1 PARTMOD=participal modifier, PREP=prepositional modifier, POBJ=object
of preposition. The full list of dependency relations can be found in http:
//nlp.stanford.edu/software/dependencies_manual.pdf
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pens is the case of postnominal modifiers not containing a participle (e.g.
the largest bank in Bern) which are transformed into prenominal modi-
fiers in Hungarian that do contain one. Since the participle to be inserted
depends on the context, we insert only an abstract character string repre-
senting the participle, the actual realization of which is determined by the
SMT system during translation based on similar transformed examples in
the training corpus. One such example is the sentence in Table 2 contain-
ing the string xxx/xxx that is translated to Hungarian as levő ’being’. The
other example in Table 2 shows insertion of the accusative ending in ad-
dition to movement and reordering of the participle modifier that contains
it.

3.2 Rules Affecting Only Morphological Structure, Not Word Order

English sentences contain several types of implicit structural information
that are represented as explicit suffixes in Hungarian. E.g., while objects
are identified by their position in English, the same dependency relation
is explicitly marked by the accusative case suffix -t in Hungarian. Since
dependency parsing identifies the object relation in English, it can be
transferred as an additional morpheme to the reordered sentence. For ex-
ample, the original sentence She/PRP shot/VBD herself/PRP ./. is trans-
formed into the sentence shoot/VB Past she/PRP herself/PRP acc/ACC
./.

There are cases when English represents some morphemes as separate
words, while these are only suffixes in Hungarian. To avoid the aligner
connecting these morphemes to some other words on the Hungarian side,
these words are attached to their corresponding position. For example,
if the sentence contains a possessive determiner and the object of the
possession, then these are connected. Thus the phrase ”my/PRP$ own/JJ
mother/NN” is transformed to the form ”own/JJ mother/NN my/PRP$”,
which corresponds to the Hungarian phrase ”saját anyá m”.

3.3 Minor Adjustment Rules

Rules in this group make some adjustments necessary to make the re-
sults of previous transformations well-formed. E.g., the transformations
produce two consecutive definite articles if the possessor and the pos-
sessed are both definite in a possessive construction or if a definite noun
has a modifier that contains another definite dependent. E.g., the phrase
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the house standing in the forest would be transformed to the ∗the for-
est in standing house. Only one definite article is present in Hungarian
in constructions of this kind: the extra articles are deleted by a minor ad-
justment rule. We also classified some simple movement rules as minor
adjustment rules, as these do not interact with others in a complicated
manner. One example is the attachment of the genitive ’s (see Table 3) or
the transposition of currency symbols after the sum they belong to.

Table 3. An example of possessive reordering

Original sentence: John’s cat
Dependency relations: poss(cat, John)

possessive(John, ’s)
Reordered sentence: John/NNP cat/NN ’s/PoS
Hungarian sentence: John macská ja

4 TOOLS AND RESOURCES

4.1 Corpora

The available English–Hungarian corpora are usually not suitable for
training a general purpose SMT system, since they contain the termi-
nology of a certain specific domain. That is why we used the largest
and thematically most general corpus, called Hunglish[8], created by
BME MOKK1 and the Research Institute for Linguistics of the Hungar-
ian Academy of Sciences. This corpus contains parallel texts from the
following domains: literature and magazines, law and movie subtitles.
There is a great degree of variation in the quality of different parts of
the corpus. We automatically eliminated sentence pairs from the corpus
that caused technical problems, but overall translation quality was not
checked. Finally, the number of sentence pairs we used for training the
system was 1,202,205 parallel sentences, which is 12,396,277 words on
the English side and 12,316,157 on the Hungarian side.

1 MOKK Centre for Media Research and Education at the Department of Sociol-
ogy and Communication, Budapest University of Technology and Economics
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4.2 Constituent and Dependency Parsing

For the first step of preprocessing, the English sentences were parsed,
and dependency relations were extracted. To perform a morpheme-based
translation, a part-of-speech tagger was also necessary for Hungarian.

To annotate the Hungarian side of the corpus, we used the PurePos
automated morphological annotation system [9]. We parsed the Hungar-
ian side of the corpus using this tool decomposing morphologically com-
plex words in order to have a denser representation of the corpus than the
unanalyzed version containing only word forms.

Since the original surface word forms can be reconstructed from the
lemma and the morphological tags, the statistics for word alignment and
translation can be improved by considering only the lemmas, as they oc-
cur more frequently in the corpus than any of the inflected forms. By ap-
plying this methodology, the translations generated by the SMT system
also contain sequences of lemmas and morphosyntactic tags, thus in or-
der to generate the final form of the translated sentence, the surface form
of the words have to be regenerated. We did this by applying the word
form generator module of Humor morphological analyzer to the output
of the decoder [10, 11].

For parsing English, we used the state-of-the-art Stanford parser [3].
Since the quality of syntactic analysis is a crucial factor for reordering, we
used the slower, but better lexicalized version of the parser. This results
in a bit more accurate parses than the baseline unlexicalized parser, but it
still very frequently generates parses which are often agrammatical with
agreement errors and odd PoS sequences like the ones in Table 4.

Table 4. Examples of low level errors affecting reordering

POS-tagged sentence -/: 100/CD million/CD sound/NN good/JJ to/TO me/PRP
./.

Reordered sentence -/: me/PRP to/TO xxx/xxx 100/CD million/CD
sound/NN good/JJ ./.

POS-tagged sentence For/IN airline/NN personnel/NNS ,/, we/PRP cash/NN
personal/JJ checks/VBZ up/RP to/TO $/$ 100/CD ./.

Reordered sentence airline/NN personnel/NNS For/IN ,/, cash/NN
personal/JJ up/RP checks/VBZ we/PRP
100/CD $/$ to/TO ./.
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Due to the sequentially pipelined construction of the system, errors
are propagated from the very first PoS tagging step through the whole
transformation and translation process. Each component of the pipeline
assumes correct input, which they do not try to correct. Rather, they try
their best to accommodate to whatever input they receive, often resulting
in an absurd output. Word and phrase misplacements due to these wrong
analyses yield a critical source of errors in the whole system, since the
reordering rules are executed on erroneous input. It means that if we re-
order an erroneously parsed sentence, then it is likely that the reorderings
worsen the final result of the translation rather than improving it. The
first such source of error is wrong PoS tag assignment. The most typical
error is confusing nouns, adjectives and verbs, which is usually of fatal
consequences regarding the translation of the sentence. Since both con-
stituency and dependency parsing are based on such misleading informa-
tion, the error propagates resulting in mistakes such as the ones displayed
in Table 4.

5 THE MOSES TOOLKIT

In our present work, we used the phrase-based Moses SMT toolkit [12] to
perform our translation experiments. Moses is the most widely used SMT
tool. It is a practical solution for the tasks of both training and decoding. It
depends on several external tools for the creation of the language models
and the evaluation of the system.

The Moses system is suitable for implementing a so-called factored
translation system. Instead of relying on just the surface form of the
words, further annotations, such as morphological analysis, can be used
in the process of a factored translation. Translation factors might be the
surface form of each word, its lemma, its main PoS tag, its morphosyn-
tactic features. During factored translation, there is an opportunity to use
multiple translation models, generation models or contextual language
models. Since the system has the possibility to use any combination of
these, in theory, it is able to generate better translations using sparse lin-
guistic data than a word-based baseline system. This feature is vital in
cases where some abstraction is necessary, because some words in the
sentence to be translated or generated are missing form the training set.

We investigated both factored and morpheme-based translation as
possibilities to cope with data sparseness problems when translating from
English to Hungarian. However, we found that traditional factored train-
ing and decoding is not suitable to handle the massive data sparseness
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issues encountered when translating to aggutinating languages like Hun-
garian or Finnish (see e.g. [13] for similar conclusions for the applicabil-
ity of factored models to translation to Finnish). Nevertheless, factored
models may be applicable to the solution of certain problems and are
subject of our further investigation. The baseline system that we used for
comparison is trained on the raw corpus without any preprocessing.

5.1 Morpheme-based Translation

In the morpheme-based implementation, morphological analysis, pars-
ing and the reordering rules were applied to the corpus before train-
ing and translation, but at the end, no generation of word forms were
performed within the Moses framework: the output of the decoder is a
sequence of morphemes. We performed an automatic evaluation of this
morpheme-based translation output using the BLEU metric. In contrast
to the traditional surface-word-form-based BLEU score (w-BLEU), this
score, which we term mm-BLEU, is based on counts of identical abstract
morpheme sequences in the generated and the reference translations in-
stead of identical word sequences. Note that this also differs from m-
BLEU as used e.g. in [13], which is BLEU applied to (pseudo-)morphs
generated by an unsupervised segmenter. mm-BLEU represents the abil-
ity of the system to generate the correct morphemes in the translations.
After having these morphemes translated, a morphological generator was
applied to the output of the Moses decoder in order to acquire the final
word forms. As shown in Table 5, this resulted in lower w-BLEU scores
than that of the baseline system. Nevertheless, manual investigation of
the translation outputs revealed that the morpheme-based system is better
at capturing grammatical relations in the original text and rendering them
in the translation by generating the appropriate inflected forms. Although
it is not reflected by the w-BLEU scores, it generates better translations
from the perspective of human readability than the baseline system.

6 RESULTS

Since human evaluation is slow and expensive, machine translation sys-
tems are usually evaluated by automated metrics. However, it has been
shown that system rankings based on single-reference BLEU scores of-
ten do not correspond to how humans evaluate the translations, for this
reason, automatic evaluation has for a long time not been used to of-
ficially rank systems at Workshops on Statistical Machine Translation
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(WMT) [14]. In our work, we present results of automated evaluation us-
ing a single reference BLEU metrics, but we also investigated translations
generated by each system using human evaluation applying the ranking
scheme used at WMT workshops to officially rank systems.

Our experimental setting for automated evaluation consisted of three
separate test sets of 1000 sentences each, which were separated from our
corpus prior to training the system. Besides these, evaluation was per-
formed on a test set of a different domain (news) that is not represented
in the training set at all.

Table 5 contains the traditional word-based w-BLEU scores of the
baseline, the morpheme-based mm-BLEU scores of the morpheme-based
system with rule-based reordering and w-BLEU scores of the latter sys-
tem with the target language surface word forms generated. The w-BLEU
scores are lower compared to the baseline for all the test sets. However,
as mentioned above, the decrease in these values does not necessarily
correspond to worse translations.

It is also worth mentioning that morpheme-based mm-BLEU scores
for the out of domain newswire test corpora is as high as for the in domain
test sets, while the w-BLEU scores are significantly lower for the news
test sets.

Table 5. BLEU scores of the word-based baseline and the reordered morpheme-
based system

Name Baseline Reordered morph.-based
w-BLEU mm-BLEU w-BLEU

test1 15.82% 64.14% 12.61%
test2 14.60% 57.39% 13.95%
test3 15.04% 57.84% 12.98%

news2008 6.45% 59.73% 6.99%
news2009 7.36% 60.56% 7.26%

During the evaluation process, translations are compared to a single
reference sentence. Thus if the machine translation result contains an ab-
solutely wrong word or word form, the evaluation will be just as bad as
if it contained a synonym of the correct word, or just a slightly different
inflected form of it. The measurements clearly reflect however that trans-
lating a test set of different style and domain than the training set, results
in much lower BLEU score.
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6.1 Human Evaluation

We randomly selected a set of 50 sentences from test set 1 that under-
went human evaluation as well. Four annotators evaluated translations
generated by each of the three systems plus the reference translation in
the corpus with regard to translation quality (considering both adequacy
and fluency in a single quality ranking). The order of translations was
randomized for each sentence. The systems were ranked based on a score
that was defined as the number of times a system was found not worse
than the other in pairwise comparisons divided by the number of pair-
wise comparisons. The aggregate results of human evaluation are listed
in Table 6.

Table 6. Human evaluation including the reference translations

Name Baseline Morph.-based Reference
test1 34.08% 52.49% 83.08%

The ranking produced by each annotator was identical. The rather
low score (83.08%) for the reference translations indicates that there are
quite serious quality problems with the corpus (mostly due to sentence
alignment problems but also due to sloppy translations). The results also
clearly indicate that the w-BLEU scores cited in the previous section
clearly do not correspond to Human ranking. The morpheme-based re-
ordered model having a lower BLEU score performed better than the
baseline system.

6.2 Error Analysis

Besides the shortcomings of the evaluation metrics and the corpus itself,
there are several real errors emerging during the translation process that
can be compensated for in some future work.

1. Errors in parsing of the source-side English sentence can also cause
problems in determination of the dependency relations, which will
result in erroneous application of the reordering rules. In such cases
words that were originally at their correct position will land at the
wrong place.
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2. Problems of the English PoS sequence: if a word has the wrong tag in
the sentence that is to be translated, but it always occurred correctly
tagged in the training set, then the system is not able to translate it,
even if the word itself is not an unknown word. Likewise, if the trans-
lation model contains the same word with several possible PoS tags
depending on the context, then if the word in the actual sentence gets
the contextually wrong tag, its translation will be wrong (see e.g.
whisper tagged as a verb (following a determiner!) and thus trans-
lated as a verb in Table 7). Tagging errors in the training corpus may
result in wrong translation even if the actual parse is correct. More-
over, an incorrect PoS tag usually results in an erroneous syntactic
analysis and wrong reordering.

Table 7. The effect of parsing errors

Original sentence: For 50 years, barely a whisper.
Reordered sentence: 50/[CD] year/[NN] [PL] For/[IN] ,/[,] barely/[RB] a/[DT]

whisper/[VB] ./[.]
Translated sequence: 50/[NUM DIGIT] év/[N] [PL] [TER] ,/[PUNCT]

alig/[ADV] egy/[DET] suttog/[V] [S3] ./[PUNCT]
Morpheme-based: 50 évekig, alig egy suttog.
Back-translation: For 50 year, hardly a he whispers.
Baseline: 50 éve, alig egy suttogás.
Back-translation: 50 years ago, hardly a whisper.
Reference: 50 évig a sóhajtásukat sem hallottuk.
Back-translation: For 50 years, we haven’t heard a whisper from them.

3. The quality of the training and test sets has an immediate effect on the
measured quality of the translation. The problem is not only that the
translation model contains wrong translations learnt from the corpus,
but the evaluation metrics compares the results to wrong reference
translations. Although this affects translations generated by both the
baseline and the morpheme-based system, this might play a role in
BLEU score differences not corresponding to how humans rank the
translations.

4. Since the smallest units of the translation are morphemes, some of
them might be moved to a wrong position. It is often the case in
longer sentences that instances of the same functional morpheme be-
long to more than one different word in the sentence. This causes
indeterminacies in the alignment process (because the models imple-
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mented in the Giza++ word aligner cannot be forced to assume lo-
cally monotonous alignment at the places where we in fact know that
alignment should be monotonous) and this usually results in erro-
neous phrases being extracted from the training corpus. For example
if there are two nouns in a sentence, one of them is plural, then the
[PL] tag corresponding to this feature might land at another noun.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a hybrid phrase-based translation system from
English to Hungarian that is an extension of the baseline statistical meth-
ods by applying syntax and morphology-based preprocessing steps on
the training corpus and morphological postprocessing during translation.
The goal was to transform the source-side English sentences to a syntac-
tic structure that is more similar to that of the target-side Hungarian sen-
tences. We concentrated on syntactic structures that have systematically
differing realizations in the two languages. We found that readability and
accuracy of the translation are improved by the process of reordering the
source sentences prior to translation, especially in the cases when the
somewhat fragile PoS tagger–parser chain does not lead to wrongly re-
ordered sentences, which has a deteriorating effect on translation quality.
Although automatic evaluation assigned the morpheme-based system a
significantly and consistently lower score than the baseline system, hu-
man evaluation found our systems better than the baseline. We found
that several linguistic phenomena can be translated with a much better
accuracy than using a traditional SMT system. We also described some
problems that are to be solved in the future with the expectation of having
an even stronger effect on translation quality.
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ABSTRACT 

The identification and classification of semantic information in 

medical narratives is critical for various research applications 

such as question-answering systems, statistical analysis, etc. 

Our contribution is a novel semantic tagger named SnoMed-

Tagger to tag complex semantic information (paraphrases of 

concepts, abbreviations of concepts, complex multiword con-

cepts) with 16 SNOMED CT semantic categories in medical 

narratives. SnoMedTagger is developed to support domain us-

ers as well as non-domain users working on research questions 

using medical narratives. Our method includes corpus-based 

rule-patterns from real world dataset and rule-patterns devel-

oped by refinement of SNOMED CT (Systemised NOmenclature 

of MEDicine-Clinical Terms) clinical vocabulary. These rule-

patterns were able to identify semantic information in a range 

of text and classify them with respective semantic categories 

derived from SNOMED CT. On unseen gold standard, our rule-

pattern-based semantic tagger outperformed SVM-based ma-

chine learning system and Ontology-based Bioportal web anno-

tator. The study has shown that it is possible to identify and 

classify complete semantic information with SNOMED CT se-

mantic categories in medical narratives with high accuracy 

than achieved by existing approaches.  
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1  Background 

The objective of this research was to develop a generic semantic tagger 

for identification and classification of semantic information in medical 

narratives. The presented tagger not only identifies complex multiword 

concepts, paraphrases of concepts and abbreviation of concepts but also 

provide a complete tagset extracted from SNOMED CT clinical vocab-

ulary for classification of concepts. Researchers working in medical 

domain use different names for synonymous semantic categories for 

their specific research questions. For instance, semantic category 'Test' 

can also be referred to as 'Procedure' or semantic category 'Treatment' 

can also be named as 'Medications', which do not follow any standard 

names used in healthcare data standards. The SNOMED CT tagset used 

in this framework is customisable and can be used for classification of 

required semantic categories for various research applications using 

medical narratives. Because this tagset contains 16 semantic categories 

derived from international healthcare data standard SNOMED CT, 

therefore provide consistent information exchange among researchers 

with globally known semantic categories. SNOMED CT is globally the 

most comprehensive clinical vocabulary and is specified in several US 

standards (Stearns et al., 2001). 

The classification of medical entities ('X-Ray', 'depression', 'No 

cough', etc.) with their semantic categories ('Procedures', 'Disorder', 

'Findings', etc.) plays an important role in domain specific research. 

This semantic classification requires domain expertise which is time 

consuming and expensive; language researchers/non-domain research-

ers are dependent on domain experts to identify and/or annotate/classify 

domain specific information.  In addition to this, it is also true that 

output of this approach, i.e., the annotated domain knowledge is re-

stricted for specific research question(s) and therefore, cannot be reused 

by other researchers. 

Many researchers developed biomedical named entity recognition 

taggers for classification of biomedical texts (Jonquet et al., 2009, 

Settles, 2005, Seth et al., 2004, Reeve and Han, 2007, Ananiadou et al., 

2011). Some used SVM to identify and classify named entities in bio-

medical text (Zhenfei et al., 2011). Researchers mainly focused on the 

identification and classification of named entities using journal articles 

or MEDLINE abstracts but very few work is done on medical narra-

tives with limited classification categories (Meystre et al., 2008).  
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Thus, there is a need to identify and classify not only named entities 

but complete semantic information in medical narratives. Medical nar-

ratives here refer to discharge summaries, progress notes, etc., written 

by clinicians whereas biomedical text refer to text in journal articles, 

MEDLINE abstracts, etc (Meystre et al., 2008). In medical narratives, 

clinicians express different concepts using semantics ('abbreviations', 

'paraphrases', 'complex multi-word', etc.).  

Researchers working on domain specific data have to spend consid-

erable amount of resources in designing annotation guidelines and in 

hiring domain experts to identify and classify the required semantic 

categories in their dataset such as (Roberts A, 2007, Ohta et al., 2002, 

Wang, 2007). In automatic approaches, some researchers used linguis-

tic patterns or ontologies to identify limited number of named entities 

in medical domain (Ogren et al., 2008, Mehdi Embarek and Ferret., 

2008, Settles, 2005). Khare et al. (2012) performed contextual and 

structural analysis for mapping information on forms designed by clini-

cians with SNOMED CT concepts which is not suitable for unstruc-

tured information present in medical narratives. 

Existing state-of-the-art systems such as Metamap and Bioportal 

provide ontologies for identification and classification of concepts in 

medical domain (Aronson, 2001, Noy et al., 2009a) and it has also been 

reported that Metamap does not perform well with medical narratives 

even with the use of extended modules (Meystre et al., 2008). In sum-

mary, the existing systems suffer from one or more limitations includ-

ing failure at complex level of synonymy (Ogren et al., 2008), focus on 

any specific research question, corpus, limited number of semantic 

categories using controlled vocabularies/ontologies.  

The identification and classification of semantic information from 

ever increasing number of medical narratives in patient records is criti-

cal and challenging for several research applications such as statistical 

analysis, question-answering systems, negation detection, relationship 

extraction, etc. In particular, we do not focus on mapping concepts with 

SNOMED CT controlled vocabulary but use SNOMED CT to classify 

concepts with semantic categories derived from SNOMED CT. This 

identification and classification will provide a consistent information 

exchange to domain users (medical/biomedical researchers) as well as 

non-domain users (language researchers).  

As mentioned earlier, one of the major challenges is to cope with the 

informal writing structure which can vary from one clinician to another. 
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These variations in writing styles include the use of abbreviations, 

complex multi-word concepts, paraphrases of the concepts, etc 

(with/without use of punctuations). Thus, there is a need for a generic 

and comprehensive semantic tagger for medical narratives which 

should be flexible for a range of research questions and enables user to 

select semantic category according to their requirement. The present 

work describes the compilation of rule-pattern-based semantic tagger 

named SnoMedTagger by refinement of the international healthcare 

data standard SNOMED CT (version 2011) and analysis of real time 

dataset. Refinement of SNOMED CT was required because of limited 

writing structure of concepts in vocabulary. The evaluation proved that 

the SnoMedTagger is able to identify and classify concepts along with 

SNOMED CT semantic categories in medical narratives covering indi-

vidual concepts as well as complete concept phrases.  

In this paper, first we present the use of SNOMED CT semantic cat-

egories used in this research and the development of gold standard 

corpus for evaluation. Second, we describe the experimental setup of 

SnoMedTagger, SVM using uneven margins and existing Bioportal 

web annotator. Lastly, we present the evaluation of all systems against 

unseen gold standard test dataset and will discuss limitations and future 

directions.   

2 Resources and Gold Standard Corpus 

2.1 Use of SNOMED CT 

In the present study, medical narratives were processed by Bioportal1 

'Recommender' of ontologies and found the 'SNOMED CT' as best 

recommendation for medical narratives. SNOMED CT data standard 

was used for the following reasons; 1) The extraction of all concepts 

with their semantic categories from 'concept' table to develop a 

SNOMED CT dictionary application which was used to pre-annotate 

the corpus for the development of gold standard, 2) The refinement of 

'SNOMED CT dictionaries' (explained in Section 3.1) which were used 

as base vocabulary and used in the development of rule-patterns for 

                                                           
1 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/recommender 
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SnoMedTagger (SNOMED CT semantic tagger). Out of 31 top level 

concept classes and their sub-classes from SNOMED CT (Hina et al., 

2010), concepts associated with 16 semantic categories (Attribute, 

Body Structure, Disorder, Environment, Findings, Observable Entity, 

Occupation, Person, Physical Object, Procedure, Product or Substance, 

Qualifier Value, Record Artifact, Regime/Therapy, Situation) were 

found in medical narratives used in this research. The remaining 15 

semantic categories were missed due to following reasons;  

 The semantic categories such as 'Physical force', 'Religion', 'Life-

style', 'Staging and scales', etc were not found in the corpus used in 

this research. The concepts associated with these categories refer to 

special cases which can hardly exist in medical narratives. 

 The concepts associated with the semantic categories such as 'Ad-

ministrative concept', 'Link assertion' (For example; Has problem 

name, Has problem member etc), 'Namespace concept' (For exam-

ple; Extension Namespace (1000145) ), 'Inactive concept' (consists 

of outdated concepts, ambiguous concepts, etc ), etc were to link and 

describe the other semantic categories in SNOMED CT data stand-

ard.  

Particularly, we are not disambiguating the semantic categories in 

this research because some semantic categories ('Procedure – Re-

gime/Therapy', 'Disorder – Findings') are closely related to each other. 

For instance, 'Regime/Therapy' is subclass of 'Procedure', 'Disorder' and 

'Findings' are subclasses of 'Clinical findings' but according to domain 

experts may/may not be used as synonym in medical narratives and 

therefore should be classified separately.  Also, it must be noted that 

semantic type named 'Product or Substance' is the combination of two 

separate top-level semantic categories, 'Pharmaceutical Product' and 

'Substance' which were found synonymous in medical narratives. 

2.2 Development of the gold standard corpus 

The corpus used in this research was categorised into development 

dataset and test dataset. The development dataset was obtained from the 

fourth i2b2/VA 2010 challenge which contains discharge summaries 

and progress notes from different healthcare providers. The test dataset 

was provided by the Leeds Institute of Health Sciences. It consists of 

medical narratives written by medical students in a lab session in which 
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a consultation video was shown and the students recorded this consulta-

tion in 'System One', an EMR (Electronic Medical Record) system. 

Recorded narratives were then randomly extracted from the system to 

create an unseen test dataset. The medical narratives in test dataset 

were suitable to test the applicability of rule-patterns of semantic tagger 

as well as to evaluate the performance of the other two systems (SVM-

based system, Bioportal web annotator). 

The gold standard development dataset and test dataset were anno-

tated following an instruction manual. The instruction manual was 

designed by authors, considering language issues identified in (Hina et 

al., 2011). This annotation scheme followed semi-automatic method 

which is feasible, cheaper and faster compared to manual annotation. 

This helped both types of users to complete the annotations on time. 

Two domain users annotated both datasets (development dataset and 

test dataset) independently following same annotation scheme. The 

inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was calculated between double anno-

tated datasets as described by (Roberts A, 2007). The inter-annotator 

agreement for the gold standard development dataset and test dataset 

was very high and the disagreements were reviewed by a third domain 

expert. Test dataset was annotated in less time due to less number of 

concepts and achieved higher IAA than development dataset.  Thus, the 

final gold standard for both datasets was compiled in a consensus set by 

adding disagreed concepts reviewed by third domain expert. Table 1 

shows inter annotator agreement (IAA) and total number of SNOMED 

CT concepts in the final development and test dataset. 

Table 1. Inter annotator agreement and number of annotated SNOMED CT 

concepts in gold standard development and test dataset 

Gold Standard IAA (%) 
Concept annotations 

in final gold standard 

Development dataset 86 5125 

Test dataset 95.25 2672 

3 Experimental Setup 

This section includes the development of SnoMedTagger along with 

the implementation of the other two systems (SVM based supervised 

machine learning system, Bioportal web annotator) for evaluation. 
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3.1 SnoMedTagger: SNOMED CT Semantic Tagger 

SnoMedTagger is a novel and comprehensive rule-pattern-based se-

mantic tagger for the identification and classification of individual con-

cepts, paraphrases of concepts, abbreviations of concepts and complex 

multiword concepts along with their SNOMED CT semantic categories 

in medical narratives. For the development of rule-patterns for semantic 

tagger, the dictionaries of 16 semantic categories were refined to devel-

op rule-patterns for SnoMedTagger (explained in next section). Alt-

hough rule-based approach require manual effort, still is effective in 

absence of large annotated corpus. 

Refinement of SNOMED CT concepts for detecting individual con-

cepts and abbreviations 

For our purposes, we defined refinement as simplification of multiword 

concepts, separation of abbreviations from their definitions and remov-

al of unnecessary concepts which are not used by clinicians. The dic-

tionaries of semantic categories derived from SNOMED CT were re-

fined in order to develop generic rule-patterns for SnoMedTagger. In 

following examples of refinement, all semantic categories are italicised 

while ‘’ represents refinement process. 

Case 1: Removing unnecessary words and descriptions from SNOMED 

CT 'Concept' table  

In SNOMED CT concept file, several multiword concepts contain de-

scriptive information associated with them. Clinicians do not write this 

descriptive information in medical narratives and therefore it should be 

removed for accurate information extraction. Examples of removing 

descriptions such as 'NOS ', '[SO]', 'NEC', (structure) are as follows. 

Example 1: 

SNOMED CT concept: Skin NOS – Body Structure 

Here, NOS = Not otherwise specified 

Skin NOS – Body Structure  Skin – Body Structure 

Example 2: 

SNOMED CT concept: Vitreous membrane (structure) – Body Structure 

Vitreous membrane (structure) – Body Structure  Vitreous membrane 

– Body Structure 
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Case 2: Simplification of multiword concepts into individual concepts  

Multiword concepts were simplified into individual concepts to pro-

duce general rules for SnoMedTagger application following the steps 

shown below.  

Example: SNOMED CT concept:  

Entire Skin of Eyelid – Body Structure 

Step 1: Entire Skin of Eyelid – Body Structure   

1) Entire Skin – Body Structure    

 2) Eyelid – Body Structure 

Step 2: Entire Skin – Body Structure   

1) Entire – Qualifier Value 

 2) Skin – Body Structure 

Case 3: Separation of abbreviations with their descriptions 

Several studies reported the extraction of acronyms and abbreviations 

in biomedical text mainly MEDLINE abstracts using pattern-based 

approaches and regular expressions (Pustejovsky et al., 2001b, 

Pustejovsky et al., 2001a, Schwartz and Hearst, 2003). (Nadeau and 

Turney, 2005) adopted supervised machine learning approach for the 

identification of acronym-definition pair in biomedical text. (Ao and 

Takagi, 2005) proved corpus-based algorithm for the identification of 

abbreviations from MEDLINE abstracts.  

In contrast, it was observed that clinicians prefer to write either short 

form (abbreviation) or long form (definition) in medical narratives. 

SNOMED CT contains abbreviations along with their definitions in the 

ontology and also stores this information separately which restrict writ-

ing styles in medical narratives.  

For this reason, example case described here involves separation of 

abbreviations from their definitions for each respective dictionary. For 

instance, SNOMED CT concept: DVT – Deep venous thrombosis or 

DVT or Deep venous thrombosis can be written in other several possi-

ble forms; DVT – (Deep venous thrombosis), DVT (Deep venous 

thrombosis), (Deep venous thrombosis), DVT, Deep venous throm-

bosis, (Deep venous thrombosis) DVT, DVT (Deep venous throm-

bosis), (DVT), DVT: Deep venous thrombosis, Deep venous throm-

bosis: DVT. 

Such concept and similarly other concepts containing abbreviation 

were simplified as follows: 
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DVT – Deep venous thrombosis – Disorder  

 1) DVT – Disorder 

 2) Deep venous thrombosis – Disorder 

However, there were no examples of abbreviation-definition pair in 

the development dataset, several pattern-based rules were developed to 

generalise SnoMedTagger on other datasets (medical narratives). The 

refinement of SNOMED CT dictionaries is an intermediate stage to 

apply generic rules for the extraction of semantic information from 

medical narratives. 

System Flow of SnoMedTagger  

SnoMedTagger application was developed using GATE - General Ar-

chitecture for Text Engineering. GATE is an open-source natural lan-

guage processing software which includes CREOLE: Collection of 

Reusable Objects for language engineering (Gaizauskas et al., 1996). 

CREOLE components were used to carry out basic language processing 

tasks (tokenisation, sentence splitting, part-of-speech (POS) tagging), 

morphological analysis, and gazetteers/dictionaries. Java Annotation 

Patterns Engine - JAPE transducers (Cunningham et al., 2000) were 

used to write rule-patterns for each SNOMED CT semantic category. 

SnoMedTagger application used 18 CREOLE components and 15 of 

them were based on JAPE transducers for the development of rules for 

15 semantic categories (excluding 'Attribute'), as shown in Fig. 1.    

The SnoMedTagger application pipeline first apply basic langauge 

processing resources (tokensiser, sentence splitter, part-of-speech tag-

ger (Hepple, 2000)) on corpus. 

Then, GATE processing resource called flexible gazetteer was used 

in SnoMedTagger pipeline for the detection of singular as well as plural 

concepts from refined SNOMED CT dictionaries (explained in earlier 

section). The flexible gazetteer provides the flexibility to customise the 

output of refined SNOMED CT dictionaries by morphological analysis. 

For detection of plural concepts, we used root feature of tokens. 

After the identification of both singular and plural concepts with 

their respective semantic categories, set of rules were added in the 

SnoMedTagger. Semantic category 'Attribute' does not require rules; 

therefore rules were developed for the remaining 15 semantic catego-

ries.  
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Fig. 1. Application pipeline of SnoMedTagger 

This section will explain the development of rule-patterns for the 

identification and classification of paraphrase concepts, abbreviation of 

concepts and complex multiword concepts in medical narratives. The 
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derivation of quality rules was from two resources; 1) Analysis of the 

SNOMED CT data standard. 2) Language of medical narratives written 

by clinicians. 

SNOMED CT data standard contains description logic which is 

meant to define ontology but has limitation of identifying concepts in 

medical narratives because of variation in writing styles. Therefore, the 

rule-patterns were written by analysing real world dataset (development 

dataset) and rule-patterns analysed during the refinement of SNOMED 

CT dictionaries. Rules-patterns were written as follows; Rule-pattern --

> Rule-action. Example 1 show rule-patterns written by analysing lan-

guage in SNOMED CT and example 2 contains rule-patterns written by 

analysing development dataset, where all the semantic categories are 

italicised. The other notations used in the examples are as follows: 

sp= Space Token 

IN= Preposition or sub coordinating conjunction 

DT= Determiner 

|=Or 

Lookup.majorType =  Bodystructure (dictionary of individual body 

structures such as 'chest', 'pelvis', 'leg', 'abdomen', etc.) 

Lookup.majorType = Procedure (dictionary of individual procedures 

such as 'X-Ray', 'radiography', 'CT scan', 'biopsy', etc.) 

Lookup.majorType = Qualifier_value  (dictionary of individual qualifi-

er values such as 'left', 'right', 'upper', 'lower', etc.) 

Example 1: 

SNOMED CT Concept: 

'Radiography of chest' should be marked as Procedure and it can be 

written in several ways: 

X-Ray of the chest 

Chest X-Ray 

Chest x-ray 

Radiography of the chest 

X-Ray of chest 

X-ray of chest 

CXR 

The individual concepts such as radiography, X-ray, x-ray, X-Ray 

were marked by dictionaries/gazetteers while for the identification of 

multiword concepts and paraphrases, following rule-patterns were writ-
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ten using dictionaries and linguistic features analysed in the develop-

ment corpus. 

                                                                                                                                                        

 

For instance, first pattern in this rule can be described as follows: 

X-ray        of         Chest 
sp sp

Procedure (IN) Body Structure
 

These rule-patterns are general and will extract other concepts such 

as; 'GI Prophylaxis', 'pelvic lymphadenectomy', 'abdomen x-ray', 'Pros-

tate biopsy','X-Ray of abdomen' and so on. 

Example 2: 

Below are some corpus-based rule-patterns analysed for the semantic 

category Body structure. 

                                                                                                                                                                       

 

These general rule-patterns successfully identified concepts such as 

'abdomen of the pelvis', 'Left leg', 'upper quadrant of the belly', 'left 

eye', 'chest wall', 'second toe on the right foot', 'left ventricular wall 
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thrombus', etc. Similarly, N=316 generic rule-patterns have been writ-

ten for the 15 semantic categories by analysing all possible combina-

tions of refined SNOMED CT dictionaries and linguistics features, 

shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Successful combinations of refined dictionaries and linguistic features 

used in the development of rule-patterns for SnoMedTagger. Shown are the 15 

SNOMED CT semantic categories for which rules were developed. 
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3.2 Using Supervised Machine Learning for Semantic annotation  

To evaluate the performance of our rule-based approach against ma-

chine learning, we used Java version of Support Vector Machines 

(SVMs) package LibSVM with uneven margins (Li and Shawe-Taylor, 

2003). SVM is known for classification in language processing tasks 

and learns all features with high generalisation using kernel function. 

We used linear kernel with the extension of multiple classification ('one 

Vs others'). The general feature set used in the development of patterns 

was also used to train the classifier on development dataset (training 

set). The training was completed using following feature set. 

1. Refined SNOMED CT dictionaries (for chunking individual con-

cepts). 

2. Part-of-speech categories of three words before and three words 

after dictionary terms. 

3. Three Words before and three words after the roots of the token  

4. The type/kind of tokens for learning punctuations 4 words before 

and 4 words after the term. These ranges were provided in order to 

learn long and complex multi-word concepts from the development 

corpus. The results were then compared against gold standard test 

dataset, described in section 4. Results showed that it is difficult to 

achieve high recall using general features for all 16 semantic cate-

gories. 

3.3 Bioportal Web Annotator 

Bioportal is a web portal which provides a selection of over 300 ontol-

ogies from  biological and medical domain (Noy et al., 2009b). In this 

research, bioportal 'recommender2' was used for the recommendation of 

SNOMED CT ontology for medical narratives and then bioportal web 

annotator was used to annotate test dataset with selection of 16 

SNOMED CT categories used in this research. Bioportal provide py-

thon client code which was used to annotate the test dataset using 

SNOMED CT ontology.3 The annotations were then compared against 

human annotated gold standard presented in results section. 

                                                           
2 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/recommender 
3 http://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/Annotator_Web_service 
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4 Evaluation 

The SnoMedTagger was developed using development dataset that 

contained concepts associated with 16 semantic categories derived 

from SNOMED CT; however the 'Organism' semantic category was 

missing in the gold standard test dataset. To evaluate all the three sys-

tems against unseen gold standard test dataset that contained 15 seman-

tic categories, standard metrics (recall, precision, f-measure) were used. 

We focused on improvement of recall and f-measure of the SnoMed-

Tagger to prove reliability of the rule-patterns. SnoMedTagger overall 

achieved 82% recall, 71% precision and 76% of f-measure while SVM 

based system overall achieved 49% recall, 81% precision, 61% f-

measure and Bioportal system achieved 52% recall, 40% precision, 

45% f-measure. The f-measure of rule-pattern-based SnoMedTagger 

outperformed the application using SVM with uneven margins (SVM-

UM) and the ontology-based Bioportal web annotator. The application 

using SVM with uneven margins has achieved high precision but 

achieved very low recall because of granularity levels (identification of 

concept phrases). 

On the other hand, ontology-based Bioportal web annotator predict-

ably achieved low scores in all three systems because of inappropriate-

ness of controlled language of ontology. This proved that the language 

used in controlled vocabularies is insufficient to identify and classify 

semantic information in medical narratives. Although, SNOMED CT 

clinical vocabulary cannot directly incorporated with medical narratives 

written by clinicians, still served as a useful resource to recognise the 

gap between controlled vocabularies and medical narratives.  On the 

other hand, it is difficult to achieve general applicability using machine 

learning approach because it can only perform better in case of similar 

data (training and test). The overall recall, precision and f-measure for 

three systems are shown in Fig. 2. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presented a rule-pattern-based semantic tagger (SnoMed-

Tagger) for the identification and classification of all possible semantic 

information in medical narratives. SnoMedTagger will facilitate re-

searchers to extract semantic information from medical narratives with 
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the categorisation of SNOMED CT standard semantic categories. The 

corpus-based rule-patterns and rule-patterns analysed by refining 

SNOMED CT ensure that the coverage of SnoMedTagger is not only 

limited to medical narratives but the framework may also be helpful for 

researchers to analyse the limitation of controlled vocabularies (UMLS, 

SNOMED CT, ICD-10, etc.) on real world datasets. 

We presented the results of our system on unseen test data to prove 

the general applicability of rule-based SnoMedTagger and also com-

pared the output of two systems (SVM-based system, bioportal web 

annotator) on the same test dataset. Reasonable accuracy was achieved 

on unseen test dataset but we still believe in further evaluation of 

SnoMedTagger on more than one dataset.  

Moreover, to improve the accuracy of SnoMedTagger framework, 

future directions also include the investigation of rules on different test 

cases from real world datasets and then validation of extracted concepts 

by getting feedback from different domain experts. We expect to con-

tribute our semantic tagger as open source tool for research purposes. 

 

Fig. 2. Evaluation of SnoMedTagger, SVM-UM and Bioportal application 

against gold standard test dataset 
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ABSTRACT 

Annotating biomedical text with discourse-level information is 

a well-studied topic. Several research efforts have annotated 

textual zones (e.g., sentences or clauses) with information about 

rhetorical status, whilst other efforts have linked and classified 

sets of text spans according to the type of discourse relation 

holding between them. A relatively new approach has involved 

annotating meta-knowledge (i.e., rhetorical intent and other 

types of information concerning interpretation) at the level of 

bio-events, which are structured representations of pieces of 

biomedical knowledge. In this paper, we report on the examina-

tion and comparison of transitions and patterns of event meta-

knowledge values that occur in both abstracts and full papers. 

Our analysis highlights a number of specific characteristics of 

event-level discourse patterns, as well as several noticeable dif-

ferences between the types of patterns that occur in abstracts 

and full papers.  

KEYWORDS: meta-knowledge, event, bio-event, discourse analy-

sis. 

1 Introduction 

The identification of information about the structure of scientific texts 

has been studied from several perspectives. One line of previous re-

search has been to classify textual zones (e.g., sentences or clauses) 
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according to their function in the discourse, such as background 

knowledge, hypotheses, experimental observations, conclusions, etc.  

The automatic identification of such information can help in tasks such 

as isolating new knowledge claims [1]. Within the biomedical domain, 

this information can in turn be useful for tasks such as maintaining 

models of biomedical processes [2] or the curation of biomedical data-

bases [3]. 

Several annotation schemes, e.g., [4-6]  have been developed to 

classify textual zones according to their rhetorical status or general 

information content. Such zones are usually not understood in isolation, 

but rather in relation to others [7]. Therefore, for certain tasks, such as 

automatic summarisation, it is important to gain a fuller understanding 

of how information conveyed in the text is arranged to form a coherent 

discourse. Work in this area has involved defining a model that de-

scribes the structure of the introductions to scientific articles [8] and 

examining patterns of argumentative zones that occur in scientific ab-

stracts [9].  

A further approach to discourse analysis has been to identify and 

characterise links between sentences and clauses. Several efforts to 

produce annotated corpora or automated systems have been based 

around the Penn TreeBank corpus of open domain news articles [10]. 

This corpus was enriched by [11] with discourse trees, based on Rhe-

torical Structure Theory (RST) [12], A system was created by [7] to 

predict certain classes of discourse relations automatically. The Penn 

Discourse TreeBank (PDTB) [13] added discourse relations to the Penn 

TreeBank, both implicit and explicit, that hold between pairs of text 

spans. The Biomedical Discourse Relation Bank (BioDRB) [14] anno-

tates the same types of relations in biomedical research articles.  

All of the studies above considered sentences or clauses as the units 

of annotation. In contrast, the present work is concerned with discourse 

information at the level of events, which are structured representations 

of pieces of knowledge. In particular, we focus on bio-events, which 

encode biological reactions or processes. The automatic identification 

of events can facilitate sophisticated semantic searching, allowing re-

searchers to perform structured searches over events extracted from a 

large body of text [15]. 

The utility of events has resulted in the appearance of a number of 

event-annotated corpora in recent years, e.g., [16-18]. The shared tasks 

on event extraction at BioNLP workshops, e.g., [19] have helped to 

stimulate further research into event extraction. Since there are normal-

ly multiple events in a sentence, the identification of discourse infor-
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mation at the event level can allow for a more detailed analysis of dis-

course elements than is possible when considering larger units of text. 

Previous work on annotating discourse at the level of events has in-

volved defining a customised annotation scheme [20] encoding various 

aspects of knowledge that can be relevant to discourse. This meta-

knowledge scheme has been used to enrich the GENIA event corpus of 

1,000 biomedical abstracts (36,858 events) [16] to create the GENIA-

MK corpus [21], and a corpus of 4 full papers pre-annotated with 1,710 

GENIA events to create the FP-MK corpus [22]. 

The meta-knowledge annotation scheme is somewhat comparable to 

the sentence-based classification schemes introduced above, in that it 

includes encoding of specific rhetorical functions, e.g., fact, observa-

tion, analysis (referred to as Knowledge Type (KT)). However, further 

types of relevant to discourse analysis. e.g., certainty level (CL), are 

also annotated for each event. Automatic recognition of different types 

of meta-knowledge for events has been demonstrated to be highly fea-

sible [23, 24]. 

 The annotation of information about discourse function at the level 

of events has been shown to be complementary to sentence-based clas-

sification schemes [25], meaning that event-based discourse analysis 

could help to enrich previous efforts to annotate and recognise dis-

course information using coarser-grained textual units.  

In this paper, we describe our preliminary work on analysing the 

discourse structure of biomedical abstracts and full papers at the level 

of events. To our knowledge, this is a novel approach to event-level 

discourse analysis.  Specifically, we look at patterns of transitions be-

tween events, in terms of KT and CL, based on the event-level meta-

knowledge annotations that are already present in the GENIA-MK and 

FP-MK corpora. At the sentence/clause level, it has been found previ-

ously that it is not possible to apply a fixed model of discourse struc-

ture consistently to all scientific texts [9], and hence we also do not 

attempt this at the event level. Rather, we examine patterns of KT and 

CL values assigned to sequences of events of various lengths.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, 

we provide further details about events and the meta-knowledge anno-

tation scheme. In section 3, we look at the different types of transitions, 

both between pairs of adjacent events and for longer paths of events 

that occur in the abstracts of GENIA-MK corpus. In section 4, we ex-

amine the pairwise transitions in the full papers of the FP-MK corpus, 

while section 5 provides some concluding remarks and directions for 

future work.  
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2 Bio-events and their Enrichment with Meta-knowledge 

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to bio-events, and de-

scribe the meta-knowledge annotation scheme that has been designed to 

enrich them with additional information about their interpretation, in-

cluding discourse-level information.   

2.1 Bio-events 

In its most general form, a textual event can be described as an action, 

relation, process or state expressed in the text [26]. More specifically, it 

is a structured semantic representation of a piece of information con-

tained in the text. Events are usually anchored to text fragments that are 

central to the description of the event, e.g., event-trigger, event-partici-

pants and event-location, etc. A number of corpora of general language 

with event-like annotations have been produced, e.g., [27, 28].  

A bio-event is a specialised textual event, constituting a dynamic 

bio-relation involving one or more participants [16]. These participants 

can be bio-entities or (other) bio-events, and are each assigned a se-

mantic role like theme and cause. Bio-events and bio-entities are also 

typically assigned semantic types/classes from particular taxono-

mies/ontologies. Consider the sentence S1: “We conclude that LTB4 

may augment c-jun mRNA”. This sentence contains a single bio-event 

of type positive_regulation, which is anchored to the verb augmented. 

Figure 1 shows a typical structured representation of this bio-event, 

with two participants: c-jun mRNA and LTB4, which have been as-

signed semantic types and roles within the event.  

2.2 Meta-Knowledge 

Whilst Figure 1 shows the typical information that would be extracted 

from sentence S1 by an event extraction system, there is other infor-

TRIGGER:  augmented 

TYPE:         positive_regulation 

THEME:     c-jun mRNA : RNA_molecule 

CAUSE:      LTB4 : organic_molecule 

Fig. 1. Typical representation of the bio-event contained in sentence S1 
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mation present in S1 that must be extracted if the event is to be inter-

preted correctly. For example, in terms of KT, the event does not repre-

sent a definite fact, but rather an analytical conclusion drawn by the 

authors. Similarly, the presence of the word may shows that the conclu-

sion drawn is a tentative one, i.e., the CL of the analysis encoded by the 

event is low.  The meta-knowledge annotation scheme (Figure 2) is 

able to capture this information about the event. The scheme consists of 

5 different meta-knowledge dimensions, which encode not only dis-

course-relevant information, but also other common types of infor-

mation that are necessary for the correct interpretation of a bio-event.  

Due to the complexity of analysing the transitions between the val-

ues of all 5 meta-knowledge dimensions, and since not all of the di-

mensions are directly related to discourse structure, we consider only 

the two dimensions of the scheme that are most relevant in this respect, 

i.e. KT and CL. These are defined as follows:  

Knowledge Type (KT) 

This dimension captures the general information content of the event. 

Each event is classified into one of the following six categories: 

 Investigation: Enquiries or investigations. 

 Observation: Direct experimental observations 

 Analysis: Inferences, interpretations, speculations or other types of 

analysis. 

 Fact: General facts and well established knowledge. 

 

Fig. 2. Meta-knowledge annotation scheme 
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 Method: Events that describe experimental methods. 

 Other: Default category, assigned to events that either do not fit into 

one of the above categories or do not express complete information. 

Certainty Level (CL) 

This dimension is only applicable to events whose KT corresponds to 

Analysis. It encodes confidence in the truth of the event. Possible val-

ues are as follows:  

 L3: No expression of uncertainty or speculation (default category). 

 L2: High confidence or slight speculation.  

 L1: Low confidence or considerable speculation. 

3 Analysis of Meta-Knowledge Transitions in Abstracts 

In this section, we present a brief analysis of the meta-knowledge tran-

sitions observed in the GENIA-MK corpus. We begin with patterns of 

individual, pair-wise transitions and then move on to look at longer 

transition paths. 

3.1 Knowledge Type (KT) 

Pair-wise Transitions 

Figure 3 provides a summary of the pair-wise transitions from and to 

adjacent events in the GENIA-MK corpus, according to KT categories. 

The black lines represent the transitions from the category in the centre 

of the diagram), while the grey lines indicate the transitions to that 

category. Similarly, the dark grey boxes show the relative frequencies 

of each type of transition from the category, while the light grey boxes 

show the relative frequencies of each type of transition to the category.  

The dotted lines boxes surrounded by dotted lines represent reflexive 

transitions, i.e., cases where the KT category of the adjacent event is the 

same as the event in focus. Transitions between all adjacent pairs of 

events are taken into account, i.e., not only those occurring within the 

boundaries of a sentence.  

Observation:  This is a highly reflexive category, with 80% of transi-

tions from Observation leading to another Observation; similarly 83% 

of transitions to an Observation originate from another Observation. In 
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terms of non-reflexive transitions, 12% of transitions originating from 

Observation lead to Analysis, because observations are often used as 

premises for analytical and hypothetical conclusions. Conversely, most 

non-reflexive transitions leading to Observation start from Analysis. 

This is probably due to the linked nature of arguments presented in an 

abstract, i.e., the conclusion of an argument can be used as the premise 

of the next argument. A small but noticeable proportion (5%) of transi-

tions starting from Observation lead to Investigation. However, in most 

cases, these observations are attributed to previous studies (as deter-

mined by the Source dimension of the annotation scheme). That is, a 

previous observation has been used as a premise for a new investiga-

tion. 

Analysis:  This is also a highly reflexive category, with 70% of the 

transitions from Analysis leading to another Analysis and 62% of transi-

tions to Analysis originating from Analysis. In terms of non-reflexive 

transitions, 18% of transitions from Analysis lead to Observation (pos-

sible reasons have been discussed above). Similarly, a significant pro-

portion (23%) of transitions that lead to Analysis start from Observa-

tion. Transitions from Analysis to Fact are very infrequent (1%). Con-

versely, 9% of all transitions leading to Analysis originate from Fact. 

This is because the state-of-the-art knowledge is sometimes analysed in 

 

Fig. 3.  Transitions from/to KT categories for Abstracts (Abs), Full Papers 

(FP), and the different sections within full papers, i.e., Background (Back), 

Results (Res), and Discussion (Disc). Continued to the next page. 
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order to situate or justify the study that is reported in a paper. Further 

evidence for this pattern is that a similar proportion (8%) of transitions 

starting from Analysis lead to Investigation. i.e., in cases where back-

ground knowledge is stated and analysed, it is usual that the analysed 

information is used as a basis for introducing the focussed investigation 

of the current study.   

Investigation:  This is a less reflexive category, with only 50% of tran-

sitions from Investigation leading to other Investigations, and 62% 

transitions to Investigation events originating from other Investigations. 

This is because the main investigation is usually discussed only at the 

beginning of the abstract, followed by observations and analyses. This 

argument is further supported the significant number of transitions from 

Investigation that lead to Observation (26%) or Analysis (15%).  

Fact:  This is also a less reflexive category: 63% of all transitions from 

Fact lead to other Facts, and vice versa. Facts are often followed by 

Analysis (19%), as described in the Analysis section above. In some 

cases, Facts serve as direct premises for Investigation (10%). Infre-

quently, Facts are directly followed by Observations (6%). 

Method:  Only 33% of transitions from/to Method are reflexive. In 

abstracts, authors tend to mention the methods used in their work only 

briefly (if at all). Since it is natural for authors to move from the de-

 

Fig. 3, continued. Continued to the next page. 
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scription of methods to subsequent experimental results, this explains 

why the highest proportion of transitions from Method events (44%) 

lead to Observation events. However, since the reporting of experi-

mental outcomes or conclusions is of vital importance in abstracts, 

observations will sometimes be omitted, and authors move straight 

from describing methods to analysing their findings. This goes towards 

explaining why 15% of Methods are directly followed by Analysis. 

Most of the non-reflexive transitions that lead to Method originate from 

Observation (36%). This is because authors frequently present findings 

from previous studies to set the scene for introducing their own exper-

imental methods. A significant percentage of transitions to Method are 

from Analysis (16%). In some cases, an analysis of previous findings is 

necessary to correctly justify the author’s own methods. In other cases, 

authors complete their discussion of one set of experiments and then 

move on to introducing a further set of methods. 

Abstract Level Patterns 

The results of analysing the KT values of the first and last event in each 

abstract are summarised in Table 1. Mostly, authors begin by stating 

known Facts as a scene-setting device for introducing their own work. 

The use of KT categories other than Fact at the start of abstracts is con-

siderably less frequent, with Analysis and Observation as the next most 

common categories. Analysis of the Source dimension of these event 

 

Fig. 3, continued. Continued to the next page. 
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types reveals that they often pertain to previous studies, indicating that 

a discussion of previous findings is also a common way to start. 

Sometimes, scene-setting steps are omitted altogether, and the ab-

stract launches directly into an explanation of the investigation to be 

undertaken. In rare cases, even the subject of investigation is missing, 

and the abstract starts by explaining the experimental setup and meth-

odology. In the vast majority of cases, authors end their abstracts with 

an Analysis, presenting a summary or interpretation of their most im-

portant findings. However, there is a significant proportion of cases 

(15%) in which the abstract ends with an Observation. This can happen 

the when a significant experimental observation has occurred during 

the current study. Very occasionally, the abstracts end by presenting an 

investigative topic or method identified for further exploration. 

Table 1. Relative frequencies of abstracts starting and ending with each KT 

category 

KT Category 
Abstracts Starting 

With 

Abstracts Ending 

With 

Observation 10% 15% 

Analysis 23% 78% 

Investigation 9% 4% 

Fact 54% 1% 

Method 4% 2% 

 

Fig. 3, continued. Continued to the next page. 
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Table 2 shows the most frequent extended transition patterns of KT 

values. Almost a quarter of all abstracts start with known facts, fol-

lowed by analyses of previous work or a description of the investiga-

tion to be carried out in the current study; this is in turn followed by a 

description of experimental observations, and the abstract ends with an 

analysis of these observations. Interestingly, over 8% of the abstracts 

exhibit a simplified variant of this pattern, where the second transition 

to Analysis or Investigation is omitted and a direct link is made be-

tween the previously known facts and the (new) observations made by 

the authors. A possible explanation of this could be the need for brevity 

resulting from the fact that abstract size constraints vary between bio-

medical journals. 

Table 2. Key transition patterns for KT values in abstracts and their frequencies 

Transition Pattern % in Abstracts 

Fact → Analysis → Observation → … → Analysis 14% 

Fact → Investigation → Observation → … → Analysis 10% 

Fact → Observation → … → Analysis 8% 

Analysis → Observation → … → Analysis 7% 

Analysis → Fact → Observation → … → Analysis 6% 

Analysis → Investigation → Observation → … → Analysis 4% 

 

Fig. 3, continued. 
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A significant number of abstracts follow a slightly different KT 

transition pattern. They start with an analysis of previous studies, fol-

lowed by observations from the current study, and end with an analysis 

of findings. Variants of this pattern, which include a transition to a 

Fact, to help to contextualise the analyses of previous studies, or pre-

sent an Investigation between the first Analysis and Observation events, 

are also found in 10% of abstracts. 

The above patterns suggest that while most biomedical abstracts 

loosely follow the Creating A Research Space (CARS) model proposed 

by Swales [29], a significant proportion of abstracts skip the first step 

of “establishing a territory”, and assume that the reader is already fa-

miliar with the context. This could be due to partly to the specialised 

nature of many biomedical journals.  

3.2 Certainty Level (CL)  

Pair-wise Transitions  

Figure 4 summarises the pair-wise transitions from and to adjacent 

events in the GENIA-MK corpus, according to the CL category as-

signed to them. 

L3:  This is a highly reflexive category, partly due to its high frequency 

of occurrence (92% of events in the GENIA-MK corpus). In terms of 

non-reflexive transitions, 6% of transitions from L3 lead to L2, and 

only 1% to L1. As explained earlier, most abstracts start with a brief 

mention of previous knowledge (observations, analyses or facts), fol-

lowed by a summary of investigations and the resulting observations, 

and conclude with analyses of experimental findings, which are often 

hedged. 

L2:  This is the least reflexive category, partly due to the fairly small 

number of L2 events in the corpus as a whole. Also, since authors do 

not want to throw too much doubt on their findings, they avoid long 

chains of speculated events. This explain why significant proportion 

(40%) of transitions from L2 lead back to L3. Interestingly, 6% of tran-

sitions from L2 lead to L1. These are mostly the cases where slightly 

hedged analyses are followed by bolder (highly speculative) extensions 

and corollaries.   

L1:  For similar reasons as L2, this is also a less reflexive category. 

Although a significant proportion of transitions from L1 events lead to 

L3 (34%) and L2 (6%) events, the volumes of L1 events are so small 
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(less than 1% of all events) that they only account for around 1% of all 

transitions to L3 and L2. 

Abstract Level Patterns  

The CL values of the first and last event in each abstract in the GENIA-

MK corpus are summarised in Table 3. Almost all abstracts start with 

known facts, previous observations, analyses, or investigations, i.e., 

events expressed with absolute certainty of occurrence (L3). Although 

most abstracts end with analyses, authors will usually aim to have max-

imum impact at the end of their abstract, so as to encourage reading of 

the full text. 

This means that where possible, hedging will either be absent, or 

only subtly expressed. A smaller, but still important percentage of ter-

minal events are marked as highly speculative, sine impact can also be 

achieved by presenting analyses that are both highly speculative and 

highly innovative or controversial.  

Table 3. Relative frequencies of abstracts starting and ending with different CL 

categories 

CL Category 
Abstracts Starting 

With 

Abstracts Ending 

With 

L1 0% 19% 

L2 1% 36% 

L3 99% 45% 

 

Fig. 4.  Transitions from / to CL categories for Abstracts (Abs), Full Papers 

(FP), and the sections within full papers, i.e., Background (Back), Results 

(Res), and Discussion (Disc). Continued to the next page. 
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Speculated events are completely absent in 28% of abstracts, which 

reinforces the claim that authors will only introduce uncertainty into 

abstracts where absolutely necessary.  Of the remaining abstracts, a 

significant majority (58%) include the transition pattern L3 → L2. 

These are the cases where authors deploy slight hedging on the anal-

yses of their findings. Sometimes, this pattern is repeated 2 or 3 times, 

mostly when abstracts report on multiple sets of observations, each 

followed by its corresponding analysis. A small proportion of abstracts 

(5%) contain the pattern L3 → L2 → L1. As mentioned earlier, these 

are the cases where slightly hedged analyses are followed by bolder 

analyses, predictions or hypotheses, which can be a useful tool in help-

ing to pique the reader’s curiosity.  Interestingly, a significant propor-

tion of abstracts (14%) contain the transition pattern L3 → L1, i.e., 

observations and confident analyses are followed directly by highly 

speculated analyses or hypotheses. 

4 Full Papers 

In this section we present a brief analysis of the meta-knowledge transi-

tions observed in the Background, Results, and Discussion sections of 

the FP-MK corpus.  

4.1 Knowledge Type (KT) 

Figure 3 shows the summary of pair-wise transitions from and to adja-

cent events in the FP-MK corpus, according to KT categories. It in-

 

Fig. 4, continued. Continued to the next page. 
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cludes separate statistics for each of the main sections, as well as for 

the full papers as a whole. 

Observation:  Overall distributions of transitions from and to Observa-

tion in full papers are similar to those in abstracts. However, the reflex-

ivity of Observation is slightly lower in full papers. This is partly be-

cause of the significantly higher proportion of transitions between Ob-

servation and Analysis in full papers. Full papers contain many more 

observations, most of which are subsequently further analysed. This 

kind of linking between observations and analyses is particularly fre-

quent in the Results and Discussion sections. Full papers contain slight-

ly fewer transitions from Observation to Investigation. This is mainly 

because the relative frequency of Investigation events is considerably 

lower in full papers than in abstracts.  

Analysis:  Full papers contain significantly more transitions from Anal-

ysis to Fact, especially in Background and Discussion sections. This is 

because the stringent size constraints imposed for abstracts are relaxed 

for the body of full papers, and thus authors have greater opportunity to 

relate their work to the state-of-the-art in their domain. The overall 

reflexivity of Analysis events is slightly less in full papers than in ab-

stracts. This is despite the fact that the overall relative frequency of 

Analysis events in full papers is higher than in abstracts. This can be 

explained by the more complex interweaving of analytical statements 

with observations or facts that is often found in full papers, as evi-

denced by the much higher number of transitions from Analysis to Ob-

servation in full papers. Such patterns have particularly high frequency 

in the Results and Discussion sections of papers. Finally, full papers 

contain significantly fewer transitions from Analysis to Investigation. 

This is mainly because Investigation events rarely occur in some sec-

 

Fig. 4, continued. 
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tions of full papers, whereas many abstracts contain a small number of 

Investigation events. 

Investigation:  Overall reflexivity of Investigation events in full papers 

is significantly less than in abstracts, due to a lower relative frequency 

of Investigation events in full papers. Full papers contain significantly 

higher numbers of transitions from Investigation events to Method 

events. Interestingly, almost all of these transitions are in the Results 

sections. This is probably due to the need to explain how particular 

aspects of the investigation were carried out by applying particular 

experimental methods. A similar percentage of transitions can be ob-

served between Method and Observation events in the Results sections, 

showing that the next step is often to describe how the use of the meth-

od led to particular experimental observations. Full papers also contain 

slightly more transitions from Investigation events to Analysis events, 

especially in Discussion sections, where a direct link is made between 

the investigations undertaken and the findings resulting from them. 

Fact:  Overall distributions are similar to abstracts, with one minor 

difference: full papers contain more transitions from Fact to Method, 

especially in Background and Discussion sections. This is mainly be-

cause sometimes, authors make a direct link between background facts 

and the experimental methods used, omitting the intermediary link to 

investigations. This is especially the case when authors have already 

mentioned the investigations earlier in the text. 

Method:  We found no significant differences in the distribution of 

Method events in full papers and abstracts. This is partly due to the 

scarcity of Method events (in both GENIA-MK and FP-MK corpora) 

caused by the definition of bio-event used to annotate these corpora, 

which excludes many method descriptions from event annotation.  

4.2 Certainty Level (CL) 

L3:  The distributions of transitions from/to L3 events in full papers are 

similar to those in abstracts, except for one main difference: Full papers 

contain slightly more transitions from L3 to L2 events. This is due to 

more detailed analytical discussion often found in full papers. Moreo-

ver, unlike in abstracts, where the main aim is to try to sell the research 

results, the body of the paper provides greater opportunity for analysis 

and discussion. The percentage of L3 to L2 transitions is highest in the 

Results sections of the full papers. Authors may be confident about 
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some of their results, but not so confident about others. Fewer such 

transitions are found in the Discussion section, suggesting that authors 

take a more confident tone in analysing their most definite results, in 

order to convince the reader of the reliability of their conclusions.  

L2:  Full papers contain slightly more transitions from L2 to L3 events. 

This is mainly due to the more frequent occurrence of contiguous ob-

servation-analysis transitions. Full papers contain significantly fewer 

transitions from L2 to L1 events. As mentioned above, such transitions 

are often made in abstracts for increased effect or impact. If too many 

bold or controversial statements are made in the body of the paper, 

readers may question the integrity of the study.  

L1: Overall reflexivity of L1 events is much lower in full papers than in 

abstracts. Although the relative frequency of L1 events is higher in full 

papers, they are more thinly spread out. The greater the number of 

highly speculative events that occur in sequence, the more wary the 

reader is likely to become.  

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have investigated discourse patterns that occur in 

biomedical abstracts and full papers. In contrast to previous work on 

discourse structure, our analysis was conducted at the level of bio-

events. We used the GENIA-MK corpus of abstracts and the FP-MK 

corpus of full paper to conduct our analyses. We examined a number of 

different types of discourse patterns, including patterns of pairwise 

transitions between events, considering KT and CL separately. Compar-

ison of the results obtained for abstracts and full papers reveal that 

there are a number of subtle and significant differences in the patterns 

of local discourse-level shifts. For abstracts, we additionally considered 

extended transition paths. Whilst there are some clear patterns of KT 

and CL transitions in abstracts, these are by no means standard. Fur-

thermore, while most abstracts follow a generic model of rheto-

ric/information moves, authors often skip certain moves, assuming that 

the reader is already familiar with the context.  

As future work, we intend to broaden the scope of our study to in-

corporate different types of events and additional meta-knowledge 

dimensions across different domains. We also plan to investigate transi-

tion patterns within each section of full papers. Furthermore, with the 
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help of the BioDRB corpus, we intend to investigate correlations be-

tween particular types of discourse relations and the meta-knowledge 

values of the events that occur within the argument text spans of these 

relations.  
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Medical Event Extraction using Frame Semantics 

— Challenges and Opportunities 

DIMITRIOS KOKKINAKIS 

University of Gothenburg, Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to present some findings from a study 

into how a large scale semantic resource, FrameNet, can be 

applied for event extraction in the (Swedish) biomedical do-

main. Combining lexical resources with domain specific 

knowledge provide a powerful modeling mechanism that can be 

utilized for event extraction and other advanced text mining-

related activities. The results, from developing a rule-based ap-

proach, showed that only small discrepancies and omissions 

were found between the semantic descriptions, the corpus data 

examined and the domain-specific semantics provided by 

SNOMED CT (medical terminology), NPL (medicinal products) 

and various semi-automatically developed clue lists (e. g., do-

main-related abbreviations). Although the described experi-

ment is only based on four different domain-specific frames, the 

methodology is extendable to the rest ones and there is much 

room for improvements, for instance by combining rule-based 

with machine learning techniques, and using more advanced 

syntactic representations. 

KEYWORDS: Event extraction; frame semantics; semantic argu-

ments; FrameNet. 

1 Introduction 

Natural language understanding (NLU), is a subtopic and a long-term 

goal for Natural Language Processing (NLP), which aims to enable 
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computers to derive meaning from natural language input. NLU sys-

tems require a semantic theory to guide the comprehension of any text 

and at the same time a suitable framework for representing lexical 

knowledge, preferably linked to domain ontologies and terminologies. 

In such a context, a semantic-oriented framework could play a vital role 

for alleviating the extraction of complex semantic relations and, often 

pre-specified, simple or composite events. Event-based, or event-

template information extraction have been initiated by and explored in 

the MUC-4 extraction task [1]. Since then, extraction and labeling of 

events has also attracted attention in various activities (e.g. in the 

SEMEVAL framework [2] and the BioNLP shared tasks [3]). In recent 

years, algorithms are also developed that try to learn instead template 

structures automatically from raw text; cf. [4]. Here, we are interested 

in biomedical event extraction, which refers to the task of extracting 

descriptions of actions and relations among one or more entities from 

the biomedical literature.  

Mining such complex relations and events has gained a growing at-

tention in this domain; [3, 5, 6] and for several reasons. Mainly due to 

the existence of a publication volume that increases at an exponential 

level, the availability of mature NLP tools for biomedical text analysis, 

large lexical/terminological/ontological resources, and various manual-

ly annotated samples with semantic information. All these factors have 

resulted in an explosion of event-related research in the domain (cf. 

<http://nactem.ac.uk/genia/>, <https://www.i2b2.org/>). Semantically 

driven literature analysis and literature-based knowledge discovery 

provide a lot of challenging research topics and a paradigm shift is 

taking place in the biomedical domain, from relation models in infor-

mation extraction research to more expressive event models, cf. [7]. 

Our approach is closely related to information extraction (IE), a 

technology that has a direct correlation with frame-like structures as 

described in the FrameNet. Templates in the context of IE are frame-

like structures with slots representing event information. Most event-

based IE approaches are designed to identify role fillers that appear as 

arguments to event verbs or nouns, either explicitly via syntactic rela-

tions or implicitly via proximity. In this paper we argue that frame se-

mantics is such a framework that can facilitate the development of text 

understanding and as such can be used as a backbone to NLU systems. 

We present results from experiments using domain-specific FrameNet 

extensions for the automated analysis of meaning in Swedish medical 

texts. With this approach we aim to develop and apply automatic event 

extraction in the Swedish medical domain in a large scale and in the 
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long run, we are particularly interested in developing a set of tools to 

support health care professionals and researchers to rapidly identify, 

aggregate and semantically exploit relevant information in large textual 

repositories. 

2 Theoretical Background 

The FrameNet approach is based on the linguistic theory of frame se-

mantics [8] supported by corpus evidence. A semantic frame is a script-

like structure of concepts which are linked to the meanings of linguistic 

units and associated with a specific event, situation or state. Each frame 

identifies a set of frame elements, which are frame specific semantic 

participants and roles/arguments (both core and non-core ones). Fur-

thermore, roles may be expressed overtly, left unexpressed or not ex-

plicitly linked to the frame via linguistic conventions (null instantia-

tions). In this work, we only deal with the first type of such roles. 

FrameNet documents the range of semantic and syntactic combinatory 

possibilities of frame evoking lexical units (LU), phrases and clauses 

by abstracting away from syntactic differences. A LU can evoke a 

frame, and its syntactic dependents can fill the frame element slots, in 

turn, the various semantic types constrain the types of frame element 

fillers. Since a LU is the pairing of a word with a meaning, each sense 

of a polysemous word belongs to a different semantic frame, Moreover, 

since a single frame element can have different grammatical realiza-

tions it can enhance the investigation of combinatorial possibilities 

more precisely than other standard lexical resources such as WordNet. 

2.1 The Swedish FrameNet 

The Swedish FrameNet (SweFN++) is a lexical resource under active 

development, based on the English version of FrameNet constructed by 

the Berkeley research group. The SweFN++ is available as a free re-

source at <http://spraakbanken.gu.se/swefn/>. Most of the SweFN 

frames and frame names correspond to the English ones, with some 

exceptions, as to the selection of frame elements including definitions 

and internal relations. Compared to the Berkeley FrameNet, SweFN++ 

is expanded with information about the domain of the frames, at pre-

sent the medical and the art domain. Since frame classification is based 
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on general-domain frame semantics, several efforts have been de-

scribed to domain adaptations even for English [9, 10].  

As of November 2012, the SweFN++ covered 754 frames with 

around 24,000 lexical units, while 30 frames are marked as medically-

oriented; [11]. The lexical units are gathered from SALDO, a free Swe-

dish electronic association lexicon [12]. FN facilitates modeling the 

mapping of form and meaning within these structures in the medical 

discourse through manual annotation of example sentences and auto-

matic summarization of the resulting annotations. Some of the medical 

frames in SweFN include: Addiction; Cure; Recovery; Experi-

ence_bodily_harm; Falling_Ill; Administration_of_medication etc. For 

instance, the Cure frame describes a situation involving a number of 

core roles such as: Affliction, Healer, Medication, Patient etc., and a 

number of non-core roles such as Degree, Manner and Time, and it is 

evoked by lexical units such as to cure, to heal, surgery, and to treat. 

The word in bold face below evokes the Cure frame: "[Steloperation 
av fotleden]-TREATMENT {lindrar}-CURE [smärta]-AFFLICTION [väl]-

MANNER men medför en del komplikationer" (litt. 'Lumbar fusion 

operation of the ankle reduces pain well, but entails some complica-

tions'). 

3 Experimental Setting 

Our approach uses the annotation results produced from the application 

of adapted entity and terminology taggers; as a semantic theory the use 

of specifically designed medical frames, with associated manually an-

notated textual samples, and, finally, various manually developed frame 

related regular expression patterns. The domain-specific medical 

frames we have been using are: Administration_of_medication, with 

core frame elements such as Drug, Patient and Medic (112), Medi-

cal_Treatment, with core frame elements such as Treatment, Affliction 

and Patient (102), Cure, with core frame elements such as Healer, 

Affliction and Body_Part (115) and Falling_Ill, with core frame ele-

ments such as Patient, Symptom and Ailment (116); the figure in paren-

thesis refers to the number of manually annotated sentences, randomly 

extracted from a large available Swedish biomedical corpora [13]. All 

annotated samples are available from the following addresses: 

http://demo.spraakdata.gu.se/brat/#/[sweFNCure_dk; sweFNMed-

Treatment_dk; sweFNFallingIll_dk; sweFNAdminOfMed_dk]. 
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3.1 Relevant Resources 

We have been using a number of relevant resources (textual, termino-

logical, etc.) for modeling pattern matching rules, i.e. complex regular 

expressions. Some of the most important resources have been used for 

both extracting relevant text samples and also aiding the recognition of 

relevant frame elements in the samples. The main source for medical 

terminology has been the Swedish Nomenclature of Medicine, Clinical 

Terms (SNOMED CT), since it is the largest available source of medi-

cal terminology in Swedish, approx. 300,000 terms. Medication names 

are provided by the National Repository for Medicinal Products (NPL, 

<http://www.lakemedelsverket.se>) which is the official Swedish prod-

uct registry for drugs, approx. 12,000 terms.  

Every product in this registry contains information on its substances, 

names, dosages, producers and classifications like prescription and 

Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical codes (ATC). Lists of semi-

automatic acquired drug / substance / disease lexicon extensions (e.g. 

generic expressions of drugs and diseases, misspellings etc.); lists of 

key words (e.g. drug forms [pill, tablet, capsule], drug administration 

paths [intravenous, intravesical, subcutaneous], volume units [mg, mcg, 

IE, mmol] and various abbreviations and variants [iv, i.v., im, i.m. sc, 

s.c., po, p.o., vb, T]). Finally, important pieces of information are also 

obtained by the application of named entity recognition, which identi-

fies and annotates very important frame elements, particularly time 

expressions, various types of numerical information (such as dosage 

and frequency) and some terminology (such as lists of non-official drug 

names).  

3.2 Method 

As a method we apply a rather simple, rule-based approach (which can 

be used as a baseline for future work using other techniques) by per-

forming three major steps. (i) pre-processing, that is selecting a rele-

vant sample of sentences for each frame using trigger words (i.e. rele-

vant LUs) for both manual annotation and pattern development and 

evaluation, (ii) main processing, which includes terminology, named 

entity and key word/text segment identification, (iii) post-processing, 

e.g., modeling observed frame element patterns as rules (regular ex-

pressions). All steps are applied at the sentence level, i.e. no coherent, 

larger text fragments are used. First, we manually annotated the sen-

tence samples with all possible frame elements. Through the manual 
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analysis of the annotated examples we could obtain a rather good un-

derstanding of how the examined medical events can be expressed in 

the data. This way we can model various rules for the task and also 

have annotated data for future planned supervised learning extensions. 

During processing, we first start by identifying and annotating the ter-

minology (e.g. SNOMED CT terms and NPL drug names) or drug 

name classes (e.g., antibiotics). For the main processing step we apply 

named entity recognition which identifies and annotates relevant frame 

elements such as time expressions, various important numerical entity 

information types, named entities such as person and location and also 

non-official terminology. 

These annotations are important since they are both required by the 

frames and appear regularly in the context of the medical frames. A 

number of lexical rules, as previously described, based on e.g. lists of 

administration paths for drug admission etc., implemented as regular 

expressions are applied for the recognition and annotation of relevant 

frame elements. Using as a guidance the order of the extracted element 

patterns from the annotated sample, we model those as rules. For in-

stance, the most frequent frame element pattern in the Administra-

tion_of_Medication frame (10 occurrences; 20 combined with other 

elements) is "<Drug_name> <Drug_strength> <Frequency>", and in 

the Falling_Ill frame (22 occurrences; 46 combined with other ele-

ments) is "<Patient> <Ailment>". 

An annotated example sentence with named entities, from the Ad-

ministration_of_Medication frame, is shown below, the XML-like 

labels should be self-explanatory. Here, the entity tagger annotates 

occurrences of time ("TIMEX/TME"); frequency ("NUMEX/FRQ") 

and dosage ("NUMEX/DSG"): Åtta patienter erhöll Recormon 
före operationen, i dosering 2 000 IE subkutant tre gånger 

per vecka under tre veckor (litt. 'Eight patients received Recormon 

before surgery, dosage 2000 IU subcutaneously three times per week 

for three weeks') is annotated as Åtta patienter erhöll Recormon 
före operationen, i dosering <NUMEX TYPE="MSR" SBT="DSG">2 

000 IE</NUMEX> subkutant <NUMEX TYPE="MSR" SBT="FRQ">tre 

gånger per vecka </NUMEX> <TIMEX TYPE="TME" SBT="DAT"> un-

der tre veckor</TIMEX>. All labels were normalized to their frame 

element names at a later stage. For instance, the following example 

from the Administration_of_Medication frame, illustrates an example 

with normalized frame element labels: Lugnande besked, rec 

<Drug_name>Tradil</Drug_name> <Drug_strength> 400 

mg</Drug_strength> <Frequency>1 x 1-2 </Frequency> (litt. 'Reas-

surance, rec Seractil 400 mg 1 x 1-2'). 
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4 Results and Discussion 

Table 1 shows the evaluation results (complete match) for the top 4 

frame elements (most occurrences in a test set of 30x4 sentences) for 

the four examined domain frames. Some of the no-core frame elements 

could not be found in the sample, while some had very few occurrences 

and this is the reason we chose not to formally evaluate all of those at 

this stage. This vertical level evaluation assess the extraction of each 

frame element individually. A number of problematic issues still re-

main. For instance, certain elements are difficult to capture using regu-

lar expressions, such as <Purpose>, <Outcome> and <Circumstance>. 

These seem the most problematic since these element shows great vari-

ability and expressed by common language patterns. Perhaps syntactic 

parsing needs to be exploited in such cases because these elements are 

often described by lengthy, complex noun or prepositional phrases and 

clauses. 

For instance, the following example shows a prepositional phrase 

complex with four prepositions (in bold face): <Circumstance> Vid 

klart skyldig blindtarmsinflammation av varierande grad upp till 

kraftigare inflammation med tecken på vävnadsdöd i blindtarmen 

</Circumstance> administreras antibiotika Tienam 0,5 g x 3 (litt. 'In 

clear-cut case appendicitis of varying degree up to stronger inflamma-

tion with signs of necrosis in the cecum antibiotic Tienam 0.5 g x 3 is 

administered'). Another problematic aspect is observed for many cases 

where there is an ellipsis, that is, clauses where an overt trigger word is 

missing (often a predicate belonging to the frame). For instance, the 

following example shows such an ellipsis, lack of an overt trigger, a 

 

 

Fig. 1. Examples of manually annotated data with the frames Administra-

tion_of_Medication (top) and the Falling_Ill (bottom) using the brat annotation 

tool [14]. 
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verb, in the last clause marked in italic: Av journalblad framgår att han 

behandlats med digitalis , såväl i injektion som per os, samt med kinidin 

tabletter. (litt. Of the record sheet it is shown that he has been treated 

with digitalis, both injection and per os, and with quinidine tablets.) 

Table 1. Evaluation of the most frequent frame elements in the test sample. 

Frame Frame elements 

Admin. 
of_Medic. 

Drug_Name 

92,6%(Pr)  

81,2%(R) 

Dosage 

96%(Pr) 

90,1%(R) 

Frequency 

98,7%(Pr) 

91,9%(R) 

Route_Of_Drug_Admin 

100%(Pr)  

97,1%(R) 

Cure Affliction 

94%(Pr)  

92,9%(R) 

Treatment 

83,1%(Pr)  

79,2%(R) 

Patient 

100%(Pr)  

100%(R) 

Medication 

94%(Pr)  

89,2%(R) 

Falling_Ill Patient 

100%(Pr)  

95%(R) 

Ailment 

88,9%(Pr)  

91,1%(R) 

Symptom 

78,9%(Pr)  

83.4%(R) 

Time 

100%(Pr)  

100%(R) 

Medical 
  _Treatment 

Patient 

100%(Pr)  

100%(R) 

Affliction 

93,2%(Pr)  

91%(R) 

Medication 

97,9%(Pr)  

95%(R) 

Time 

100%(Pr)  

100%(R) 

 

In Table 1, Precision measures the amount of elements correctly 

labeled, out of the total number of all elements labeled by the rules; 

while Recall measures the amount of elements correctly labeled given 

all of the possible elements in the sample. The evaluation results are 

based on sentences for each frame that were annotated separately from 

the annotated sample used for the creation of the pattern matching rules 

(these sentences were annotated and evaluated by the author). 

Nevertheless, it should have been advantageous if (trained) experts, e.g. 

physicians, could annotate the test data but that was prohibitive at the 

moment, but will be considered in future, larger scale evaluations and 

method combinations. 

As previously discussed, some of the frame elements could not be 

found in the annotated samples, while some had very few occurrences 

and were not formally evaluated, for instance the element Place in the 

Falling_Ill frame. Moreover, the manual annotation gave us the 

opportunity to revise some of the frame elements and in a revised 

version of the frames in SweFN++, some of the domain frames will be 

divided in two. Thus in order to get even more accurate and precise 

semantics (arguments) some frames would require more specialization. 

For instance, the Administration_of_medication would be required to 
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be divided between Administration_of_medication_conveyance (where 

the procedures that describe the administration of medicine will be the 

focus of the frame; e.g. Normalt ska en salva eller kräm strykas 

på tunt; litt. "Normally, an ointment or cream will be thinly applied") 

and Administration_of_medication_specification (where the focus 

should be on the specifications concerning administration of medicines; 

e.g. Tegretol 20 mg/ml, 30 ml x 1). 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

We have presented a set of experiments using a rule-based approach on 

automatic semantic role labeling, and in particular event-based infor-

mation extraction, using frame semantics modeled in the Swedish 

FrameNet. We have investigated the use and efficacy of a rule-based 

approach for the recognition and labeling of the semantic elements, on 

a specialized textual domain, namely biomedicine. So far we have been 

working with four different frames and experimenting with simple 

pattern matching approaches in order to use as a baseline for future 

experiments. The driving force for the experiments is the theory of 

frame semantics, which allows us to work with a holistic and detailed 

semantic event description than it has been previously reported in simi-

lar tasks or in efforts using, for instance, most traditional methods 

based on relation extraction. Moreover, event extraction is more com-

plicated and challenging than relation extraction since events usually 

have internal structure involving several entities as participants allow-

ing a detailed representation of more complex statements.  

Due to the small amount of labeled data, we have not yet attempted 

to apply a machine learning approach, since such as classifier would 

suffer from feature sparsity. However, annotating sentences is very 

time-consuming and we will thus have to live with small training sets 

for the near future. Still, this problem can be addressed in several ways; 

for instance through the use of cross-frame label generalization and by 

adding cluster-based features. In a similar fashion, Johansson et al. [15] 

have shown that such methods result in clear performance improve-

ments. This way, traditional, lexicalized approaches may lead into other 

research paradigms, such as semi-supervised approaches [16] and the 

inclusion of automatically produced training data [17]. In the near fu-

ture we intend to investigate the validity of the medical frames by man-

ually annotating authentic samples for all available medical frames and 
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also combine the pattern-based approaches with supervised learning for 

automatic extraction and labeling of frame elements. Note, however 

that we have observed that in some cases/frames, such as Administra-

tion_of_Medication, simple means implemented as regular expressions 

are enough for accurate identification of frame elements, since such a 

frame contains a plethora of numerical information and domain-

specific abbreviations and acronyms that require less advanced tech-

niques in order to obtain good coverage. In other cases, such as in the 

Cure frame, other means seem more appropriate, such as syntactic 

parsing.  

Event recognition at the moment is performed at a sentence level us-

ing a nearly homogeneous corpus of biomedical Swedish and also 

overuse of trigger words. One of the future challenges is of course to 

treat the problem of event detection as a classification one where one 

could strive to rely less on the presence of such trigger words. On the 

other side rule-based methods on domain-specific events and frames 

with a limited set of vocabulary (lexical units) can be as efficient or 

even outperform classification accuracy. Moreover, it has been shown 

that the most effective classification approach is dependent on the tar-

get event type [18]. Events that can be described by a large set of lexi-

cal units (many synonymous, near-synonymous etc.) are more suitable 

for training purposes and thus more efficient using a classification ap-

proach, while for events using a limited set of vocabulary a triggers' 

based classification system produces better results. Therefore, in the 

future, we plan to compare which technique is most appropriate for 

which type of frame. 
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Appendix 

The Falling_Ill frame. Domain [domän]: Medicine; Semantic Type 

[semantisk typ]: Change_of_State; Core Elements [kärnelement]; Non-

Core Elements [periferielement]; Examples [exempel]; Lexical units 

[saldo]; Comments [kommentar]. 
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ABSTRACT

We propose a framework for named entity detection from Web
content associated with semi-structured text data records, by ex-
ploiting the inherent structure via a transformation process fa-
cilitating collective detection. To learn the sequential classifica-
tion model, our framework does not require training labels on
the data records. Instead, we make use of existing named entity
repositories such as DBpedia. We incorporate this external clue
via distant supervision, by making use of the Generalized Expec-
tation constraint. After that, a collective detection model based on
logical inference is proposed to consider the consistency among
potential named entities as well as header text. Extensive exper-
iments have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of our
proposed framework.

KEYWORDS: Named entity recognition, unsupervised machine learning,
web mining.

1 INTRODUCTION

Entity detection is an important problem which has drawn much research
efforts in the past decade. A lot of investigation has been done for detect-
ing named entities from natural language texts or free texts such as [1,
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2]. It can support a large number of applications such as improving the
quality of question answering [3]. In this paper, we investigate the prob-
lem of detecting named entities from Web content associated with semi-
structured or tabular text data records as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, with-
out manually labeled data. Some existing methods on detection also make
use of unlabeled data using weakly-supervised method such as [4] and
semi-supervised method such as [5]. However, these existing methods
cannot effectively handle the detection task from such kind of text data.
Another limitation of these methods is that they still need some manually
labeled data.

The first kind of Web content that we wish to handle is a list of semi-
structured text data records called a semi-structured record set as exem-
plified in Fig. 1, which is taken from CICLing 2013 website. It is com-
posed of a set of record information typically arranged as a list of records.
Within a record, there are fields with possibly completely different for-
mats. However, similar fields across records are formatted in a similar
manner. Moreover, it is highly likely that named entities, if any, found
in similar fields in different records belong to the same entity type. For
example, the text field with a link under the photo from each record in
Fig. 1 belongs to person names.

Fig. 1. An example of a semi-structured record set

The second kind of Web content is tabular record set as exemplified
in Fig. 2. A tabular record set has a format similar to ordinary Web ta-
bles [6]. In general, multiple entities may exist in a single field. Most of
fields under the same column share a common content type. A column
may have a header text indicating the content of the column. For exam-
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ple, named entities found in the third column with header text “Keynote
speakers” in Fig. 2 are person names.

Fig. 2. An example of a tabular record set

One common property for the above two content types is that they
all have an inherent structure. For semi-structure record sets, each record
can be segmented into fields. Corresponding fields with similar layout
format in different records can be virtually aligned into a column. For
tabular record sets, the structure can be readily obtained from HTML
tags such as <tr><td>, with possible header text from <th> tags. The
entities appeared in a particular column normally exhibit certain consis-
tency between entities as well as header text, if any. This kind of structure
information and possible column header text provide valuable guidance
for the entity detection. We propose a framework that can exploit such
underlying structure information via a transformation process facilitating
collective detection. By incorporating existing named entity repositories
such as DBpedia into the learning process via distant supervision, we
do not require training labels on the data records. A collective detection
model based on logical inference is proposed to consider the consistency
among potential named entities as well as header text. Extensive experi-
ments demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.

2 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

2.1 Overview

Our framework focuses on two kinds of Web content mentioned above,
namely, semi-structured record sets and tabular record sets. We trans-
form these two kinds of record sets to a unified structure known as struc-
tured field record lists. A structured field record list consists of multiple
records, with each record composed of multiple fields. A field is basi-
cally composed of text fragments possibly containing one or more, if
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any, named entities. Based on the layout format, corresponding fields in
different records form a field column. A field column may optionally
have a header text. We develop a component that is able to harvest semi-
structured record sets from raw Web pages and transform the harvested
record sets to structured field record lists based on the record field lay-
out format. For tabular record sets, the detection and transformation are
straightforward since we can directly examine HTML tags corresponding
to tables.

The next component is to detect potential named entities from the
generated structured field record lists. This component tackles the poten-
tial entity detection task for each record separately. To handle multiple
entities possibly found in a field such as the records in Fig. 2, the detec-
tion is formulated as a sequence classification problem. Each record is
tokenized as a token sequence and we aim to find the corresponding label
sequence. We design labels based on the IOB format [7], and build a se-
quence classification model to predict the label for each token. To learn
such a classification model, existing approaches rely on a large amount of
training labels on the text data records. In contrast, our framework does
not require training labels on the text data records. Instead, we leverage
the existing large amount of labeled named entities from various exter-
nal repositories such as DBpedia. We incorporate this external clue via
distant supervision to guide the model learning. This paradigm is highly
scalable in that it does not require tedious labeling effort.

After potential entities for each record are found as described above,
the next component in our framework aims at taking advantage of the
inherent structure information underlying the record list and considering
the inter-relationships among records in the record list. One clue is that
potential entities appeared in a particular field column of a record list gen-
erally share the same entity type. Another consideration is that some field
columns may have header texts which can provide useful clues about the
entity type of potential entities under those columns. A collective infer-
ence model is developed for incorporating all these clues based on logic
paradigm. By exploiting such kind of structure information, better entity
detection performance can be achieved.

2.2 Identifying and Transforming Semi-structured Record Sets

We first identify semi-structured record sets from Web page content. Then
we conduct layout format driven alignment among the records in a record
set resulting in the required structured field record lists.
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Several methods may be applied to identify semi-structured record
sets, such as MDR [8], DETPA [9], and RST [10]. MDR and DEPTA
assume a fixed length of generalized nodes whereas RST relaxes this
assumption by using a search structure called record segmentation tree
which can dynamically generate subtree groups with different length.
Moreover, RST provides a unified search based solution for region de-
tection and record segmentation using a record segmentation tree struc-
ture. Our modified implementation of RST performs a top-down traversal
detection in the DOM structure of a Web page.

After identifying semi-structured record sets, we make use of the par-
tial tree alignment method [9] to conduct layout format driven alignment
for the generation of structured field record lists. This approach aligns
multiple tag trees of data records from the same record set by progres-
sively growing a seed tree. The seed tree is chosen as the record tree with
the largest number of data items because it is more likely for this tree to
have a good alignment with data fields in other data records. Then the al-
gorithm utilizes the seed tree as the core and aligns the remaining record
trees with it one by one. We obtain the data fields from each record tree
according to the alignment result and each record set is transformed into
a structured field record list.

2.3 Potential Entity Detection with Distant Supervision

The aim of this component is to detect potential named entities for a par-
ticular record in a structured field record list. As mentioned above, we
formulate it as a sequence classification problem, where each record is
represented as a sequence of tokens and we aim at finding the label for
each token. To achieve our goal, we make use of Conditional Random
Field (CRF) [11] model. CRF is a discriminative undirected probabilistic
graphical model, which enables us to include a large number of statis-
tically correlated features. In particular we use linear-chain CRF, which
considers conditional probability distribution p(y|x) of input sequence x
and label sequence y as depicted in (1):

pθ(y|x) =
1

Zθ(x)
exp(

∑
k

θkFk(x,y)), (1)

where Zθ(x) =
∑
y exp(

∑
k θkFk(x,y)) is the partition function and

Fk(x,y) =
∑
i fk(x, yi, yi−1, i) is the feature function. The most prob-
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able label sequence for a given input sequence x is

y = argmax
y

pθ(y|x) = argmax
y

∑
k

θkFk(y,x). (2)

As mentioned in the overview, we do not require training labels on
the text data records. Instead, we leverage the existing large amount of
labeled named entities from the external repository DBpedia. However,
this labeled entities cannot be directly used as training data for our clas-
sification model. Instead, we incorporate this external clue via distant
supervision by making use of Generalized Expectation (GE) constraints.
GE constraints were first proposed in [12] to incorporate prior knowledge
about the label distribution into semi-supervised learning, and were later
used in document classification [13], information extraction [12], etc.

The idea of GE constraints is to make use of conditional probability
distributions of labels given a feature. For example, we may specify the
probability that the token ”George” labeled as PERSON should be larger
than 80%. To capture this prior information, we introduce an auxiliary
feature f as [[Entity Type=PERSON given Token=“George”]]. The corre-
sponding affine constraint is Epθ [f(x, y)] ≥ 0.8. Learning with GE con-
straints will attempt to match this kind of label probability distribution for
a particular feature by model expectation on the unlabeled data. The GE
constraints objective function term is in the form of 4(f̂ , Epθ [f(x, y)]),
where 4 is a distance function; f̂ is the target expectation; and pθ is
the model distribution. For the CRF model, we set the functions to be
conditional probability distribution and set the distance function as KL-
divergence between two distributions. By adding the constraint term to
the standard CRF log-likelihood function, we can incorporate such kind
of external prior knowledge during the training process.

In our framework, we add features that a given test segment matches
an existing entity name in DBpedia, in the form of B-DBpedia-X and
I-DBpedia-X, where X is the entity type associated with DBpedia. We
set the feature target distribution that most text segments with these fea-
tures are labeled as the corresponding entity type. We may have different
expectations for different entity types. For example, we have high confi-
dence that text segments appeared in the DBpedia species should be the
SPECIES type, since species names are quite limited and specialized. An-
other example is that we allow the text segment with DBpedia-Work
feature to be detected as WORK type at a relatively low target distribu-
tion. This is due to the nature of WORK type that entities in this type
have more varieties. For example, Jane Eyre may be classified as WORK
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if we are talking the novel, or be classified as PERSON if we are talking
the woman with this name. By making use of GE constraints to guide
the model training, we are able to incorporate distant supervision from
external repositories.

In the process of feature extraction, we also include some commonly
used features employed in linear-chain sequence CRF models. These fea-
tures include factors between each token and its corresponding label,
neighboring tokens and labels, transition factors between labels and some
word pattern features. The learning process will capture the importance
of each feature.

2.4 Collective Detection via Logical Inference

As mentioned in the overview of our framework, we aim to make use
of the inherent structure information to consider the consistency among
potential named entities as well as header text in a field column. We in-
vestigate a model using first-order logic to conduct logical inference and
make decision on the predicted entity type. The first-order logic aims at
modeling the knowledge about the decision process that resembles how
human beings conduct logical inference. Another characteristic of the de-
cision making model is that we wish to allow a principled handling of un-
certainty in the decision making knowledge as well as the inference pro-
cess. To achieve our goal, we employ the Markov Logic Network (MLN)
model [14] in this component.

MLN model combines the Markov network with first-order logic, en-
abling uncertain inference. A MLN, denoted as L, consists of a set of
formulas with weights (Fi, wi), where Fi is a formula expressed in first-
order logic. Together with a set of constants C = {c1, c2, . . . , c|C|}, it
defines a Markov network ML,C with binary-valued node. Given dif-
ferent sets of constants C, we get different Markov networks sharing
the same structure and parameters. The generated Markov network is
called a ground Markov network. The probability distribution over possi-
ble worlds x specified by the ground Markov network is given by

P (X = x) =
1

Z
exp(

∑
i

wini(x)) =
1

Z

∏
i

φi(xi)
ni(x), (3)

where ni(x) is the number of true groundings of Fi in x. Given a ground
Markov network, we can query the probability of whether a given ground
atom is true. This inference procedure can be performed by MCMC over
the minimal set of the ground network required to answer the query.
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In our framework, we employ MLN to capture the following knowl-
edge in the collective inference component:

– Potential named entities under the same field column tend to share
the same entity type. This observation is derived from the inherent
structure of record lists.

– If a given field column contains multiple potential entities, they likely
share the same entity type. This is generally true due to the nature of
the field such as the “Keynote speakers” column in Fig. 2.

– Potential named entities in the same field column should be consis-
tent with the header text. For example, if header text is “Keynote
speakers”, the named entities under the column likely belong to the
entity type PERSON.

Header text provides extremely useful clues for entity detection. To
effectively make use of header information, we develop a method to in-
corporate header text with uncertainty handling by using the hypernym
tree of an ontology such as WordNet [15]. In the beginning, we manually
associate a set of ontology concepts for each entity type c ∈ C, denoted
as OCc according to the intended meaning of the entity types for the ap-
plication. For example, OCWORK contains the concepts “painting, picture
(3876519)” and “album, record album (6591815)”, where each concept is
denoted by the synonym set with the concept ID in the parenthesis. Given
an input header text in the form of noun phrase, we preprocess the header
text with noun phrase chunker and identify the core term, denoted as ct.
If the core term is in the plural form, its singular form is returned. For
example, the term “speaker” in “Keynote speakers” is identified as the
core term. Then we lookup the core term in the hypernym tree of Word-
Net to obtain the concepts that contain the core term, detored as OCct.
Let OCct,c denote the concepts in OCct that are in the hyponym paths of
the concepts in OCc. Let C′ = C ∪{NON-ENTITY}, and OCct,NON-ENTITY

denote the concepts in OCct that are not in the hyponym paths of any
concept in OCc. The probability that the core term ct is associated with
an entity type c is calculated as:

P (c|ct) = OCct,c∑
c′∈C′ OCct,c′

. (4)

To combine different clues, we define the predicates as shown in Ta-
ble 1. The variable entity represents the detected potential named en-
tities; column represents the field column; type represents the entity
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Table 1. List of MLN predicates

Predicate Meaning

ENTITYINCOLUMN(entity, column) column information
COLUMNHEADERSIMILARTOTYPE

(column, type) header information
COLUMNDOMINANTTYPE(column, type) column dominant entity type
ENTITYINITIALTYPE(entity, type) initial type given by detection phrase
ENTITYFINALTYPE(entity, type) final type after logical inference

types. We design the following logical formulas, namely, from LF1 to
LF4.

The formula LF1 expresses an observation corresponding to a field
column:

ENTITYINCOLUMN(E,C)∧ENTITYINITIALTYPE(E,T)⇒
COLUMNDOMINANTTYPE(C,T) (LF1)

The more detected named entities from a single column that share the
same entity type, the more likely that the field column contains that type
of entities. A field column may contain multiple types of entities, each
detected entity will contribute to the column global entity type. Note that
the “+” symbol beside the variable T means that we will expand this for-
mula with each possible groundings of T.

The formula LF2 incorporates the column header information for a
given column:

COLUMNHEADERSIMILARTOTYPE(C,T)⇒
COLUMNDOMINANTTYPE(C,T) (LF2)

If the associate probability of the header text in the column C with an
entity type T expressed in Equation (4) exceeds a threshold, then we add
the corresponding positive evidence predicate COLUMNHEADERSIMI-
LARTOTYPE(C,T). Note that header text may indicate multiple potential
entity types. For example header text “Member” may contain list of or-
ganizations, or list of person names. Together with the formula LF1, we
can infer the probability of global entity type for a field column.

The formula LF3 indicates that the final entity type for a potential
named entity E tend to be consistent with the original one:

ENTITYINITIALTYPE(E,T)⇒ENTITYFINALTYPE(E,T) (LF3)
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We observe that our sequence classification model can detect most of
the named entities correctly, thus we give this formula a relatively high
weight.

Besides the original type given during the detection phrase, the final
entity type also depends on the column C where the entity E is located as
shown in LF4:

ENTITYINCOLUMN(E,C)∧COLUMNDOMINANTTYPE(C,T)⇒
ENTITYFINALTYPE(E,T) (LF4)

Field labels tend to be consistent with the column global entity type. The
influence of column global entity type will increase as we have higher
confidence on column entity type.

We can handle the situation that a column may have multiple global
named entities. In this case, each field contains multiple named entities
with different types.

3 EXPERIMENT

3.1 Experiment Setup

For the semi-structure record sets, we harvested from Web as described
in Section 2.2. For the tabular record sets, we collected from a subset of
the table corpus as mentioned in [16]. As a result, we collected 3,372
semi-structured and tabular record sets in total. Note that all these record
sets do not have training labels. The number of records in a record set
ranges from 2 to 296, with average 30. For the purpose of evaluation, we
recruited annotators to find the ground truth named entities and provide
labels on a subset of our full dataset. The number of record sets in this
evaluation set is 650 composed of 16,755 true named entities.

We focused on the detection of five types of named entity: ORGA-
NIZATION, PERSON, PLACE, WORK, SPECIES. The meaning of these
five types is exactly the same as in DBpedia. For example, WORK in-
cludes artistic creations such as films, albums or songs. The remaining
entity types are self-explanatory. We used DBpedia 3.8 published in Au-
gust 2012 and indexed all the entity names using Apache Lucene for fast
lookup when extracting CRF features.

We also implemented a comparison model known as Repository Su-
pervised Model. This model checks each text segment against DBpedia
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and finds the corresponding entity type if exists. If a text segment cor-
responds to multiple named entities of different types in DBpedia, we
randomly selected one.

Besides our full model, we also investigate a model known as Our
Model Without Collective Inference. This model is essential our proposed
model, but omitting the collective inference part. By comparing our pro-
posed model with this one, we can investigate the benefit of the collective
inference component.

We implemented the sequence classification model based on the open
source MALLET [17] package, which provides implementation for linear-
chain CRF with GE constraints. The collective logical inference is im-
plemented based on the Alchemy3 package, which provides functions for
MLN inference. We manually assign weights to the formulas based on
our prior knowledge. Specifically, we set w1 as 1.0, w2 as 5.0, w3 as 2.0,
andw4 as 1.0. Our experiments show that the parameters are not sensitive
to the final performance much.

3.2 Evaluation result

We use standard evaluation metrics, namely, precision P , recall R, and
their harmonic mean F1 where F1 = 2× P ×R/(P +R). We followed
CoNLL-2003 evaluation procedure which only counts the exact match
for entity names. Table 2 shows the performance of our experiment.

From the evaluation result, it is clear that our proposed framework
outperforms the Repository Supervised model significantly by over 20%
relative F1 score improvement. The average recall for the Repository Su-
pervised Model is only around 40%, meaning that more than half of the
named entities in the evaluation set are not present in DBpedia. Our pro-
posed framework successfully detects many previously unseen named en-
tities with high precision.

Compared to the Repository Supervised model, our model without
collective inference still improves the performance by about 10%. This
result demonstrates the effectiveness of the sequence classification model,
which can capture large amount of features such as word capitalization,
neighborhood labels, and boundary tokens across the record. Even though
we do not use any labeled records as training data, the distant supervision
with existing repository named entities still leads to good performance.

3 Available at http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu
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Table 2. Experimental result

Model Measure O
R
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IZ
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T

IO
N

P
E

R
S

O
N

P
L

A
C

E

S
P

E
C

IE
S

W
O

R
K

Overall

Repository
Supervised

Model

Precision 61.63% 78.33% 26.31% 93.05% 54.34% 60.44%
Recall 50.06% 42.05% 11.10% 32.25% 44.55% 38.56%

F1-score 55.24% 54.73% 15.62% 47.90% 48.96% 47.08%
Our Model

w/o Collective
Inference

Precision 75.95% 64.77% 44.81% 89.43% 68.32% 66.31%
Recall 70.60% 56.90% 17.21% 100.00% 48.63% 48.70%

F1-score 73.18% 60.58% 24.86% 94.42% 56.81% 56.16%

Our Full
Model

Precision 69.54% 72.63% 81.18% 100.00% 64.87% 70.46%
Recall 83.17% 75.99% 44.64% 100.00% 86.40% 74.79%

F1-score 75.74% 74.27% 57.60% 100.00% 86.40% 72.56%

With the collective inference component, our full model further im-
proves the performance. By taking advantage of the inherent structure of
record set, we can discover more named entities with higher precision.

4 RELATED WORK

Some methods have been proposed to detect entities from Web pages.
For example, Limaye et al. developed a system that can find entities and
relationships [16]. It mainly recognizes terms in the Web content that are
some known entities found in a database, known as a catalog. The main
characteristic of their method is to allow approximate matching between
the terms in the Web text and the entity in the catalog. Kulkarni et al.
proposed a method for matching spots on Web pages to Wikipedia enti-
ties [18]. However, all these methods dealing with Web texts assume that
all potential entities detected are known entities. In contrast, our proposed
framework is able to detect entities not already seen before.

Recently, researchers explore another valuable information resource,
namely search log, in order to conduct entity extraction or attribute ac-
quisition [19–22]. In [19], a seed-based framework was proposed to allow
weakly supervised extraction of named entities from Web search queries
by calculating the similarity score between the search-signature vector of
a candidate instance and the reference search-signature vector of a seed
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class. In [21], Guo et al. attempted to use a topic model to identify named
entities in queries, and they showed that around 70% of the real search
queries contain named entities. The methods in the above works are not
applicable for the task we tackle in this paper due to data characteristics.

Currently, the state-of-the-art method for NER from free text is based
on Conditional Random Fields [2, 23]. This approach is already applied
in the entity detection flourishing short tweets under the combination with
other models [24, 25]. However, these works are not suitable for our text
content due to the nature of text data records. Moreover, we do not have
manual labels on the text data records. In addition, the inter-dependency
among the records in the same record set cannot be taken into account in
traditional NER methods.

Distant supervision has been employed in various tasks such as re-
lation extraction [26, 27], sentiment analysis [28, 29], and entity extrac-
tion from advertisements or tweets [30, 31]. As far as we know, our work
is the first one that applies distant supervision on entity extraction from
semi-structured data records using the generalized expectation model.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a new framework for detecting named entities from
semi-structured web data including semi-structured and tabular record
sets. We transform them into a unified representation, and then use a pri-
marily unsupervised CRF model trained with GE constraints. We also
propose a collective logical inference method that enables us to incorpo-
rate the underlying structure and header text information in record lists.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework through extensive
experiments.

We intend to develop a more efficient training algorithm. Currently
CRF training with GE constraints can only handle local features. There-
fore we need to use MLN to incorporate global constraints. We will in-
vestigate an integrated way to handle such capability in a unified manner.
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Japanese Sentence Order Estimation using
Supervised Machine Learning with Rich

Linguistic Clues
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ABSTRACT

Estimation of sentence order (sometimes referred to as sentence
ordering) is one of the problems that arise in sentence generation
and sentence correction. When generating a text that consists of
multiple sentences, it is necessary to arrange the sentences in an
appropriate order so that the text can be understood easily. In
this study, we proposed a new method using supervised machine
learning with rich linguistic clues for Japanese sentence order
estimation. As one of rich linguistic clues we used concepts on
old information and new information. In Japanese, we can detect
phrases containing old/new information by using Japanese topic-
marking postpositional particles. In the experiments of sentence
order estimation, the accuracies of our proposed method (0.72 to
0.77) were higher than those of the probabilistic method based on
an existing method (0.58 to 0.61). We examined features using ex-
periments and clarified which feature was important for sentence
order estimation. We found that the feature using concepts on old
information and new information was the most important.

KEYWORDS: Sentence order estimation, supervised machine
learning, linguistic clue, old / new information
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1 INTRODUCTION

Estimation of sentence order (sometimes referred to as sentence ordering)
is one of the problems that arise on sentence generation and sentence cor-
rection [1–6]. When generating a text that consists of multiple sentences,
it is necessary to arrange the sentences in an appropriate order so that the
text can be understood easily.

Most of the studies on sentence order estimation were for multi doc-
ument summarization, and they used the information obtained from the
original sentences before summarizing for estimating sentence order [7–
21]. If we can estimate sentence order without the original sentences be-
fore summarizing, the technique of estimating sentence order can be uti-
lized for a lot of applications (e.g., sentence correction). For example,
a text where the order of sentences is not good can be modified into a
text where the order of sentences is good. Furthermore, the grammatical
knowledge on sentence order will be able to be obtained through the study
on sentence order without the original sentences. For example, when we
find that a feature using a linguistic clue is important in the study on sen-
tence order estimation, we can acquire the grammatical knowledge that
the linguistic clue is important in sentence order estimation. Therefore,
in this study, we handle the sentence order estimation that does not use
the information on the original sentences before summarizing. In a study
about sentence order estimation without using the original sentences be-
fore summarizing, Lapata proposed a probabilistic model [22]. However,
supervised machine learning has not been used for that estimation. There-
fore, in this study, we use supervised machine learning for sentence order
estimation without using the original sentences before summarizing. In
this study, we use the support vector machine (SVM) as the supervised
machine learning [23].

We propose a method of sentence order estimation using numerous
linguistic clues besides supervised machine learning. It is difficult for
a probabilistic model to use a lot of information. In contrast, when us-
ing supervised learning, we can very easily use a lot of information by
preparing many features. Because our proposed method uses a lot of in-
formation, it can be expected that our proposed method outperforms the
existing method based on a probabilistic model.

In this paper, we use a simple task for sentence order estimation. We
consider that the phenomenon across multiple paragraphs is complicated.
We handle the problem where we judge which sentence we should write
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first among two sentences in a paragraph using the information in the
paragraph.1

In this study, we handle sentence order estimation in Japanese.
We present the main points of this study as follows:

1. Our study has originality, and used supervised machine learning for
sentence order estimation with rich linguistic clues for the first time.
As one of rich linguistic clues we used features based on concepts of
old information and new information.

2. We confirmed that the accuracy rates of our proposed method using
supervised machine learning (0.72 to 0.77) was higher than those of
the existing methods based on a probabilistic model (0.58 to 0.61).
Our proposed method has a high usability because the performance
accuracy was high.

3. Our proposed method using supervised learning can use a lot of fea-
tures (information) easily. It is expected that our method improves
the performance by using more features.

4. In our proposed method using supervised learning, we can find im-
portant features (information) in sentence order estimation by exam-
ining features. When we examined features in our experiments, we
found that the feature based on the concept of old/new information.
The feature checked the number of common content words between
the subject in the second sentence and the part after the subject in the
first sentence is the most important in sentence order estimation.

2 RELATED STUDIES

In a study [22] that is similar to ours, Lapata proposed a probabilistic
model for sentence order estimation that did not use the original sentences
before summarizing. Lapata calculated the probabilities of sentence oc-
currences using the probabilities of word occurrences, and estimated sen-
tence orders by the probabilities of sentence occurrences.

Most of the studies on sentence order estimation are for multi doc-
ument summarization, and they use the information obtained from the
original sentences before summarizing for estimating sentence order [8,
9, 13, 19, 21]. Bollegala et al. performed sentence order estimation against
the sentences that were extracted from multiple documents. They used

1 An estimate of the order of all the sentences in a full text would be handled by
combining estimated orders in pairs of two sentences.
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Sentence A

Sentence B

Sentence C

Sentence D

The sentence order

was determined.

Sentence D

Sentence E
The sentence order

was not determined.

The sentence order 

are estimated.are estimated.

Fig. 1. The model of the task

original documents before summarization for sentence order estimation.
They focused on how the sentences, whose order would be estimated,
were located in original documents before summarization. In addition,
they used chronological information and topical-closeness. They used
supervised machine learning for combining these kinds of information.
However, they did not use linguistic clues such as POSs (parts of speech)
of words and a concept on linguistic old/new information (related to sub-
jects and Japanese postpositional particles) as features for machine learn-
ing.

Uchimoto et al. studied word order using supervised machine learn-
ing [24]. They used linguistic clues such as words and parts of speech as
features for machine learning. They used machine learning for word or-
der estimation. In contrast, we used machine learning for sentence order
estimation. They estimated word order using word dependency informa-
tion. Correct word orders are in corpora. Therefore, the training data on
word order can be constructed from corpora automatically. In a similar
way, the training data on sentence order can be constructed from corpora
automatically. In our study, we use the training data that are constructed
from corpora automatically.

3 THE TASK AND THE PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 The task

The task in this study is as follows: a paragraph is input, the order of
the first several sentences in the paragraph is determined, the order of the
remaining sentences in the paragraph is not determined, and the estima-
tion of the order of two sentences among the remaining sentences is the
task. The information that can be used for estimation is the two sentences
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Small Margin Large Margin

Fig. 2. Maximizing the margin

whose order will be estimated, and the sentences before one of the two
sentences appears in the paragraph (see Figure 1).

3.2 Our proposed method

We assume that we need to estimate the order of two sentences,A andB.
These sentences are input in the system and our method judges whether
the order of “A-B” is correct by using supervised learning. In this study,
we use SVM as machine learning. We use a quadratic polynomial kernel
as a kernel function.

The training data is composed as follows: two sentences are extracted
from a text that is used for training. From the two sentences, a sequence
of the two sentences with the same order as in an original text, and a
sequence of the two sentences with the reverse order are made. The two
sentences with the same order are used as a positive example, and the two
sentences with the reverse order are used as a negative example.

3.3 Support vector machine method

In this method, data consisting of two categories is classified by dividing
space with a hyperplane. When the margin between examples which be-
long to one category and examples which belong to the other category in
the training data is larger (see Figure 22), the probability of incorrectly
choosing categories in open data is thought to be smaller. The hyperplane

2 In the figure, the white circles and black circles indicate examples which be-
long to one category and examples which belong to the other category, respec-
tively. The solid line indicates the hyperplane dividing space, and the broken
lines indicate planes at the boundaries of the margin regions.
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maximizing the margin is determined, and classification is done by us-
ing this hyperplane. Although the basics of the method are as described
above, for extended versions of the method, in general, the inner region of
the margin in the training data can include a small number of examples,
and the linearity of the hyperplane is changed to non-linearity by using
kernel functions. Classification in the extended methods is equivalent to
classification using the following discernment function, and the two cat-
egories can be classified on the basis of whether the output value of the
function is positive or negative [23, 25]:

f(x) = sgn

(
l∑

i=1

αiyiK(xi,x) + b

)
(1)

b = −maxi,yi=−1bi +mini,yi=1bi
2

bi =

l∑
j=1

αjyjK(xj ,xi),

where x is the context (a set of features) of an input example; xi and
yi(i = 1, ..., l, yi ∈ {1,−1}) indicate the context of the training data and
its category, respectively; and the function sgn is defined as

sgn(x) = 1 (x ≥ 0), (2)
−1 (otherwise).

Each αi(i = 1, 2...) is fixed when the value of L(α) in Equation (3) is
maximum under the conditions of Equations (4) and (5).

L(α) =

l∑
i=1

αi −
1

2

l∑
i,j=1

αiαjyiyjK(xi,xj) (3)

0 ≤ αi ≤ C (i = 1, ..., l) (4)

l∑
i=1

αiyi = 0 (5)
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Although the function K is called a kernel function and various types of
kernel functions can be used, this paper uses a polynomial function as
follows:

K(x,y) = (x · y + 1)d, (6)

where C and d are constants set by experimentation. In this paper, C
and d are fixed as 1 and 2 for all experiments, respectively.3 A set of xi

that satisfies αi > 0 is called a support vector, and the portion used to
perform the sum in Equation (1) is calculated by only using examples
that are support vectors.

We used the software TinySVM [25] developed by Kudoh as the sup-
port vector machine.

3.4 Features used in our proposed method

In this section, we explain features (information used in classification),
which are required to use machine learning methods.

Features used in this study are shown in Table 1. Each feature has ad-
ditional information of whether it appears in the first or second sentence.
The first and the second sentence that are input are indicated with A and
B, respectively.

Concretely speaking, we used a topic instead of a subject for F9. The
part before a Japanese postpositional particle wa indicates a topic. We
used the number of the common content words between the part before
wa in the second sentence B and the part after wa in the first sentence for
F9.

F9 is a feature based on a concept of old/new information. Because
the part before a Japanese postpositional particle wa indicates a topic, it
is likely to contain old information and the part after a Japanese post-
positional particle wa is likely to contain new information. A Japanese
postpositional particle wa in “Noun X wa” is similar to an English prepo-
sitional phrase “in terms of” in “in terms of Noun X” and indicates that
“Noun X” is a topic. In correct sentence order, words in a part containing
old information of the second sentence are likely to appear in a part con-
taining new information of the first sentence. Based the above idea, we
used F9.

3 We confirmed that d = 2 produced good performance in preliminary experi-
ments.
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Table 1. Feature

ID Definition
F1 The words and their parts of speech (POS) in the sentence A (or B).
F2 The POS of the words in the sentence A (or B).
F3 Whether the subject is omitted in the sentence A (or B).
F4 Whether a nominal is at the end of the sentence A (or B).
F5 The words and their POS in the subject of the sentence A (or B).
F6 The words and their POS in the part after the subject in the sentence A (or

B).
F7 The pair of the postpositional particles in the two sentences A and B.
F8 The number of common content words between the two sentences A and

B.
F9 The number of common content words between the subject in the second

sentence B and the part after the subject in the first sentence A.
F10 The words and their POS in all the sentences before the two sentences A

and B in the paragraph.
F11 Whether a nominal is at the end of the sentence just before the two sentences

A and B in the paragraph.
F12 Whether the subject is omitted in the sentence just before the two sentences

A and B in the paragraph.
F13 The number of the common content words between the sentence just before

the two sentences A and B in the paragraph and the sentence A (or B).

4 PROBABILISTIC METHOD (COMPARED METHOD)

We compare our proposed method based on machine learning with the
probabilistic method. Here, the probabilistic method is based on Lapata’s
method using probabilistic models [22].

The detail of the probabilistic method is as follows: words that ap-
pear in two adjacent sentences are extracted from a text that is used for
calculating probabilities. All the pairs of a word WA in the first sentence,
and a word WB in the second sentence are made. Then the occurrence
probability that when a word WA appears in a first sentence, a word WB

appears in a second sentence is calculated for each word pair. The oc-
currence probability (that we call sentence occurrence probability) that
the second sentence appears when the first sentence is given is calculated
by multiplying the probabilities of all the word pairs. In this study, to
estimate the order for two sentences A and B, a pair PairAB with the
original order (A-B) and a pair PairBA with the reverse order (B-A)
are generated. When the sentence occurrence probability of PairAB is
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Table 2. The number of pairs of two sentences

CASE1 CASE2 CASE3
Training data 33902 64290 130316

Test data 40386 82966 170376

larger than that of PairBA, the method judges that the order of PairAB

is correct. Otherwise, it judges that the order of PairBA is correct.
a〈i,1〉, .., a〈i,n〉 indicate to the words that appear in a sentence Si. The

probability that a〈i,j〉 and a〈i−1,k〉 appear in the two adjacent sentences
are expressed in the following equation: equation:

P (a〈i,j〉|a〈i−1,k〉) =
f(a〈i,j〉, a〈i−1,k〉)∑

a〈i,j〉 f(a〈i,j〉, a〈i−1,k〉)
(7)

f(a〈i,j〉, a〈i−1,k〉) is the frequency that a word a〈i,j〉 appears in the sen-
tence just after the sentence having a word a〈i−1,k〉.

When there is a sentence C just before sentences whose order will be
estimated, the sentence occurrence probability of PairAB is multiplied
by the sentence occurrence probability of sentence A appearing just after
sentence C.

5 EXPERIMENT

5.1 Experimental condition

We used Mainichi newspaper articles (May, 1991) for the machine learn-
ing of the training data. We used Mainichi newspaper articles (Novem-
ber, 1995) for the test data. We used Mainichi newspaper articles (1995)
for the text that is used for calculating probabilities in the probabilistic
method.

We used the following three kinds of cases for pairs of two sentences
used in the experiments: CASE 1: We made pairs of two sentences by
using only the first two sentences in a paragraph. CASE 2: We made pairs
of two sentences by using all the adjacent two sentences in a paragraph.
CASE 3: We made pairs of two sentences by using all the two sentence
combinations in a paragraph.

The number of pairs of two sentences used in the training and test
data are shown in Table 2.
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Table 3. Accuracy

Machine learning (ML) Probabilistic method (PM)
CASE1 CASE2 CASE3 CASE1 CASE2 CASE3
0.7677 0.7246 0.7250 0.6059 0.5835 0.5775

Table 4. Comparison with accuracies of human subjects

Subjects
ML PM

A B C D E Ave.
CASE1 0.75 0.70 0.75 0.95 0.95 0.82 0.79 0.65
CASE2 0.80 0.80 0.85 1.00 0.90 0.87 0.67 0.64
CASE3 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.65 0.70 0.72 0.71 0.56

5.2 Experimental results

The accuracies of our proposed method and the probabilistic method are
shown in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, the accuracies of our proposed
method (0.72 to 0.77) were higher than those of the probabilistic method
(0.58 to 0.61).

5.3 Comparison with accuracies of manual sentence order estimation

We randomly extracted 100 pairs (each pair consists of two sentences)
from Mainichi newspaper articles (November, 1995), and each of the five
subjects estimated the order of 20 pairs among the 100 pairs for each
of the CASEs 1 to 3. Our proposed method (ML) and the probabilistic
method (PM) estimated the orders of 100 pairs. In CASE 2 and CASE 3,
because the information on sentences was used in the supervised learning
and the probabilistic methods, the sentences before two sentences whose
orders will be estimated are shown to subjects.

Accuracies of subjects, ML, and PM are shown in Table 4. “A” to “E”
in the table indicate the five subjects. “Average” indicates the average of
accuracies of the five subjects.

When we compared the average accuracies of the subjects, and the
accuracy of our proposed method (ML) in Table 4, we found that our
proposed method could obtain accuracies that were very similar to the
average accuracies of the subjects in CASEs 1 and 3.
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Table 5. Accuracies of eliminating a feature

Eliminated
Accuracy Difference

feature
F1 0.7211 -0.0039
F2 0.7226 -0.0024
F3 0.7251 +0.0001
F4 0.7251 +0.0001
F5 0.7212 -0.0038
F6 0.7223 -0.0027
F7 0.7243 -0.0007
F8 0.7201 -0.0049
F9 0.6587 -0.0663

F10 0.7172 -0.0078
F11 0.7240 -0.0010
F12 0.7241 -0.0009
F13 0.7241 -0.0009

5.4 Analysis of features

Among the features used in this study, we examined which feature was
useful for sentence order estimation. We compared accuracies of elim-
inating a feature and the accuracy of using all the features in CASE 3.
Table 5 shows the accuracies of eliminating a feature. It also shows the
result of subtracting the accuracy using all the features from the accura-
cies after eliminating a feature.

From Table 5, we found that the accuracy went down heavily without
feature F9. We found that feature F9 was particularly important in sen-
tence order estimation. An example that the estimation succeeds when
using F9 and the estimation fails when not using F9 is shown as follows:
Sentence 1:
kotani-san-niwa hotondo chichi-no kioku-ga nai.
(Kotani) (almost) (father) (recollection) (no)
(Kotani has very few recollection of his father. )
Sentence 2:
chichi-ga byoushi-shita-no wa gosai-no toki-datta.
(father) (died of a disease) (five years old) (was when)
(The time that his father died of a disease was when he was five years
old.)

The correct order is “Sentence 1 to Sentence 2.” No use of F9 esti-
mated that the order was “Sentence 2 to Sentence 1.” F9 is the feature
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that checks the number of common content words between the subject
in the second sentence and the part after the subject in the first sentence.
Because “chichi” (father) appeared at the subject in the second sentence
and the part after the subject in the first sentence, the use of F9 could
estimate the correct order of the above example.

F9 is based on concepts of old/new information. In our method, we
obtained good results on sentence order estimation by using the feature
(F9) based on concepts of old/new information. A Japanese word wa in
the phrase byoushi-shita-no wa (died of a disease) is a postpositional par-
ticle indicating a topic. A phrase chichi-ga byoushi-shita-no wa (father,
died of a disease) is a topic part indicated by wa and corresponds to old
information. Old information must appear in a previous part. “chichi” (fa-
ther) appearing in a phrase corresponding to old information of Sentence
2 appears in Sentence 1. Therefore, the sentence order of “Sentence 1
to Sentence 2” is good. Our method using F9 can handle the concepts of
old/new information and accurately judge the sentence order of the above
example.

6 CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a new method of using supervised machine
learning for sentence order estimation. In the experiments of sentence or-
der estimation, the accuracies of our proposed method (0.72 to 0.77) were
higher than those of the probabilistic method based on an existing method
(0.58 to 0.61). When examining features, we found that the feature that
checked the number of common content words between the subject in
the second sentence, and the part after the subject in the first sentence
was the most important in sentence order estimation. The feature is based
on concepts of old/new information.

In the future, we would like to improve the performance of our method
by using more features for machine learning. Furthermore, we would like
to detect more useful features in addition to the feature based on concepts
of old/new information. Useful detected features can be used as grammat-
ical knowledge for sentence generation.

In this study, we handled the information within a paragraph. How-
ever, we should use information outside a paragraph when we handle
orders of sentences in a full text. We should also consider sentence order
estimation of two sentences across multiple paragraphs and estimation
of the order of paragraphs. In the future, we would like to handle such
things.
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a system for automatic English (L2) 

grammatical error correction. It participated in ConLL 2013 

shared tasks. The system applies a set of simple rules for 

correction of grammatical errors. In some cases, it uses 

syntactic n-grams, i.e., n-grams that are constructed in a 

syntactic metric: namely, by following paths in dependency 

trees, i.e., there is special procedure that allows obtaining 

syntactic n-grams. Note that in general case syntactic n-grams 

permit introducing syntactic information into machine learning 

methods, because syntactic n-grams have all properties of 

traditional n-grams. The system is simple, practically does not 

use additional linguistic resources and was constructed in two 

months. Due to its simplicity it does not obtain better scores as 

compared to more sophisticated systems that use many 

resources, the Internet and machine learning methods, but it 

can be positioned as a baseline system for the task.  

1 Introduction 

The dominant paradigm in Computational Linguistics (CL) and Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) nowadays is based on machine learning 

methods. Most popular are supervised learning techniques because they 
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obtain better results as compared with unsupervised approaches. The 

shortcoming of the supervised methods is the necessity of large 

linguistic data suitable for further application of supervised machine 

learning algorithms. In practice, it turns into the need of the large 

manually marked corpora. The problem is even bigger because each CL 

or NLP task needs a specific corpus marked in a unique manner. So, 

there should be as many different corpora as there are CL and NLP 

tasks, such as machine translation, automatic summarization, POS 

tagging, parsing, various levels of semantic and discourse annotation, 

etc. 

On the other hand, an alternative to machine learning is the 

paradigm based on usage of human crafted rules. It is not so popular 

nowadays, though it was dominant until a couple of decades ago (until 

90s) (Bolshakov, Gelbukh 2004). In this case, humans instead of 

annotating corpora are creating rules. It is obvious that for creating 

rules the humans try to take into account the same phenomena as 

machine learning algorithms. The current state of the art is that a 

machine learning algorithm can take into account so many textual (and 

especially contextual) features at many levels of language at the same 

time that it outperforms humans (Gelbukh 2013). 

Interestingly, a growing interest to rule based approaches is related 

to a relatively new generative machine learning approaches such as 

Conditional Random Fields. These approaches use hand-crafted 

features that usually describe local context. It is known that Conditional 

Random Fields outperform traditional machine learning on classical 

tasks such as, for example, POS tagging. So, probably, a new paradigm 

is emerging that will be based both on machine learning algorithms and 

manually developed rules. 

After this brief discussion about the tendency of use of rules in CL 

and NLP, let us describe the use of rules in the system presented in this 

paper. The problem discussed in the paper is related to the problem of 

automatic correction of grammatical errors of persons who are learning 

English as the second language (L2). Though various methods have 

been proposed for detecting and correcting such errors of different 

kinds: semantic errors (Bolshakov, Gelbukh 2003), malapropisms 

(Boshakov, Galicia-Haro, Gelbukh 2005), errors in lexical functions 

(Gelbukh, Kolesnivova 2013), the problem remains very relevant. In 

particular, this problem was represented in the ConLL 2013 shared 

task.  
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This paper describes the system that performs this task using a set 

of hand crafted rules. Some of these rules are based on the concept of 

syntactic dependency based n-grams (sn-grams), which we proposed 

recently (Sidorov, Velasquez, Stamatatos, Gelbukh & Chanona-

Hernandez 2012, 2013, 2014; Sidorov 2013). 

The proposed set of rules is simple and the whole development 

cycle of the system began about two months before the task deadline 

and took approximately only one person-month joint effort in total, 

which is relatively little effort. So it is not surprising that the system 

does not present excellent results, but instead due to its simplicity and 

quick development speed it can be positioned as a base line system for 

the task. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we 

describe the concept of syntactic dependency based n-grams that are 

used by our system. In Section 3 the ConLL shared task is described. 

After this in Section 4 we present our system and the rules, which it 

uses. The obtained scores are discussed in Section 5, and finally in 

Section 6 conclusions are drawn. 

2   Syntactic Dependency Based N-grams 

In this section we present briefly syntactic dependency based n-grams 

(syntactic n-grams, sn-grams). We introduced this concept in our 

previous works (Sidorov et al. 2012, 2013, 2014; Sidorov 2013). We 

have shown that application of syntactic n-grams gives better results 

than the use of traditional n-grams for the task of the authorship 

attribution. Similar idea was proposed in (Pado, Lapata 2007; Gelbukh 

1999), but only as something very specific for certain tasks of syntactic 

or semantic analysis. 

Note that sn-grams are not n-grams constructed using POS tags, as 

one may suppose just looking at the term. In fact, strictly speaking, it is 

wrong usage of the word “syntactic” because POS tags represent 

merely morphological data and syntactic information (context) is used 

only for disambiguation. 

For explaining what for syntactic n-grams are used, we need to 

remind the reader the concept of the Vector Space Model (VSM). 

Majority of modern machine learning methods is based on Vector 

Space Model. The VSM is very versatile and can be used for 
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characterization of any types of objects. General idea of the VSM is 

that any object in the world can be represented using certain features 

and these features have sets of possible values, so by choosing a set of 

features we define a VSM for the selected objects. Each object is 

represented by a vector of values of the selected features, i.e., it is a 

point in multidimensional vector space, being features the axes. Note 

that the features are ordered. Since we are talking about vectors, we can 

calculate their similarity in a formal way using, for example, the cosine 

measure. Once the VSM is constructed, all calculi are objective, but its 

construction is subjective: we can choose any features we like and scale 

the values in a manner we prefer. 

Now, when speaking about texts, the features that are used 

typically for VSM construction are words or traditional n-grams—word 

sequences as they appear in texts. Usually, tf-idf values are used as 

values of these features. These values depend on the word or n-gram 

frequencies in texts. 

There is modern research tendency that consists in reducing 

dimensions of the VSM using methods such as the Latent Semantic 

Analysis (LSA). It is possible because sets of vectors are equivalent to 

matrices, and the LSA is in practice an application of standard matrix 

processing technique−singular value decomposition (SVD). 

The Vector Space Model representation is applied practically in 

any CL and NLP task with slight modifications. 

Main criticism of the Vector Space Model is that it is purely 

statistical and does not reflect linguistic knowledge. 

Our proposal is to introduce syntactic knowledge into the VSM by 

using other type of features, i.e., instead of traditional n-grams that are 

just sequences of words at the surface level, we suggest using syntactic 

n-grams that are obtained using linguistic (syntactic) knowledge, so 

that they reflect “real” relations between words. 

The method of obtaining syntactic n-grams consists in following 

paths in syntactic tree and taking the words for n-grams in the order of 

their appearance. Obvious disadvantage of these features is that 

previous parsing is needed, but nowadays there are many freely 

available fast reliable parsers for many languages. We use dependency 

trees, but constituency trees can be used as well, because both types of 

trees reflect the same syntactic reality (Gelbukh, Calvo, Torres 2005). 

In our previous works, we have proposed classification of syntactic 

n-gram types. Depending on the elements that constitute them, there 
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can be syntactic n-grams of words / lemmas, POS tags, SR tags (names 

of Syntactic Relations), multiword expressions (Gelbukh, Kolesnikova 

2013; Ledeneva, Gelbukh, García-Hernández 2008), and even of 

characters (Sidorov et al. 2012, 2013, 2014). There also can be mixed 

sn-grams, for example, one element is a POS tag and the other one is a 

lexical unit. 

On the other hand, in (Sidorov, 2013) we have proposed to 

differentiate between continuous (non-interrupted path) and non-

continuous (path with interruptions or returns) syntactic n-grams. The 

difference is that in case of continuous n-grams we follow the syntactic 

path as one continuous line, without interruption (returns, bifurcations), 

while in case of non-continuous n-grams the syntactic path can have 

interruptions (returns, bifurcations), and, thus, we can return to the 

same point in the tree. In the latter case special meta-language for 

syntactic n-gram representation is needed, because there can appear 

ambiguities. We proposed very simple meta-language with comas and 

brackets, which allows resolving the problem of ambiguities. It is clear 

that continuous syntactic n-grams is a special case of non-continuous 

sn-grams (with no interruptions/bifurcations/returns). 

Now let us give some examples. We will use probably the most 

linguistically famous phrase by N. Chomsky “Colorless green ideas 

sleep furiously”, where the words are used without any sense but the 

syntactic structure is maintained. Obviously, syntactic n-grams can be 

extracted from any phrase that we can parse. 

Stanford parser produces the following output. 

amod(ideas-3, colorless-1) 

amod(ideas-3, green-2) 

nsubj(sleep-4, ideas-3) 

root(ROOT-0, sleep-4) 

advmod(sleep-4, furiously-5) 

Using this data we can construct the corresponding syntactic tree 

(Fig. 1) and then extract syntactic n-grams. First, let us consider only 

continuous (non-interrupted) n-grams. We start from the root and 

follow the arrows without returns. In case of word bigrams we have: 

sleep ideas 

ideas green 

ideas colorless 

sleep furiously 
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      Colorless/JJ      green/JJ    ideas/NNS     sleep/VBP      furiously/RB 

Fig. 1. Example of a dependency syntactic tree 

Note that the head word is always the first element of sn-gram. If 

we compare it with traditional bigrams:  

colorless green 

green ideas 

ideas sleep 

sleep furiously 

The obvious advantage is that instead of the traditional bigram of 

two adjectives “colorless green” we have the bigram “ideas colorless”, 

which has much more sense.  

Syntactic 3-grams of words are: sleep ideas colorless, sleep ideas 

green. 

No more continuous syntactic n-grams of words can be 

constructed, but our tree is extremely simple. For more complex tree 

there are much more sn-grams. 

We can also consider syntactic n-grams of POS tags, like bigrams 

VBP-NNS, NNS-JJ, NNS-JJ, VBP-RB or trigrams VBP-NNS-JJ, VBP-

NNS-JJ. 

Also syntactic n-grams of names of syntactic relations are possible, 

like nsubj-amod. Note that this type of n-grams does not exist for 

traditional n-grams. 

Mixed syntactic n-grams are also possible, for example, if we mix 

POS tags and words, the following bigrams are extracted: sleep-NNS, 

ideas-JJ, sleep-RB, VBP-ideas, VBP-furiously, NNS-green, NNS-

colorless. Also the following 3-grams: sleep-NNS-JJ, sleep-ideas-JJ. 

advmod nsubj 

amod 

amod 
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VBP-NNS-green, VPB-NNS-colorless, VBP-ideas-JJ, VBP-ideas-green, 

VBP-ideas-colorless. 

We can also mix SR tags (names of syntactic relations) with POS-

tags or words/lemmas, for example, nsubj-ideas-amod, VBP-nsubj-

ideas-amod, etc. In this case, it is a question of future experiments to 

determine which types of sn-grams give better results. 

Now let us pass to non-continuous syntactic n-grams. In our tree, 

there is only two points of bifurcations: in sleep and ideas. 

Note that in case of bigrams there is no distinction between 

continuous and non-continuous types. 

The rules of the meta-language, which we have proposed for 

representation of non-continuous sn-grams, are simple: the elements of 

bifurcation are separated by comas (to distinguish them from a 

continuous path) and each bifurcation is taken in brackets. The rules are 

applied recursively. Extraction of these sn-grams can be performed by 

simple recursive algorithm (Sidorov, 2013). 

Non-continuous syntactic 3-grams of words for the example 

sentence are: 

sleep [ideas, furiously] 

ideas [colorless, green] 

sleep ideas colorless 

sleep ideas green 

There are two more non-continuous 3-grmas as compared to 

continuous 3-grams, which correspond exactly to bifurcations. 

There are three 4-grams in the example. 

sleep [ideas [colorless, green]] 

sleep [ideas colorless, furiously] 

sleep [ideas green, furiously] 

Note that there is no coma in the first 4-gram between ideas and 

[colorless, green], because coma only separates elements of 

bifurcations. 

There is also one non-continuous 5-gram. 

sleep [ideas [colorless, green], furiously] 

We hope that we have now explained the concept of syntactic n-

gram and its types. 
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3   ConLL Shared Task Description 

ConLL Shared Task consists in the following. The training data was 

available for the registered teams. This data was processed previously 

by the Stanford parser (de Marneffe, MacCartney, Manning 2006). The 

data is part of the NUCLE corpus (Dahlmeier, Ng, Wu 2013). The data 

also contains the error types and the corrections of errors. 

For example, the phrase “This caused problem like the appearance 

of slums which most of the time is not safe due to the unhealthy 

environment” is represented in the parsed variant as shown in Fig. 2. 

The first four numbers correspond to the identifiers of the text, 

paragraph, sentence, and word correspondingly. Then the word itself 

comes together with its grammar tag (class). Three last columns contain 

syntactic data. The last column represents the constituency format that 

829 2 1 0 This  DT 1 nsubj (ROOT(S(NP*) 

829 2 1 1 caused VBD -1 root (VP* 

829 2 1 2 problem NN 1 dobj (NP*) 

829 2 1 3 like  IN 1 prep (PP* 

829 2 1 4 the  DT 5 det (NP(NP* 

829 2 1 5 appearance NN 3 pobj *) 

829 2 1 6 of  IN 5 prep (PP* 

829 2 1 7 slums  NNS 6 pobj (NP(NP*) 

829 2 1 8 which WDT 16 dobj (SBAR(WHNP*) 

829 2 1 9 most  JJS 16 nsubj (S(NP(NP*) 

829 2 1 10 of  IN 9 prep (PP* 

829 2 1 11  the  DT 12 det (NP* 

829 2 112 time  NN 10 pobj *))) 

829 2 1 13 is  VBZ 16 cop (VP* 

829 2 1 14 not  RB 16 neg * 

829 2 1 15 safe  JJ 16 amod (ADJP(ADJP* 

829 2 1 16  due  JJ 7 rcmod *) 

829 2 1 17 to  TO 16 prep (PP* 

829 2 1 18 the  DT 20 det (NP* 

829 2 1 19 unhealthy JJ 20 amod * 

829 2 1 20 environment NN 17 pobj *))))))))))) 

829 2 1 21 .  . - - *)) 

Fig. 2. Example of a parsed sentence 
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we, in our case, ignore. The remaining two columns contain the number 

of the head word (i.e., the word that is the head word for the current 

one) and the type of the syntactic relation.  

The error information is presented in a separate file with XML 

encoding, see Fig. 3. Information about each error starts with the field 

<MISTAKE>, where the text, paragraph and sentence IDs are present, 

while start_token and end_token indicate position of the error in the 

sentence. The field <TYPE> contains the error type (see Section 3.1), 

and the field <CORRECTION> has the suggested correction of the 

error. For example, there are three errors in the example sentence as 

shown in Fig. 3. In our opinion, the corpus is a valuable resource 

because it contains manually annotated data, but it contains many 

polemic decisions, which can be seen in the example sentence. We 

would not consider as errors the words marked as the first and the third 

error. The suggested variants can be slightly preferred, but if they 

should be considered errors is not so clear.  

The subjectivity in corpus preparation no doubt influences the final 

results of all systems during evaluation. The concept of what is an error 

should be defined clearer for more precise evaluation. We would 

suggest that some cases should be marked as “preferred correction” or 

“possible correction”. Later the systems that do not detect these cases 

should not be penalized, nor the systems that propose the possible 

corrections should not have any additional negative score, i.e., neither 

precision nor recall should be affected. In spite of these shortcomings, 

<ANNOTATION> 

<MISTAKE nid="829" pid="2" sid="1" start_token="2" end_token="3"> 

<TYPE>Nn</TYPE> 

<CORRECTION>problems</CORRECTION> 

</MISTAKE> 

<MISTAKE nid="829" pid="2" sid="1" start_token="13" end_token="14"> 

<TYPE>Vform</TYPE> 

<CORRECTION>are</CORRECTION> 

</MISTAKE> 

<MISTAKE nid="829" pid="2" sid="1" start_token="18" end_token="19"> 

<TYPE>ArtOrDet</TYPE> 

<CORRECTION>their</CORRECTION> 

</MISTAKE> 

</ANNOTATION>  

Fig. 3. Example of error information. 
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the effort of the organizers is valuable and should be highly 

appreciated. 

After the period when the training data is available, the test data in 

the same format (but without error information) is released. The 

systems should correct errors in the test data. Special script in Python 

for evaluation is provided (Dahlmeier and Ng, 2012). 

3.1   Types of Errors Marked in the Data 

There are five types of errors considered in the task: noun number, 

subject-verb agreement, verb form, article/determiner and choice of 

prepositions.  

Here we present examples of the error types. 

First, let us see an example of the subject-verb agreement (“SVA” 

error type) error. In the phrase “This endeavor to produce more nuclear 

power have stimulated the development of safer designs of nuclear 

reactors.” the auxiliary verb “have” should be changed to “has”. 

The other error type is related to use of prepositions (“Prep” error 

type). The following phrase “These green house gases are the main 

cause to worldwide global warming which give rise to further 

catastrophes such as the rise in global temperature etc.” has an error in 

the preposition “to”, which should be substituted by the preposition 

“of”. 

Error type caused by the wrong usage of a verb form (“Vform” 

error type) is present in the following sentence. “Under this process, 

the attractiveness and practicality of the inventions will be improved 

such that they could be converted into useful products which accepted 

by most people.” Instead of the verb form “accepted”, the form “are 

accepted” should be used. 

Table 1.  Statistics of grammatical errors in the data 

Error type Training data % Test data % 

Vform (Verb form) 1,451 9.1 122 7.4 

SVA (Subject-verb agreement)  1,529 9.6 124 7.5 

ArtOrDet (Article or determiner) 6,654 42.1 690 42.0 

Nn (Noun number)  3,773 23.9 396 24.1 

Prep (Preposition)  2,402 15.2 311 18.9 

Total 15,809  1,643  
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The other error type is the incorrect choice of an article or a 

determiner (“ArtOrDet” error type), for example, in “On one hand 

more and more virus and hack can access personal computers, so the 

secret data and documents may be stolen.” the underlined article should 

be eliminated. 

Finally, the last error is related to the wrong use of noun number 

(“Nn” error type). In the phrase “Besides safety, convenience is also 

desirable for identifications.” the word “identification” should be used 

in singular. 

The errors statistics presented in Table 1 were calculated on the 

available data. 

It can be observed that the test and training data are more or less 

proportional and the larger percentage of error types are “Article or 

Determiner” errors, followed by “Noun number” and “Preposition”. As 

usual, during the percentage calculus rounding effects can affect the 

total percentage value. 

4   System Description 

The system uses training data for construction of syntactic n-grams 

only (in this case they are used as syntactic patterns), and then apply a 

set of simple rules described below trying to detect each one of the five 

error types one after another in each sentence from the test data and 

correct them. 

Error detection is done in certain order. We first process the 

possible “Noun number” errors, because if we process them later, then 

the errors in agreement are produced. If we want to correct these errors, 

we should also change the corresponding verb as far as its agreement is 

concerned. Fortunately, as the syntactic information is available, we 

can easily find the verb-noun (as the subject or part of the predicate) 

pairs. 

4.1   Linguistic Data Used by the System 

The system uses very few linguistic data, such as word lists, corpora or 

dictionaries.  

First of all, it is necessary to mention that though the 

morphological data is present in the input sentence (parsed by the 
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Stanford parser), it is necessary to be able to perform morphological 

generation for producing the corrections of the errors. For this we need 

either English list of word forms with corresponding grammatical 

information and lemmas or algorithms of morphological analysis and 

generation. We used freely available word list from the FreeLing 

software (Padró, Collado, Reese, Lloberes, Castellón 2010). The list 

contains word forms, their grammar tag and the lemma for about 

71,000 lemmas. Note that several grammar tags or even lemmas can 

correspond to the same word form, so the search should take them all 

into account. 

...boarded board VBD board VBN 

boarder boarder NN 

boarders boarder NNS 

boarding board VBG 

boardroom boardroom NN 

boardrooms boardroom NNS 

boards board NNS board VBZ 

boars boar NNS 

boas boa NNS 

boast boast NN boast VB boast VBP 

boasted boast VBD boast VBN 

boastful boastful JJ 

boasting boast VBG 

boasts boast NNS boast VBZ 

boat boat NN boat VB boat VBP 

boatbuilder boatbuilder NN 

boatbuilders boatbuilder NNS 

boated boat VBD boat VBN 

boater boater NN 

boaters boater NNS... 

This list is ready for application to analysis, but if we need 

generation we should first reorder the list according to lemmas, and 

then, given a lemma and a grammar tag, find the corresponding word 

form.  

For example, the reordered fragment of the list above contains: 

...board NNS boards 

board VBD boarded 

board VBG boarding 

board VBN boarded 

board VBZ boards 
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boardroom NN boardroom 

boardroom NNS boardrooms... 

Note that if our morphological generator accepts a word form as 

the input, we should first apply morphological analysis for generation 

of the corresponding lemma, and only then call the generator. 

Morphological generation is used during correction of the “Noun 

number”, “Subject-Verb Agreement”, and “Verb form” error types. It is 

not used in processing of the “Preposition” and “Article or Determiner” 

error types. 

The other resource that we used is the list of uncountable nouns. 

The list of 250 most common uncountable nouns is available at 

www.englishclub.com > Learn English > Vocabulary > Nouns. For 

example,  
 

...laughter 

lava 

leather 

leisure 

lightning 

linguistics 

literature 

litter 

livestock 

logic 

loneliness 

love 

luck 

luggage 

machinery 

magic 

mail 

management 

mankind 

marble 

mathematics 

mayonnaise 

measles 

meat 

metal 

methane 

milk 

money 

mud 

music 

nature 

news 

nitrogen 

nonsense 

nurture 

nutrition 

obedience 

obesity 

oil 

oxygen 

paper 

passion 

pasta 

patience 

permission 

physics 

poetry 

pollution 

poverty 

power 

pride 

production 

progress 

pronunciation 

psychology 

publicity 

punctuation 

quality 

quantity 

quartz 

racism 

rain 

recreation 

relaxation 

reliability 

research 

respect 

revenge 

rice 

room 

rubbish 

rum 

safety 

salad 

salt 

sand 

satire 

scenery 

seafood 

seaside 

shame 

shopping 

silence 

sleep 

smoke 

smoking... 

 

We used this list for checking the “Noun number” type of errors, 

when we consider that these nouns should not have the plural form. 

Finally, we used the data provided for training by the organizers of 

the ConLL shared task, i.e., the sentences with syntactic data parsed by 
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Stanford parser. This data was used to extract syntactic n-grams that 

correspond to processing of the “Preposition” error type. 

We used no other linguistic data. Some of the systems that 

participated in the task used vast corpora and Internet. 

4.2   Rules of the System 

As we mentioned before, first the “Noun number” error type is 

processed. We search the plural of the nouns from the list of 

uncountable nouns. If we find this situation, then we generate the noun 

in singular and change the verb (agreement) if this noun is a subject.  

We made an exception for the noun “time” and do not consider it 

as uncountable, because its use in the common expressions such as 

“many times” is much more frequent than its use as an uncountable 

noun as in “theory of time” or “what time is it now?”. Note that word 

sense disambiguation would be helpful in resolution of the mentioned 

ambiguities. In addition, the rule which considers the presence of the 

dependent words like “many, a lot of, amount of” could be added. 

The next error type is the “Subject verb agreement”. We use the 

very simple rule for verbs in present (with tags VB and VBZ): if its 

subject is a noun in singular or it is a third person singular pronoun (he, 

she, it) and the verb is not a modal verb then it should be the verb for 

third person singular (VBZ). If it is not so, then it is an error and we 

correct it changing VB to VBZ or vice versa and generating the 

corresponding verb form.  

There are two additional rules for special situations. In case of 

coordinative construction in the subject we change the grammar 

number to plural. In case of one or several auxiliary verbs (marked as 

aux or auxpass), that auxiliary verb that has the smallest number in the 

sentence is considered, like, for example, in have been doing. This rule 

exploits fixed word order in English. 

The “Verb form” error type includes vast and different types of 

errors, so we create rules only for some cases of this error type. The 

rules for verb form correction are as follows: 1) if we have a modal 

verb, then the depending verb should have a VB tag, 2) if we have an 

auxiliary verb “have”, then the main verb should have a VB tag (perfect 

tense). We could have created more rules for treatment of situations 

like “to reforms → to reform”, etc. These rules are necessary and 

would improve the performance, but they cover very small percentage 
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of the data, so for the sake of time we omit further development in this 

direction. 

The error type “Preposition” exploits the previously described 

concept of syntactic n-grams. In this case, we consider only continuous 

sn-grams, which are treated as syntactic patterns.   

It is well-known that prepositions depend on lexical units that are 

their heads, for example, see (Eeg-Olofsson, Knutsson 2003), which 

has been used for, for example, syntactic disambiguation (Galicia-Haro, 

Gelbukh 2007; Calvo, Gelbukh 2003). In our case, we do not have 

enough training data, because we use just the available data of the task. 

So, the performance of our system will be limited to the repetitions of 

syntactic patterns in the test data.  

We conducted several experiments and found out that it is worth 

considering the dependent word of the preposition as well. Due to very 

limited training data we are obliged to consider not the word itself, but 

its POS tag, otherwise our recall would be bad. Note that we consider 

the neighbors as obtained from the syntactic tree. This method of 

considering neighbors in syntactic path, instead of taking them directly 

from the text, corresponds to the previously discussed concept of 

syntactic n-grams. Here we are talking about mixed syntactic 3-grams. 

They are mixed because two elements are lexical units (words) and the 

third element is POS tag. These are continuous sn-grams because 

bifurcations are not considered.  

The fragment of the data that we obtained from the training corpus 

is presented in Table 2. Total number of the obtained syntactic n-grams 

is 1,896. 

Table 2. Format of the sn-gram data for processing of prepositions. 

Wrong 

prep. 

Right 

prep. 

Head word 

(lemma) 

Head 

word POS 

tag 

Dep. word 

(lemma) 

Dep. word 

POS tag 

in for risk NN disorder NN 

from of application NN RFID NNP 

into * develop VBZ disease NN 

for to advantage NNS human NN 

for * request VBG test NN 
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In Table 2, the first column contains the wrong preposition (the 

error), while the second column has the correct preposition, i.e., the 

correction. The asterisk corresponds to the absence of the preposition, 

i.e., the preposition should be deleted. The other columns contain 

normalized head word with its POS tag and normalized dependent 

word with its POS tag. 

The continuous syntactic 3-grams, which correspond to the rows of 

the table, are: “risk in NN → risk for NN”, “application from NNP → 

application of NNP”, “develop into NN → develop NN”, “advantage 

for NN → advantage to NN”.   

The rule which was implemented in the system is the following: if 

a relation with preposition is found, then take its head word, POS tag of 

the dependent word and search in the list of syntactic patterns. If the 

combination with all three elements is found, then change the 

preposition to the correct one. 

In case of the errors related to “Article or Determiner” type, we 

only implemented the part related to (1) the choice of the allomorph 

“a” vs “an”, and (2) the incompatibility of the article “a” with nouns in 

plural. All other rules related to these phenomena take into account 

discourse information, so they cannot be treated with simple context 

based rules, even using syntactic information.  

5   Scores and Discussion 

The results obtained with the evaluation script for our system (Ng, Wu, 

Wu, Hadiwinoto, Tetreault 2103) for the “SVA/Vform” error types are 

precision 8.13%, recall 12.42% and F1 measure 9.83%, which was the 

only error types considered. The results are not very high, though the 

results of the other systems are not much higher: the average scores are 

precision 11.82%, recall 20.89%, F1 measure 13.41%, while the best 

system got precision 17.89%, recall 38.94%, F1 measure 24.51%, but 

as we mentioned previously, our system uses a rule-based approach 

with very few additional resources, so it cannot compete with machine 

learning based approaches that additionally rely on vast lexical 

resources and the Internet.  

Due to its simplicity, low use of additional resources, and very 

short development time, we position our system as a possible baseline 

system for the task.  
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On the other hand, we would like to mention that in some cases the 

rules should be used as a complementary technique for machine 

learning methods: don’t guess if you know (Tapanainen, Voutilainen 

1994). We consider that the following rules, which are exact, can 

complement machine learning systems: the rules for the article “a”, the 

rules for uncountable nouns (in this case, word sense disambiguation 

would help to determine if the sense in the text is an uncountable noun 

or has some other use), the subject-verb agreement rules, the rules for 

correct verb form (here it should be mentioned that these rules cannot 

cover all errors, but only the most obvious cases). 

It is always useful to perform an analysis of the errors committed 

by a system. Let us analyze the supposed errors committed by our 

system for the “Noun number” error type.  

It performed 18 corrections, 3 of which coincide with the marks in 

the corpus data. Two of them are clear errors of the system: “traffic 

jam”, where the word “jam” is used in a sense other than that of the 

“substance”, and “many respects”, where again the word “respect” has 

a different meaning to that of the uncountable noun. As we mentioned 

before, WSD techniques should be used to determine the correct sense.  

There are 13 cases listed below (in the texts, the word “LIVINGS” 

is encountered 5 times the word and “QUANTITIES” is encountered 

two times), that our system marked as errors, because they are 

uncountable nouns in plural, but they are not marked in the corpus. Let 

us consider the nouns in capital letters: 

peaceful(JJ) LIVINGS(NNS)..., 

life(NN) QUALITIES(NNS)..., 

Many(JJ) science(NN) FICTIONS(NNS)..., 

does(VBZ) not(RB) have(VB) enough(JJ) LANDS(NNS)..., 

indicates(VBZ) that(IN) the(DT) FOODS(NNS) the(DT) people(NNS) 

eat(VBP)..., 

problem(NN) of(IN) public(JJ) TRANSPORTATIONS(NNS)..., 

healthcare(NN) consume(VBP) large(JJ) QUANTITIES(NNS) of(IN) 

energy..., 

this(DT) society(NN) may(MD) lack(VB) of(IN) LABOURS(NNS)... 

Note that the words “equipment” and “usage” in plural were 

marked as errors in the corpus. In our opinion, it is inconsistent to mark 

these two as errors, and not to mark the other words from this list as 

such. While it is true that their use in plural is possible, it is clearly 

forced and is much less probable. At least, students of English should 
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learn to use these words in singular only. Some of these mistakes (but 

not all) were corrected by the organizers for the final scoring data.  

6   Conclusions 

In this paper, we have described a system developed for the CoNLL-

2013 shared task: automatic English (as second language, L2) grammar 

error correction. 

The system relies on the rule-based approach. It uses very few 

additional linguistic data: a morphological analyzer and the list of 250 

common uncountable nouns, along with the training data provided by 

the organizers.  

The system uses the syntactic information available in the training 

data represented as syntactic n-grams, i.e., n-grams extracted by 

following the paths in dependency trees. These n-grams have certain 

advantages over traditional n-grams and allow introducing of syntactic 

information into machine learning. 

The system is simple and was developed in a short period of time 

(2 months, 1 person/months). Since it does not employ any additional 

resources or sophisticated machine learning methods, it does not 

achieve high scores, but it could be considered as a baseline system for 

the task.  

On the other hand, it shows what can be obtained using a simple 

rule-based approach and describes some situations when a rule-based 

approach can perform better than machine learning method. 
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ABSTRACT 

Our work lies in the field of automatic metrics for assessing text 

quality. However, the task we had to solve is different from the 

usual tasks of this domain. The traditional and most common 

formulation of the task is to distinguish well-written texts from 

poorly written ones, in which case it is presupposed that any 

text to be assessed is written by a human. Normally, the type of 

the text is also known: a scientific publication, news, etc. We set 

a more general task: to distinguish normal texts written by man, 

on one hand, from automatically generated texts or 

automatically processed and intentionally damaged natural 

texts, on the other hand. An additional difficulty is that 

"normal" texts in our collection contain lists, fragments of 

tables, and examples of bad texts with mistakes. We started by 

parsing our data with our syntactic parser for Russian, after 

which we trained an algorithm using words with extracted 

morphological and syntactic information. Our best results show 

78.1% recall, 94.6% precision and 85.5% f-measure. 

KEYWORDS: Dependency parser, LibLinear, text quality, 

machine learning. 
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1 Introduction 

Our work lies in the field of automatic metrics for assessing text 

quality. Inside the domain we can see two streams of research – studies 

of readability and studies of coherence. The first one is presented, for 

example, in (Collins-Thompson, Callan, 2004), (Schwarm, Ostendorf, 

2005). Papers by Barzilay, Lee (2004), and Soricut, Marcu (2006) can 

give an idea about the topics and methods in the second stream of 

studies. It is easy to see that while the researchers working on 

readability are focused on natural, human-written texts and their 

perception by other people, those who study text coherence work 

primarily with automatically generated texts. However, there are 

situations in which one has to process both automatically generated and 

human-written texts on the same principles: this will happen if the 

collection to be considered is heterogeneous. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is only one recent paper 

dedicated to the uniform treatment of heterogeneous texts: (Louis, 

2012). The author proposes to use genre-specific features to qualify 

texts, which means that at least we need to know beforehand what type 

of text we have – this is an indispensable condition for future treatment. 

Our task, however, is different and simply formulated: we want to 

have an algorithm that could define whether a particular text is 

automatically generated (or automatically transformed from a natural 

text), or not. A simple question, but in a sense it may be considered as 

basic knowledge, which precedes any further processing.  

An additional motivation for the experiment we are about to present 

is the situation in machine learning on Russian data. There is not much 

work done on Russian, besides, most of them report inferior 

performance for Russian than for English. There are many different 

explanations for this fact depending on the task. For example, 

Zagibalov, Belyatskaya, Carroll (2010) state the difference in precision 

and recall in the sentiment analysis task, and explain it by the fact that 

the way sentiment is expressed in Russian is different from how it is 

expressed in English. However, a closer look at the techniques used by 

the authors will show that Russian text was neither stemmed nor 

lemmatized. We believe that mediocre results for Russian in some NLP 

tasks can be explained by the lack of morphological analysis. 

With our experiment, we hope to answer the following question: is 

general linguistic processing like lemmatizing and parsing of Russian 

data useful when they are prepared for machine learning, particularly in 

the task of rough assessment of text quality.  
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2 Corpus Description 

The materials for our experiment were kindly provided by the Russian 

Internet company Yandex. As these materials are not freely distributed, 

we have to confine ourselves to a brief description and some examples.  

We received a corpus of marked text fragments. Markup, performed 

semi-automatically, contains two tags, 0 and 1. 0 means that the text is 

good, while 1 means that the text is somehow damaged or unnatural. 

The subset of fragments marked with 1 shows a broad range of text 

distortions. The average length of the fragment is 2.5 sentences. The 

size of the corpus is 41594 fragments. Among them there are 5195 

units labeled with 1, i.e. 12.5%.  

Examples (1) to (2) are “bad” fragments, supplied with literal 

translations so that the reader can see the extent of badness: 

(1) Grif - ptica terpelivaja oshelomljon, uvidja eto, i sel i stal smotret 

na to, chto bylo voznikla kakaja-to okazalsja Dzhejms Hjedli Chejz. 

Grif - ptica terpelivaja tot stolik, chto prinadlezhal proroku Allaha 

Sulejmanu, synu Dauda. ‘Griffon bird patient stunned seeing it, and 

sat down and began to look at what was appeared some was a James 

Hadley Chase. Griffon bird patient the table that belonged to the 

Prophet of Allah Suleiman, son of Daud.’ 

(2) Posle etogo ol'ga neskol'ko s maloletnim hristom igorja narodnye 

svjatoslavom navisla vygodoj na drevljan, razgromiv ih. ‘After that, 

Olga a few with young Christ igor folk with Svyatoslav hung on 

drevlyane as a profit, beating them’ 

Good fragments are exemplified by (3) and (4): 

(3) Poluchaetsja, chto my gotovy zaregistrirovat' Vam firmu za: 

2600+2300+1100= 6 000 rub. III. Zatraty oposredovannye, t.e. 

kazhdyj opredeljaet dlja sebja sam, esli neobhodimo registrirovat' 

firmu: 1...7.Pechat' - 500 rub. 8. Kody statistiki - 700 rub. ‘So we 

are ready to register your company for: 2600+2300+1100= 6000 

Rubles. III. The costs are indirect, i.e. everybody decides for 

himself, in case that it is necessary to register a company, 1 ... 7. A 

stamp - 500 rubles. 8. Codes of statistics - 700 rubles’ 

(4) Moe priobretenie Chery Tiggo, 4h4, 2,4. Polnyj komplekt, t.e. baza 

+ kozha i ljuk. Poluchiv ee. poehala osvaivat' po prostoram 

Podmoskov'ja. Vse super!! ‘My last purchase is Chery Tiggo, 4x4, 
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2.4. Full set, ie base + leather and sunroof. Receiving it, went to 

explore Moscow suburbs. It was great!’ 

Finally, the following example illustrates a special case of damaged 

text: 

(5) Gospodi, kak eto tak vdrug sovsem novyj mir nachalsja! No vse-

taki, kak vy polagaete, vo vsem porechenkov ob jekstrasensah jetom 

nichego net osobenno ser'eznogo? Menja eto ochen' zanimaet. 

Skazhite, chem dokazhete vy mne, chto u vas budet luchshe? ‘God, 

this is so sudden that the entirely new world has begun! But still, do 

you think, Porechenkov about mediums there is nothing particularly 

serious there? I am very interested in this matter. Say, how will you 

prove to me that your world will be better?’ 

Obviously, in fragment (5), composed of three sentences, a Russian 

native speaker can easily identify the damaging section. Thus, 

“unnaturalness” may not span the whole fragment, and the right 

approach to this kind of damage is not to look for something in the 

general properties of the text, but to concentrate on the second 

sentence. 

Considering the occurrence of such fragments, as well as the fact 

that our syntactic parser works mainly with individual sentences, not 

with the whole text, we manually refined the markup of the material. 

We have split all fragments into sentences. Each sentence coming from 

a "good" text was automatically marked with 0, whereas sentences 

received from the "bad" fragments were marked up as "bad" or "good" 

by a human annotator. In this way we compiled a corpus containing 

115 331 sentences, of which 8543 were labeled with 1. In other words, 

we slightly changed the task from text quality assessment to sentence 

quality assessment. 

3 ETAP-3 and The Parser for Russian 

To obtain linguistic information, we used the multifunctional linguistic 

processor ETAP-3 (Boguslavsky et al., 2011). Its parsing module of 

Russian provides rich and diverse linguistic annotation. Many other 

Russian parsers yield a less detailed analysis. Some of them have 

evolved from the system ETAP-3 in a way: statistical parsers for 

Russian have been trained on the material of SynTagRus (Boguslavsky 
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et al., 2009), a syntactically marked corpus of Russian Language, 

created with the help of ETAP-3. 

The multifunctional ETAP-3 linguistic processor is a rule-based 

system able to execute several types of tasks, among them: 

 a rule-based machine translation between Russian and English; 

 synonymous and quasi-synonymous paraphrasing of sentences; 

 automatic translation of natural language text into a semantic 

interlingua, UNL; 

 identification of collocations in terms of lexical functions. 

The parser performing syntactic analysis was elaborated as an 

auxiliary instrument for machine translation, but now it is often used 

independently. 

To clarify what linguistic information we used for machine learning 

and where it comes from, a few words should be said about the parser’s 

architecture.  

The parser obtains the raw sentence as input and produces a 

dependency tree. Fig. 1 shows a dependency tree for sentence  

(6) Takim obrazom, v sovremennoj mirovoj ekonomike dejstvujut dve 

osnovnye tendentsii ‘Thus, two basic tendencies are present in 

modern world economy’ 

The nodes of the tree correspond to lemmas, which are supplied with 

morphological features, whilst the arcs are directed links labeled by 

names of syntactic relations. The parser makes use of about 65 different 

syntactic relations. Every link can be established by several rules which 

describe particular syntactic constructions. The algorithm first applies 

all possible rules to build all possible hypothetical links and then uses a 

variety of filters to delete excessive links so that the remaining ones 

form a dependency tree. Rules are divided into three groups: general 

rules, template rules and dictionary rules. The two latter types are 

evoked only if the sentence contains a word whose dictionary entry 

contains the respective rule or reference to the template rule. So, the 

ETAP syntax tunes itself to the lexical content of the sentence 

processed.  

The ETAP-system utilizes a 120,000-strong Russian combinatorial 

dictionary, whose entries contain detailed descriptions of syntactic, 

semantic and combinatorial properties of words.  

In the evaluation of the parser, SynTagRus is viewed as a gold 

standard. Evaluation results show the value of 0.900 for unlabeled 
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attachment score, 0.860 for labeled attachment score, and 0.492 for 

unlabeled structure correctness. 

For the cases when the parser fails to build an adequate syntactic 

tree, certain supplementary mechanisms are previewed. If the rules 

cannot produce a tree, some of the words in the sentence are linked by a 

soft-fail fictitious syntactic relation (see the pale link in Fig. 2, which 

gives a parse for an ungrammatical English sentence). When the parser 

finds a word that could not be found in the dictionary, this word is 

replaced by a suitable fictitious word (there are several types of such 

words, such as FICT-PERS or FICT-PLACE, which the parser attempts 

to substitute for unidentified proper names of people or locations) 

Normally, each node in the resulting tree corresponds to one word of 

the sentence parsed. Exceptions are cases where a word is a composite 

not assigned a dictionary entry (such as vos’mitomnyj ‘eight-volume’), 

for which the parser produces two (or more) nodes in the dependency 

tree. 

4 The Experiment 

The first hypothesis we tested was that the damaged sentences have no 

standard structure so we can use fictitious syntactic links as direct 

markers of “bad” text. However, this hypothesis was not confirmed. 

“Good” and natural texts like (3) may turn out difficult for the parser 

 
 

Fig. 1. The dependency tree for sentence (6) 
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due to many symbolic elements (numbers, +, = etc) which are likely 

cause errors. Within this approach we can only say that if the syntactic 

structures of the fragment do not contain any red link, it is highly 

probable that the fragment is “good”. 

Assuming that a correlation between the linguistic features and the 

quality of text does exist, we designed an experiment with machine 

learning. From the syntactic tree, we extracted n-grams (n = 1, 2, 3) of: 

 linearly adjacent wordforms, 

 linearly adjacent lemmas, 

 morphological feature sets arranged by linear order and by 

dependency order, 

 syntactically connected wordforms, 

 syntactically connected lemmas, 

 syntactic relations that form a unidirectional path in the tree: we 

used consecutively arranged subtrees but no subtrees formed with 

sister nodes to get bigrams and trigrams of relations.  

We also used as features generalized descriptions of subtrees which 

include morphological features and relations but no words (neither 

lemmas nor wordforms). For the complete list of features, see the 

Appendix below. 

The feature set designed for machine learning was formed from all 

possible n-grams of different types listed above. For fragments we used 

n-grams extracted from all his sentences. Features in the set were not 

ordered. Feature set of every fragment was than transformed into a 

point in a multidimensional space and classified as 0 (“good” fragment) 

or 1 (“bad” fragment). We chose SVM, in particular linear SVM 

 

Fig. 2. The dependency tree for an ungrammatical sentence 
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algorithm because of higher dimensions of our feature space (about 

106). The practical implementation, that best fits our task is LibLinear 

library (Rong-En Fan et al., 2008), which shows good results on sparse 

data sets. 

The first round of the experiment was to train the algorithm on 

marked fragments. 32,721 fragments formed the training set, and 8873 

fragments were reserved for testing. In the testing set there were 1110 

poorly written fragments, which amounts to 12.5%. The second round 

consisted in training the algorithm on sentences. The proportion of 

training /testing data remained the same. In absolute figures, we had 

90,901 sentences in the training pool and the testing set contained 

totally 24,430 sentences, including 1814 “bad” units. It is easy to see 

that the part of “bad” stuff decreased to 7.42%. It is noteworthy that 

this decrease corresponds to the smaller proportion of “bad” sentences 

in the test sample, which is the effect of our re-tagging: after splitting 

the fragments we got some “good” sentences from bad fragments, but 

not vice versa. 

First, we examined the relevance and effectiveness of types of n-

grams mentioned above. Feature sets of every type (W, M, T, etc.) were 

tested separately, with widely varying regularization parameter C. In 

the next iteration we added to the characteristics that showed the 

greatest recall and f-measure (of all C) the set of n-grams of the second 

type (M + W, M + T, M + TL, etc.). When the recall no longer increase 

with the addition of regular types of characteristics, the feature 

selection was stopped. Our main goal was to maximize the recall, but it 

turned out that both recall and f-measure were maximized. 

This experiment was done on the fragments, we did not repeat the 

procedure of the n-grams selection for the sentences. We used the set of 

features that proved to be the best in the fragments classification task. 

5 Results 

The procedure of the feature selection, described in Section 2, revealed 

that the best results can be obtained with the following set of 

characteristics: lemmas, syntactic relations, morphological feature sets 

corresponding to syntactically connected wordforms, wordforms (M + 

TL + TT + W in the Appendix and Table 1 below). These feature sets 

are listed in the descending order according to their contribution to the 

result. The training on the fragments shows the best result: 78.1% 
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recall, 85.5% f-measure, 94.6% precision. The features based on 

lemmas give the most significant contribution to the result. While the 

system trained only on n-grams of wordforms shows 71.6% recall and 

82.1% f-measure, the system trained on n-grams of lemmas perform 

74.6% recall and 83.1 % f-measure. 

It is also interesting to compare the best results obtained on 

fragments with the result obtained from a set of features, disregarding 

the features based on syntactic dependencies – lemmas, morphological 

feature sets arranged by linear order and wordforms (W + T + M in the 

table). The best result shown here is 74.7% recall, while f-measure is 

83.8% and precision is 95.5%.  

The above data show that the use of syntactic information allows a 

significantly improved recall in the text quality assessment task. The 

results of training on sentence data set were disappointing: they are 

much lower than the results for fragments (Table 1). However, they 

show the same pattern: additional information about the syntactic 

structure can improve the recall. We assume that the better performance 

of the fragment analyzer compared to the sentence analyzer can be 

explained as follows: the “bag” of features for the sentence is always 

smaller than the “bag” for the fragment. 

These figures convince us that linguistic information, gathered 

without any supervision, even not 100% reliable, can make a 

remarkable contribution to the task of quality text assessment. Further 

experiments may refine the most relevant types of linguistic 

information or reveal other interesting correlations. We assume that it 

may be possible to benefit from sophisticated lexical information, such 

as semantic classes and syntactic frames. 

6 Discussion 

Notwithstanding the results, the experiment design and the approach in 

general have weak points of which we are fully aware. 

Table 1. Best results for feature sets with and without syntactic information 

 Fragments Sentences 

 Recall 
Preci- 

sion 

Best f- 

measure 
Recall 

Preci- 

sion 

Best f- 

measure 

W+T+M 74.7% 95.5% 83.8% 64.4% 90.9% 75.4% 

M+TL+TT+W 78.1% 94.6% 85.5% 65.3% 89.2% 75.4% 
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It is well known that machine learning results strongly depend on the 

training data and their characteristics. Our experiment is no exception. 

The fragments of the collections were actually not intended for 

language processing, so there are artifacts in the good fragments that 

complicated their linguistic treatment and influenced the outcome of 

machine learning. E. g. some sentences are not reproduced in their 

original form, a few words in the middle are omitted and marked by the 

sign of ellipsis. This fact naturally holds true for our sentence markup. 

Having the imperfect data at the very beginning we could increase the 

uncertainty of some cases. We believe that the data gathered for this 

particular task could show better performance, but a new corpus is 

expensive to obtain. 

To illustrate the weakest point of the approach, let us consider one 

more “bad” fragment: 

Kak vyvesti zhirnoe pjatno? Pricheski dlja kruglogo lica. Gnevnyj 

harakter povyshaet status muzhchin, no diskreditiruet zhenchin. 

Razgnevannye zhenchiny proigryvajut v glazah publiki, togda kak 

razgnevannye muzhchiny, naoborot, zarabatyvajut dopolnitel'nye 

ochki. ‘How to clean off a splodge? Hairstyles for round faces. The 

rage raises the status of men, but discredits women. Angry women lose 

in the public opinion while angry men earn extra points.’  

This text is bad because the sentences are not coherent syntactic 

information has nothing to offer for the assessment of this kind of text: 

here we must resort to some text coherence metrics. 

7 Conclusions 

Our experiments have shown that general linguistic processing like 

lemmatization and parsing have a significant effect on the results of 

machine learning for the task of rough assessment of text quality . The 

experiments were held on Russian data, and we assume that for Russian 

and other inflexional languages such processing has a crucial 

importance. We also revealed the fact that syntactic information on 

sentence structure contributes to a higher recall. However, sentence 

quality assessment shows lower results than the text quality assessment. 

Further experiments could be focused on two different directions: we 

can study how parsing affects other types of machine learning tasks, 

e.g. sentiment detection, or investigate other types of linguistic 
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information and their impact on the particular task of automatically 

generated/transformed text detection.   
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Appendix: Features Used 

W1 a single wordform 

W2 the pair of linearly adjacent wordforms (for the first and the last 

word we introduce an empty pair partner) 

http://www.iitp.ru/ru/users/465.htm
http://www.iitp.ru/ru/users/59.htm
http://www.iitp.ru/ru/users/465.htm
http://www.iitp.ru/ru/users/59.htm
http://www.iitp.ru/ru/users/305.htm
http://www.iitp.ru/ru/users/193.htm
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W3  the triple of linearly adjacent wordforms (for the first word we 

introduce two empty partners to form a triple, etc.) 

M1  a single lemma 

M2  the pair of linearly adjacent lemmas (for the first and the last 

word we introduce an empty pair partner) 

M3  the triple of linearly adjacent lemmas (for the first word we 

introduce two empty partners to form a triple etc) 

T1  a set of morphological features of a single word 

T2  a pair of morphological feature sets corresponding to pair of 

linearly adjacent wordforms (with empty components for the 

first and the last wordform, respectively) 

T3  a triple of morphological feature sets corresponding to triple of 

linearly adjacent wordforms (with empty components for the 

first and the last wordform, respectively)  

TW2  a pair of wordforms connected with syntactic relation (with 

empty pair partners to the top and terminal nodes) 

TW3  a triple of wordforms bound with syntactic relation in a serial 

way (with empty elements to the top and to the terminal node) 

TM2  a pair of lemmas bound with syntactic relation (with empty pair 

partners to the top and terminal nodes) 

TM3  a triple of lemmas bound with syntactic relation in a serial way 

(with empty elements to the top and to the terminal node) 

TT2  a pair of morphological feature sets corresponding to the pair of 

syntactically bound wordforms (with empty pair partners for the 

first and the last wordforms, respectively) 

TT3  a triple of morphological feature sets corresponding to triple of 

syntactically bound wordforms (with empty components for the 

first and the last wordforms, respectively) 

TL1  a single syntactic relation 

TL2  a pair of consecutive syntactic relations 

TL3  a triple of consecutive syntactic relations 

TTL2 a pair of morphological feature sets corresponding to the pair of 

syntactically connected wordforms and a syntactic relation itself 

(with empty elements for the top and the terminal nodes) 

TTL3 a triple of morphological feature sets, corresponding to pair of 

syntactically connected wordforms and the binding syntactic 
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relations (with empty elements for the top and the terminal 

nodes) 

To give an example, for the subtree “in modern world economy” 

(Fig. 2) we have the following features: 

W1 in, modern, world, economy 

W2 (empty) – in, in – modern, modern – world, world – economy, 

economy – (empty) 

W3  (empty) – (empty) – in, (empty) – in – modern, in – modern – 

world, modern – world – economy, world – economy – (empty), 

economy – (empty) – (empty) 

M11 in, modern, world, economy 

M2 (empty) – in, in – modern, modern – world, world – economy, 

economy – (empty) 

M3  (empty) – (empty) – in, (empty) – in – modern, in – modern – 

world, modern – world – economy, world – economy – (empty), 

economy – (empty) – (empty) 

T1  PR, A, S SG, S SG 

T2  (empty) – PR, PR – A, A – S SG, S SG – S SG, S SG – (empty) 

T3 (empty) – (empty) – PR, (empty) – PR – A, PR – A – S SG, A – 

S SG – S SG, S SG – S SG – (empty), S SG – (empty) – (empty) 

TW2  (empty) – in, in – economy, economy – modern, economy – 

world, modern – (empty), world – (empty) 

TW3  (empty) – (empty) – in, (empty) – in – economy, in – economy – 

modern, in – economy – world, economy – modern – (empty), 

economy – world – (empty), modern – (empty) – (empty), world 

– (empty) – (empty)  

TM2 and TM3 repeat TW2 and TW3, respectively 

TT2 (empty) – PR, PR – S SG, S SG – A, S SG – S SG, A – (empty),  

S SG – (empty) 

TT3  (empty) – (empty) – PR, (empty) – PR – S SG, PR – S SG – A, 

PR – S SG – S SG, S SG – A – (empty), S SG – S SG – (empty), 

A – (empty) – (empty), S SG – (empty) – (empty) 

TL1 prepos, modif, compos 

                                                           
1 For English, the difference between the wordform and the lemma is minimal and 

can be seen only on the forms of plural for nouns and the tenses of verbs, but for 
inflexional languages such as Russian this difference is crucial, as discussed above.  
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TL2 (empty) – prepos, prepos – modif, prepos – compos, modif – 

(empty), compos – (empty) 

TL3 (empty) – (empty) – prepos, (empty) – prepos – modif, (empty) 

– prepos – compos, prepos – modif – (empty), prepos – compos 

– (empty), modif – (empty) – (empty), compos – (empty) – 

(empty) 

TTL2 (empty) – (empty) – PR, PR – prepos – S SG, S SG – modif – 

A, S SG – compos – S SG, A – (empty) – (empty),  S SG – 

(empty) – (empty) 

TTL3 (empty) – (empty) – PR, (empty) – PR – S SG, PR – S SG – A, 

PR – S SG – S SG, S SG – A – (empty), S SG – S SG – (empty), 

A – (empty) – (empty), S SG – (empty) – (empty) 
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